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I. Introduction 

Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
ES-1222 

Alexandria, Virginia 

This position is located in the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (Board). The Vice Chief 
Administrative Patent Judge (Vice Chief Judge) is an executive-level administrative patent judge 
who serves under the administrative direction of the Chief Administrative Patent Judge (Chief 
Judge) and Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge (Deputy Chief Judge); is a full voting 
member of the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (Board) as provided by Title 35 U.S. Code, 
Section 6, and is the immediate supervisor of Lead Administrative Patent Judges (Lead Judges) 
and other assigned staff, as applicable, and the second-line supervisor for Administrative Patent 
Judges (Judges) assigned to the one of the Board's divisions of Judges and other assigned staff, 
as applicable. 

The Director, the Deputy Director, the Commissioner for Patents, the Commissioner for 
Trademarks, and the administrative patent judges (including the Chief Judge, Deputy Chief 
Judge, Vice Chief Judges, and Lead Judges) constitute the membership of the Board, but any 
three or more of these individuals may constitute a legal panel of the Board to render a decision 
in a patent appeal, an inter partes review proceeding, a post-grant review proceeding, a 
derivation proceeding, or a covered business method review proceeding. The Board has the sole 
authority to hear and adjudicate patent appeals from decisions of Patent Examiners. The Board 
also holds oral hearings when requested, and has the authority to grant rehearings. 

With respect to patent appeals, final decisions of the Board, if unfavorable to an applicant, may 
be appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in accordance with 35 
U.S.C. § 141. Alternatively, dissatisfied applicants may elect to bring a civil action in 
accordance with 35 U.S.C. § 145. With respect to inter partes reviews, post-grant reviews, and 
covered business method reviews, final decisions of the Board, if unfavorable to a party, may be 
appealed only to the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in accordance with 
35 U.S.C. § 141. With respect to derivation proceedings, final decisions of the Board, if  
unfavorable to a party, may be appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal 
Circuit i n  accordance with 35 U.S.C. § 141. Alternatively, dissatisfied parties may elect to bring 
a civil action in accordance with 35 U.S.C. § 146. 

II. Duties 

• The Vice Chief Judge is responsible for assisting the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief Judge in 
developing and implementing the USPTO rules associated with patent appeals, inter partes 
reviews, post-grant reviews, derivations, and covered business method reviews. These 
include Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 41 Practice Before the Patent Trial 
and Appeal Board and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 42 Trial Practice 
Before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board. 
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• The Vice Chief Judge also is responsible for assisting the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief 
Judge in developing and implementing the Standard Operating Procedures and Internal 
Operating Procedures necessary for the internal operation of the Board. Fmthermore, the 
Vice Chief Judge is responsible for assisting the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief Judge in 
adjudicating petitions for the Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and 
Director of the USPTO. 

• The Vice Chief Judge assists the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief Judge in the comprehensive 
executive management, strategic planning, and financial functions essential to effective 
Board operations; the assignment of panels of administrative patent judges to adjudicate all 
patent appeals, inter partes review proceedings, post-grant review proceedings, covered 
business method review proceedings, and derivation proceedings; and periodically serves on 
such panels. The Vice Chief Judge may serve as the Acting Deputy Chief Judge during the 
absence of the Deputy Chief Judge or Acting Chief Judge if both the Chief Judge and Deputy 
Chief Judge are absent. The Vice Chief Judge further assists the Chief Judge and Deputy 
Chief Judge in the development and implementation of quality, timeliness, and productivity 
performance standards for the Judges and Lead Judges. 

• The Vice Chief Judge assists the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief Judge in interacting with the 
external legal community, including the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, bar 
associations, and practitioners; actively participates in public conferences and meetings; and 
makes presentations to foreign dignitaries and others regarding the Board. 

• The Vice Chief Judge performs other duties as assigned by the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief 
Judge. 

III. Educational Requirement 

Due to the complexity of this position, the Vice Chief Judge must possess a technical degree and a 
law degree. Additionally, the Vice Chief Judge must be a member in good standing of the Bar of any 
state, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, or any territorial court under the Constitution. 
Furthermore, the Vice Chief Judge must possess significant work experience in the field of patent law 
and management. 

IV. Professional Technical Qualifications 

1. Expert knowledge of the legal principles and technical subject matter associated with patent 
appeals and AlA trial proceedings. Demonstrated ability to understand technical subject 
matter; apply relevant patent law legal principles involved in patent appeals and AIA trial 
proceedings; and effectively work in groups to resolve complex technical and legal issues. 

2. Demonstrated executive level experience in directing, supervising, and evaluating the 
activities of a professional, technical and legal organizational unit. Demonstrated ability to 
develop and achieve organizational goals; prepare and execute organizational budgets; 
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delegate assignments; motivate subordinate groups and individuals; establish and execute 
programs to implement policies; and establish and maintain a positive working environment. 

3. Executive level experience in effectively communicating orally and in writing regarding 
complex technical and legal issues; the ability to fully comprehend the complex technical and 
legal issues discussed in a work group; the ability to lead said working group(s); and the 
demonstrated experience to effectively interact with the legal community and other internal 
and external stakeholders. 

V. Executive Core QualiJications 

The incumbent possess the executive core qualifications. They are: 
• Leading People 
• Leading Change 
• Results Driven 
• Business Acumen 
• Building Coalitions 

VI. Supervision and Guidance Exercised 
The incumbent provides oversight and direction s within the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, 
including the coordination of the day-to-day activities of assigned staff. The incumbent develops 
procedures for program operations and oversees assignment and completion of functions. The 
incumbent also assures that an active effort is made to promote diversity within the organization 
and outside the organization through personnel outreach efforts. 

VII. Supervision and Guidance Received 
The incumbent reports to the Chief Administrative Patent Judge and Deputy Chief 
Administrative Patent Judge. Performance is judged in terms of accomplishment of objectives 
and overall effectiveness. The incumbent functions with extremely wide latitude and is expected 
to exercise independent judgment in deciding course of action, keeping the Chief Judge and 
Deputy Chief Judge informed of significant events. 

VIII. SES Designation 
This position is designated as SES Career reserved position. This position is classified as career
reserved in that it is necessary to restrict appointment to career employees in order to ensure 
impartiality or the public's confidence in the impartiality of the Governn1ent. 

IX. Security Designations 
The security designation for this position is listed as 6N, there is not a drug testing requirement 
for this position. 

The Cyber Security Code is as follows: Primary: 000, l 51: 00, 2"d: 00 
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I. Introduction 

Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
ES-1222 

Alexandria, Virginia 

This position is located in the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (Board). The Vice Chief 
Administrative Patent Judge (Vice Chief Judge) is an executive-level administrative patent judge 
who serves under the administrative direction of the Chief Administrative Patent Judge (Chief 
Judge) and Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge (Deputy Chief Judge); is a full voting 
member of the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (Board) as provided by Title 35 U.S. Code, 
Section 6, and is the immediate supervisor of Lead Administrative Patent Judges (Lead Judges) 
and other assigned staff, as applicable, and the second-line supervisor for Administrative Patent 
Judges (Judges) assigned to the one of the Board's divisions of Judges and other assigned staff, 
as applicable. 

The Director, the Deputy Director, the Commissioner for Patents, the Commissioner for 
Trademarks, and the administrative patent judges (including the Chief Judge, Deputy Chief 
Judge, Vice Chief Judges, and Lead Judges) constitute the membership ofthe Board, but any 
three or more of these individuals may constitute a legal panel of the Board to render a decision 
in a patent appea� an inter partes review proceeding, a post-grant review proceeding, a 
derivation proceeding, or a covered business method review proceeding. The Board has the sole 
authority to hear and adjudicate patent appeals from decisions of Patent Examiners. The Board 
also holds oral hearings when requested, and has the authority to grant rehearings. 

With respect to patent appeals, fmal decisions of the Board, if unfavorable to an applicant, may 
be appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in accordance with 35 
U.S.C. § 141. Alternatively, dissatisfied applicants may elect to bring a civil action in 
accordance with 35 U.S.C. § 145. With respect to inter partes reviews, post-grant reviews, and 
covered business method reviews, fmal decisions of the Board, if unfavorable to a party, may be 
appealed only to the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in accordance with 
35 U.S.C. § 141. With respectto derivation proceedings, fmal decisions of the Board, if 
unfavorable to a party, may be appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal 
Circuit in accordance with 35 U.S. C.§ 141. Alternatively, dissatisfied pa1ties may elect to bring 
a civil action in accordance with 35 U.S. C.§ 146. 

II. Duties 

• The Vice Chief Judge is responsible for assisting the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief Judge in 
developing and implementing the USPTO rules associated with patent appeals, inter partes 
reviews, post-grant reviews, derivations, and covered business method reviews. These 
include Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 41 Practice Before the Patent Trial 
and Appeal Board and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 42 Trial Practice 
Before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board. 
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• The Vice Chief Judge also is responsible for assisting the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief 
Judge in developing and implementing the Standard Operating Procedures and Internal 
Operating Procedures necessary for the internal operation of the Board. Furthermore, the 
Vice Chief Judge is responsible for assisting the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief Judge in 
adjudicating petitions for the Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and 
Director of the USPTO. 

• The Vice Chief Judge assists the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief Judge in the comprehensive 
executive management, strategic planning, and fmancial functions essential to effective 
Board operations; the assignment of panels of administrative patent judges to adjudicate all 
patent appeals, inter partes review proceedings, post-grant review proceedings, covered 
business method review proceedings, and derivation proceedings; and periodically serves on 
such panels. The Vice Chief Judge may serve as the Acting Deputy Chief Judge during the 
absence of the Deputy Chief Judge or Acting Chief Judge if both the Chief Judge and Deputy 
Chief Judge are absent. The Vice Chief Judge further assists the Chief Judge and Deputy 
Chief Judge in the development and implementation of quality, timeliness, and productivity 
performance standards for the Judges and Lead Judges. 

• The Vice Chief Judge assists the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief Judge in interacting with the 
external legal community, including the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, bar 
associations, and practitioners; actively participates in public conferences and meetings; and 
makes presentations to foreign dignitaries and others regarding the Board. 

• The Vice Chief Judge performs other duties as assigned by the Chief Judge and Deputy Chief 
Judge. 

III. Educational Requirement 

Due to the complexity of this position, the Vice Chief Judge must possess a technical degree and a 
law degree. Additionally, the Vice Chief Judge must be a member in good standing of the Bar of any 
state, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, or any territorial court under the Constitution. 
Furthermore, the Vice Chief Judge must possess significant work experience in the field of patent law 
and management. 

IV. Professional Technical Qualifications 

1. Expert knowledge of the legal principles and technical subject matter associated with patent 
appeals and AlA trial proceedings. Demonstrated ability to understand technical subject 
matter; apply relevant patent law legal principles involved in patent appeals and AlA trial 
proceedings; and effectively work in groups to resolve complex technical and legal issues. 

2. Demonstrated executive level experience in directing, supervising, and evaluating the 
activities of a professiona� technical and legal organizational unit. Demonstrated ability to 
develop and achieve organizational goals; prepare and execute organizational budgets; 
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delegate assignments; motivate subordinate groups and individuals; establish and execute 
programs to implement policies; and establish and maintain a positive working environment. 

3. Executive level experience in effectively communicating orally and in writing regarding 
complex technical and legal issues; the ability to fully comprehend the complex technical and 
legal issues discussed in a work group; the ability to lead said working group(s); and the 

demonstrated experience to effectively interact with the legal community and other intemal 
and external stakeholders. 

V. Executive Core Qualifications 

The incumbent possess the executive core qualifications. They are: 

• Leading People 
• Leading Change 
• Results Driven 
• Business Acumen 

• Building Coalitions 

VI. Supe rvision and Guidance Exercised 
The incumbent provides oversight and direction s within the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, 

including the coordination of the day-to-day activities of assigned staff. The incumbent develops 
procedures for program operations and oversees assignment and completion of functions. The 
incumbent also assures that an active effort is made to promote diversity within the organization 
and outside the organization through personnel outreach efforts. 

VII. Supen'ision and Guidance Received 
The incumbent reports to the Chief Administrative Patent Judge and Deputy Chief 
Administrative Patent Judge. Performance is judged in terms of accomplishment of objectives 

and overall effectiveness. The incumbent functions with extremely wide latitude and is expected 
to exercise independent judgment in deciding course of action, keeping the Chief Judge and 
Deputy Chief Judge informed of significant events. 

VIII. SES Designation 
This position is designated as SES Career reserved position. This position is classified as career

reserved in that it is necessary to restrict appointment to career employees in order to ensure 

impartiality or the public's confidence in the impartiality of the Government. 

IX. Security Designations 
The security designation for this position is listed as 6N, there is not a drug testing requirement 
for this position. 

The Cyber Security Code is as follows: Primary: 000, Ist: 00, 2nd: 00 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

. J .. 
Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: Fink, William Appraisal Pd. 10/01/18 -

� 9/30/19 

Executive's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: ?� ·jtr 
Title: Vice Chief AdministrativePatent Judge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, u.s. Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief cA D Nc O LT/LE D 
Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 1/ L//1( 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 6/t/;, 
Rating Official's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: r/J//1 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
l(b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): n'i<�".;...r�-==� �;;·Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: 
Executive's Signature: v (b)(6) I Date: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 

Higher Level Review Completed D 

Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I 0 Level S 

I D Level S 

I 0 Leve l4 

I D Level 4 

Date: 

I 0 Level 3 

I D Level 3 
Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 

Element Rating Score 
Final 1 Final 

Critical Element Initial (if changed) Weight Initial (if changed) 
1. Leading Change b)(6) 10% l(b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 
3. Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
S Results Driven 60% 

''/to /�o\9 
{\ /, /?.-ol� 

I I 

D Level 2 
Date: 
0 Level 2 
Date: 

I D Level l 

I D Level l 

Summ�QL Levei Ranges 

47S-SOO = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and ID: Fink, William Appraisal Period: FV2019 

Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governrnentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level 1: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce -or produces unacceptable -work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 
Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l = 0 points 
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Executive Name and ID: Fink, William Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change �b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistleblowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10: Fink, William Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, materiat and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with other business units. Interact with 
public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear and 
consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: Fink, William Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 
Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
ex ected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goall, 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject Objective 4 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 

months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2 :  25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory/ Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 
progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 

Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by Objective 4 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

l-------------l(b)(6) 
Critical Element Rating- Results Driven 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 
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Executive Name and ID: Fink, William 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FY2019 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ___________ _ Rating Period ______ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Performance 
Requirement 
Rating Level 
Score 

Weight 
{multiply 
by} 

Performance 
Requirement 
Points Score 

�------+-----+----+-----� Performance 
Requirement 2 

r-------+-----+----+------1 Performance 
Requirement 3 

r-------+-----+----+------1 Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Exam of Results Driven Element B Rated Level 4 

Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Points 475 -500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400 -474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement {multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by} Points Score 

r-�-���-+-----+----+-----� 5 X 30 150 

Points 475- 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating r-�-----+-----+----+-----� Score 5 X 15 75 

r-�����-+---- -+----+-----� 

Requirement 
Total Score 

3 X 30 90 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4-to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan ] 

I _., 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml): Fink, William Appraisal Pd. 12/10/17 -
9/30/18 

Executive's Signature: (b)(6) I Date: I I J-I;)_ (. I c>-) 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. 

Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name {Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief CA D NC O LT/LE O Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 

I I t1 "1/ f 
Part 2. Progress Review 

/ ) 
Executive's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: f-j?o(JJ'-
Rating Official's Signature: ... �b)(6) I Date: <t/.J�/!2 
Reviewing Official's Signature {Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
(b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: 

Executive's Signature: 

�b)(6) 
II b)(6) 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

I Date: 

I Date: 

Date: 

0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 

Higher Level Review Completed 0 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 

Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I 0 Level S 

I 0 Level S 

I 0 Leve l 4  

I 0 Leve l4  

Date: 

I 0 Level 3 

I 0 Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Ele111ent Rating. Score 

Critical Element I Final 
Initial (if changed) Weight I Final 

Initial (if changed) 
1. Leading Change b)(6) 10% l(b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 
3. Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
5. Results Driven 60% 

It/ j/�( � 
,, / c I Q;t>/1-I 

0 Level 2 

Date: 

0 Level 2 

Date: 

I 0 Level l 

I 0 Level l 

Summary Level Ranges 

475-500 =Level 5 
400-474 = Level 4 
300- 399 = Level 3 
200- 299 = Level 2 

Total 100% 
Any CE rated Level l = Level 1 



Executive Name and ID: William Fink Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Perform ance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Govemmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon tirnelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Levell: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable -work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 
Level S =  5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and 10: William Fink Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change �b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People �b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: William Fink Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Interact with public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice 
and procedures. Ensure clear and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID· William Fink Appraisal Period· FY2018 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement {there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if i t  sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, time lines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2 :  25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 
progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

l-::--;----;:----c---c-;c--=�-;-;cc---------��-:--:---;c-·---:--------i Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight i Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

i USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 

Objective 7 

c_ ___________________ _ _____ -
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: William Fink 

Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: F¥2018 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 
-

Executive Name ____ ___,_!.___:_:• ""'""--"I(.__ ___ _ Rating Period_
�
+f-'......:f:...._ __ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 2 

Performance 
Requirement 3 

Performance 
Requirement 4 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Rating Level by) Points Score 

2. )  

z.....r 

""2-J 

'2- y-

Exam e of Results Driven Element Bei Rated Level 4 

Points 475 - 500 = Level S Rating 
Score 
Points 400 - 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200 - 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Score 

r-�-----+-----+----+-----� 5 X 30 150 

Points 475 - 500 = Level S Rating 
Score 
Points 400-474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 ;::: Level 3 Rating 

������-+-----+----+-----� Score 5 X 15 75 
Points 200 - 299 = Level 2 Rating 

r-�--------r
3
--------+-

x
-

3
_

0 
__ +-9

-
0
---� Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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MEMORANDUM 

FROM: Scott R. Boalick 
Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 

SUBJECT: Executive Performance Summary Narrative for Fiscal Year 20 1 8 ,  
Tim Fink, Vice Chief Judge 

Summary Rating Narrative: 

l,b)(6) 



(b)(6) 

2 



(b)(6) 

' '·· 

� .... : 

3 



SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan ] 

' U ' 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml): Fink, William Appraisal Pd. 10/01/19 -
9/30/20 

Executive's Signature: l(b)� I Date: 172--J /11 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. I I 

Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name {Last, First, Ml): Bonilla, Jacqueline, Deputy Chief CA D NC D LT /LE D Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b )(6) 

I 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: 
Rating Official's Signature: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
D Level S -, . D Level4 

Initial Summary Rating Outstanding Exceeds Fully 
-'--· Successful --

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: 
Rating Official's Signature: 

-
Executive's Signature: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 

Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

] D Level S 
I D Level S 

I 

D Level 3 
Fully Successful 

Date: 9 1 �� f <=) 
Date: -
Date: 
Date: 

D Level 2 D Level l 
Minimally Unsatisfactory 
Satisfacwry -'- -

Date: - --
Date: 
Date: 

Date: 
Date: -

I D Level 4 l D Level 3 D Level 2 I D Level l 
-

I D Level 4 l D Level � 
Date: D Level 2 
Date: 

I D Level l 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Final Final 
Critical Element Initial (if changed) Weight Initial (if changed) Summary Level Ranges 

1. Leading Change 10% 
2. Leading People 10% 475-SOO = Level S 

Business Acumen 10% 400-474 = Leve l4 
1_ Building Coalitions 10% 300-399 = Level 3 
S. Results Driven 60% 200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and 10: Fink, William Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Stand ards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate Limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l:  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 1----Eiement Rating Level Points 

Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level 1 = 0 points 
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Executive Name and 10· Fink, William Appraisal Period· 10/1/19·9/30/20 

Critical Element 1. Leading Change {Minimum weight 5 points) l Weight 10% 
�ci3tOry Perf0rri13ni:e ReCiLiii-ement: Develops and inli)iements an organiii3ti0nal vision that integrates key 

organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 

-�r�nsparency; and maintains program focu�,_ �ven under adversity. ____
_

_________ _ 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Implement Presidential directives for enhancing operation of federal government agencies (e.g., Executive Orders). 
Implement Director's objectives for enhancing operations of USPTO and PTAB. Optimize PTAB operations by modifying 
the organizational staffing, policies, and procedures, as needed. Lead PTAB through enhancements of rules of practice, 
precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders to ensure balance, reliability, transparency, and predictability. 

��--Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) ------

-

----· · ··-�
------�

� ----
Critical Element Rating - Leadin�-Ch�-n-g-.---,-;:t o=-l-ev_e_I

_
S_··-ro leve l4  I D level 3 \ o-l�vel 2  I D Level l 

Critical Element 2. leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 
-Mand3t0ry Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies ihcit maximize employee potential, conn€C-�

the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce d_htersity, workplace inclusion, and equal emp.lqyment policies and programces·,�------------
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, F'ederal Employee Viewpoint Survey, f(n·us groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistleblowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge and assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief Judge with Business Unit Head functions, as 
appropriate. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on 
mission-critical tasks. Retain and leverage nationwide talent. 

--�����----- -� - -----;�----�----Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) -- ---

-

--

-

-

-

Critical Element Rating - Leading People I D ���ei S  I D level �l ·D-�evel 3  I D level 2 -T D Lev�l l 
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Executive Name and 10· Fink William 
' 

Appraisal Period· 10/1/19-9/30/20 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 
"-�"-�"··-·------

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 

- -
---

-
--Agency�Specific Performance Requirements 

Support development of improved PTAB IT system and system integration. Manage allocation of budget resources to 

accommodate business unit needs. Develop and enhance tools to promote transparency and enable increased use of 

operational data. Identify and direct administrative initiatives to ensure PTAB's staffing is sufficient and appropriate to 
support the Board's size and workload. 

-;; ·
-

-
-
-

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions 
--

----- ---

- �  D lev�l ; 
_ _  .__" 

-----�-D-���;��--Tb �����3-To Level 2 D Level l 

(Minimum weight 5 points) ; Weight 10% 
-

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. _ _ 

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements -
-

- ------
-- --

-----
-

-
-

- -
-

- -
- --

- -
-

--- ----

Collaborate and share information within PTAB and with other business units to implement strategies for achieving 

USPTO and/or PTAB objectives. Pursue formal or informal collaborations and education opportunities with examiners. 
Interact with public to educate about PTAB practice and procedure to promote understanding. Collect public feedback 

about PTAB proceedings to guide enhancements of policies and procedures to promote balance, reliability, 

transparency, and predictability. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

-

· 
-

---- ----
-

-
-

--
--- --

-
--- - - - -

-----
--- -

- - - --- -
-

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions 

--
-

-
--

I D Level S 

4 

-
-

-
-- --

- - --
-

---
--

--
-

-------
-

I D level 4 I D level 3 I D level 2 -----D Level l 
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Executive Name and 10: Fink, William Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) ! Weight 60% 

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/ Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. --------- ·--.-------------- ·-- - -- -i Strategic Alignment: Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 

In cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject I 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in I 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 

months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 
Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

----------------------------·--------_, _________________ � 
Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 

Ex Parte Appeal Timeliness: 

Manage the average overall pendency for ex parte appeals, excluding 

appeals for reexam and reissue proceedings, to resolve ex parte appeals in a 

timely manner consistent with available resources, and implement programs 

to balance pendency across technologies. 

Strategic Alignment: 

! FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 

Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

I 1---------·-----·-------------·-·------------l--------------------t 
Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight ' Strategic Alignment: 

PT AB Decision Consistency: 

Ensure that PTAB judges render high quality, well-reasoned, and consistent 

written orders and opinions in accordance with the authority granted under 
Title 35 of the United States Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal 

Regulations, binding case law precedent, and written guidance applicable to 

PTAB proceedings issued by the Director or the Director's delegate. Ensure 

review of 25% of final AlA decisions, excluding. rehearing decisions and 

decisions in cases on remand from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 

Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

Circuit, and 2% of ex parte appeals decisions. 
-·-·-------------'------------------·--
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Effective Communications: 

Strategic Alignment: 

FV 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Goall, Objective 4 

Ensure clear, timely, and accurate communications concerning PTAB matters 
to PTAB judges and staff, other USPTO business units, and external 
stakeholders to decrease uncertainty and increase predictability, 
transparency, and reliability. 

___________________________________________________________ _L ____ _ 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven I D Level S I D level 4 D Level 3 I D Levei 2 I D Level l 
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Executive Name and 10: Fink, William 

Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name __ ___,F-"in:..:..:kC!L....::W..:...:.:.:ill.:..::ia:.:.:m"'------
----- Rating Period __ _,_FY.:..:2::.:0::..:2:.::0'-----

-
Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Rating Level by) 

25 

Points Score 

�------+-----+----+------; 
Performance 
Requirement 2 

25 

�------+-----+----+------; 
Performance 
Requirement 3 

25 

�------+-----+----+------; 
Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

25 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Score 

��-----+-----+----+------; 
5 X 30 150 

��-----+-----+----+------4 
5 X 15 75 

Points 475- 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400 - 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200 - 299 = Level 2 Rating 

f------!..
-----+-3-----+-x-3-0

-
-+-90--

--
--1 Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4- to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 

bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

., , . 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: Tierney, Michael P. 

Executive's Signature: (b)(6) ...., ..... 
Appraisal Pd. 10/01/18 • 

9/30/19 

I Date: / /&/J? 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Trial arid Appeal Board, U.S. Organization: PTAB 
Patent and Trademark Office 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Mf}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief CA D NC D LT /LE D 
Administrative Patent Judge 

Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: /r/ Lr/tr ( 
Part 2. Progress Review 

Executive's Signature: b)(6) I Date: Sll/1 '1 
Rating Official's Signature: Kb)(6) I Date: .r;l /11 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 

l(b)(6) 
Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name {Last, First, Ml}: .. �·�::: !::::�';,f:�-::= o:PutY Chief Administrative Patent Judge 

Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) 
Executive's Signature: 1(b)(6) 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review {if applicable) 
0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 
Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I 0 Level S 

I 0 Level S 

I 

I 0 Level 4 

I 0 Level 4 

I Date: 
Date: 
Date: 

Date: 
Date: 

I 0 Level 3 

I D Level 3 

L I ( f.a / 1 �  
; I  I �  !1 1 

0 Level 2 
Date: 
0 Level 2 
Date: 

I 0 Level l 

I 0 Level l 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 

Element Rating Score 

Critical Element Initial I Final 
(if changed) Weight Initial I Final 

(if changed) Summary Level Ranges 
1 Leading Change (b)(6) 10% b)(6) 
2 Leading People 10% 475-SOO = Level S 
3 Business Acumen 10% 400-474 = Level 4 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 300-399 = Level 3 
5. Results Driven 60% 200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and 10: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 

Performance Stand ards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, tirnelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through otl1ers, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l:  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating level Points 

Level 5 = 5 points 

Level 4 = 4 points 

Level 3 = 3 points 

Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period : FY2019 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistle blowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 

Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 

given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 

tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People 
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Executive Name and 10: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: FV2019 
Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external Politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with other business units. Interact with 
public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear and 
consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10:  Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 
--- --- -----This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 

should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their qua lity indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, a pplicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning in itiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 9S% of all AlA trials not subject Objective 4 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

f-c--c-----c--------
Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory/ Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. Objective 4 

Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

------------------ -- - -----'--------
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for SO% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven b )(6) 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 
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Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FY2019 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ___________ _ Rating Period ______ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Rating Level by) Points Score 

�----------+---------+-------�------� Performance 
Requirement 2 

�------+-----+----+-----� Performance 
Requirement 3 

�------+-----+----+-----� Performance 
Requirement 4 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 4 7 4 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

5 

5 

3 

X 30 150 

X 15 75 

X 30 90 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 - to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

., , . 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: Tierney, Michael P. 

Executive's Signature: [0)(6) 
...., .... 

Appraisal Pd. 10/01/18 • 

9/30/19 I Date: / /&/J? 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. 

Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Mf}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief 
Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: 

Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: 

Rating Official's Signature: 

l(b)(6) 

l(b)(6) 
II b)(6) 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
,b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

I 

CA D NC D LT /LE D 
Date: /r/ Lr/tr ( 

I Date: Sll/1 '1 
Date: .r;l /11 
Date: 

Rating Official's Name {Last, First, Ml}: .. �·�::: !::::�';,f:�-::= o:PutY Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: 1Kb)(6) I Date: 

Executive's Signature: ·Kb )(6) I Date: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Higher Level Review {if applicable) 
0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 

Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 

Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I 0 Level S 

I 0 Level S 

I 0 Level 4 

I 0 Level 4 

Date: 

I 0 Level 3 

I D Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Critical Element Initial I Final 
(if changed) Weight Initial I Final 

(if changed) 
1 Leading Change l(b)(6) 10% l(b)(6) 
2 Leading People 10% 
3 Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
5. Results Driven 60% 

L I ( f.a / 1 �  
; I  I �  !1 1 

0 Level 2 

Date: 

0 Level 2 

Date: 

I 0 Level l 

I 0 Level l 

Summary Level Ranges 

475-SOO = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% 
Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and 10: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Stand ards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, tirnelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through otl1ers, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l:  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating level Points 
Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period : FY2019 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistle blowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People l(b)(6) 

I 
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Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with other business units. Interact with 
public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear and 
consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10:  Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 
--- --- -----This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 

should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their qua lity indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, a pplicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning in itiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 9S% of all AlA trials not subject Objective 4 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

f-c--c-----c--------
Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory/ Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. Objective 4 

Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

------------------ -- - -----'--------
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for SO% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven lb)(6) 

Objective 4 

6 Basic SES Performance Appraisal System, updated August 2016 
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Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FY2019 

7 · Basic SES Performance Appraisal System, updated August 2016 



Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ___________ _ Rating Period ______ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Rating Level by) Points Score 

�----------+---------+-------�------� Performance 
Requirement 2 

�------+-----+----+-----� Performance 
Requirement 3 

�------+-----+----+-----� Performance 
Requirement 4 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 4 7 4 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

5 

5 

3 

X 30 150 

X 15 75 

X 30 90 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 - to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

. � . 
Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. 
/"'\ 

Executive's Signature: �b)(6) 
Appraisal Pd. 10/01/17 -

9/30/18 

Date: /a Is 1 /;-:;. 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Tri£11 and Appeal Board, U.S. 

Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief 

CA D NC D LT /LE D Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) Date: �alJ �11-r 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) Date: Y/3 o/lt 
Rating Official's Signature: �b)(6) Date: Y3t:-Jt Y 
Reviewing Official's Signature {Optional}: Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
Kb)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: 

Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) r Date: 

Reviewing Official's Signc1ture (Uptlonal) Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 
0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 

Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 

Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I 0 Level S 

I 0 Level S 

I 0 Level 4 

I 0 Level 4 

Date: 

I 0 Level 3 

I 0 Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

I Final I Final 
Critical Element Initial (if changed) Weight Initio:! I (if chan2ed\ 

1. Leading Change (b)(6) 10% l(b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 
3. Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
S. Results Driven 60% 

f l/r/�tJ 
j//S/ z_ v l ?  

0 Level 2 

Date: 

0 Level 2 

Date: 

I D Level l 

I 0 Level l 

Summary Level Ranges 

47S-SOO = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% 
Any CE rated Level 1 = Level 1 



Executive Name and 10 :  TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. Appraisal Period: FV2018 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Stand ard s for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established perfmmance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l :  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 
Level S = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and ID: TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintainsprogram focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse. workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lea� develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. Appra isal Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) j Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Interact with public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice 
and procedures. Ensure clear and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions �b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10: TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. Appraisa l Period: FY2018 
Critical Element 5. Results Driven _ (�ln!_�ur_n_ Weight 20 pol_n�s) _j__�_e_�gh_��O� 
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expect�� __ fQf_"s':u,_c"ce.,s"s�- --:c:-c=c-cc-c-c-c--------------=--:----c--:-c---c---------l 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 
progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
· Objective 7 

-·--- ---------,-c��-;-;c:-�-=---- ------Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight : Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

i USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
i Objective 7 
I 

-
-----------------------------
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven �b)(6) 

I Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 
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Executive Name and ID: TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FV2018 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ___
_

_ 
fi

_
1-<-

_
f....:.�=-tZc__ 

__ 
_ 1 Rating Period __ 

F+(_r""'J 
__ 

_ 
Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance 
Requirement 2 

Performance 
Requirement 3 

Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Rating Level 
Score 

Weight 
(multiply 
by) 

L) 

Performance 
Requirement 
Points Score 

Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Leve l 4  Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Score 

r-�-----+-----+----+-----� Performance 5 X 30 150 

Points 475 - 500 = Level S Rating 
Score 
Points 400 -474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 

Re uirement 2 Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating ������-+-----+----+-----� Performance 5 X 15 75 

r-�-�-�-+-----+----+-----� Re uirement 3 
Performance 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

3 X 30 90 

Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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MEMORANDUM 

FROM: Scott R. Boalick 
Acting Chief Administrative Patent Judge 

SUBJECT: Executive Pcrfonnance Summary Narrative for Fiscal Year 2018, 
Michael Tierney, Vice Chief Judge 

Summary Rating Narrative: 

b)(6) 

, . 
.. . 
�':. 
!"' •• 



(b)(6) 

2 

��··· 



'-· 

� .. 

3 



SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Trial and 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): Bonilla, Jacqueline, Deputy Chief 
Administrative Patent Judge 

���------------------------� 
Rating Official's Signature: 

Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: 

Rating Official's Signature: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
0 Level S 

Initial Summary Ratin�Outstanding 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): 

Rating Official's Signature: 

Executive's Signature: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

0 Level 4 

I 
Exceeds Fully 
Successful 

0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 

Higher Level Review Completed 0 

Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 

Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

0 Level S 

0 Level S 

0 Level 3 
Fully Successful 

0 Level 4 

0 Level 4 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Score 

Organization: PTAB 

CA D NCO LT/LE D 
Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

0 Level 2 
Minimally 
Satisfactory 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

0 Level l 
Unsatisfactory 

0 Level 3 0 Level 2 0 Level l 

Date: 

0 Level 3 0 Level 2 [ 0 Level l 

Date: 

Critical Element 

Element Rating 
Final 

Initial 1 (if changed) Weight 
Final 

lnitia� if changed) Summary Level Ranges 
1. L�ading Change 
2. Leading People 
3. Business Acumen 
4. Building Coalitions 
S. Results Driven 

----

Total 

10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
60% 

100% 

f I 
47S-SOO = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Any CE rated Level l = Level 1 



Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level S: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Govemmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement ofthe organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of perfmmance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the shmt term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established perfo1mance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level 1: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points I 
Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l = 0 points 
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Executive Name and 10· Tierney, Michael P Appraisal Period· 10/1/19-9/30/20 

Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
_t_@_r!_�P-�E� __ fl_�y� __ _<l_tl_� _�a in ta i fl_�_p �<;�gram fo_�u�, _ eye_ll __ !:l_ n_cj_e�_a �v_e r�iW :_ 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Implement Presidential directives for enhancing operation of federal government agencies (e.g., Executive Orders). 
Implement Director's objectives for enhancing operations of USPTO and PTAB. Optimize PTAB operations by modifying 
the organizational staffing, policies, and procedures, as needed. lead PTAB through enhancements of rules of practice, 
precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders to ensure balance, reliability, transparency, and predictability. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

1------------�----�--�---� ---- --� I 0 Level 5 I D Level 4 I tJ Level 3 I D Level 2 I D Level l Critical Element Rating - Leading Change 

Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) ! Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for fu!! 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee fi!edback 
gatheredfrom sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey. fOcus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of"t'histleblowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) o.fsection 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees o.f the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervismy 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge and assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief Judge with Business Unit Head functions, as 
appropriate. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on 
mission-critical tasks. Retain and leverage nationwide talent. 

Rati n
·-
g-o"t"t'"ic'"ia"

'
l "'Nca_rr_actic-v-e :-(ccOc-pct,c-.o-n-ol") ----------- ---

Critical Element Rating - Leading People 

� � � -- � - - � - - - - � - - - -----�- - - -----1 
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Executive Name and 10: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% l-=-----cc-�-o------oc��---- - - · · ····· -··· - - - � - - -- - - - - ----- - -Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
AgencyHSpecific Performance Requirements 

Support development of improved PTAB IT system and system integration. Manage allocation of budget resources to 
accommodate business unit needs. Develop and enhance tools to promote transparency and enable increased use of 
operational data. Identify and direct administrative initiatives to ensure PTAB's staffing is sufficient and appropriate to 
support the Board's size and workload. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen I 0 level S I 0 lev�l 4  I 0 level 3 I 0 level 2 I 0 Level l -

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 
- - - - - ---------------------------------

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 

-��!�-r�_<! I_ po_l_i_t_i<:� __ th at �_ffe�t __ !_�-�---�-��� _ <?_f __ 
�

_h_� _()n�i3 n i �a� ion. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate and share information within PTAB and with other business units to implement strategies for achieving 
USPTO and/or PTAB objectives. Pursue formal or informal collaborations and education opportunities with examiners. 
Interact with public to educate about PTAB practice and procedure to promote understanding. Collect public feedback 
about PTAB proceedings to guide enhancements of policies and procedures to promote balance, reliability, 
transparency, and predictability. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions I tJ l�vel 5 I 0 level 4 I 0 level 3 I 0 level 2 I 0 Level l 
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Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) [ Weight 60% 
.-:-----�-,-----------:---�---�---------:--:-----------·· -·--

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/ Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 

__ _ r-· 
.. 

---------·---·-
--� 

Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 
Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

J------ ·------- -.. ---·-·-·---
··---·--·-�------------------------t 

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 

Ex Parte Appeal Timeliness: 

Strategic Alignment: 

FV 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 
Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

Manage the average overall pendency for ex parte appeals, excluding 
appeals for reexam and reissue proceedings, to resolve ex parte appeals in a i 
timely manner consistent with available resources, and implement programs 
to balance pendency across technologies. 

Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 

Ensure that PTAB judges render high quality, well-reasoned, and consistent 
written orders and opinions in accordance with the authority granted under 
Title 35 of the United States Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, binding case law precedent, and written guidance applicable to 
PTAB proceedings issued by the Director or the Director's delegate. Ensure 
review of 25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions and 
decisions in cases on remand from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 

_ Circ�!!!. and 2f6 of ex p�rte aepe��� dedsions. 
-···----·--.. --·-----·-

i Strategic Alignment: 

I 
� FY 2018·2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, I 
1 Goal 1, Objective 4 

i I 
L----·-·-·-·------
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----------------·------··-- -----·---· ··--·-...-------·----------

Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 1 Strategic Alignment: 

Effective Communications: 

Ensure clear, timely, and accurate communications concerning PTAB matters 
to PTAB judges and staff, other USPTO business units, and external 
stakeholders to decrease uncertainty and increase predictability, 
transparency, and reliability. 

FV 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
; Goal 1, Objective 4 

I 

I I 
-·---·------·-·-·---··-··-·--------- ,_ .. ____ ___ j _ __ _ ,_,_, _____ .. _ , ___ .. _, ____ .. ___ _ 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

·------...... ____ ---

Critical Element Rating- Results Driven 

___ ________ .... -------- --·-·---.. --------- ·-·--· 0 Level 5 0 Level 4 0 Level 3 0 Level 2 0 Level 1 
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Executive Name and 10: Tierney, Michael P. 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ___ T.:...:i.:.e:....:.rn.o.::e:..J.y.._, :....:.M:....:.ic::.:.h.:.::a:.:::ec.:....l '-P ''----------- Rating Period __ ...:...FY.:..:2=0=2=0 ____ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Rating Level by) 
Score 

25 

Points Score 

�------+-----+----+------1 
Performance 
Requirement 2 

25 

�-----�------+----+------1 
Performance 
Requirement 3 

25 

�------+-----+----+------1 
Performance 
Requirement 4 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

25 

Exam of Results Driven Element Bei Rated level 4 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200 -299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Score 

5 

5 

X 30 150 

X 15 75 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 - to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

s.J • 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: •• ·'· 
A /' 1 

Executive's Signaturefb)(6) 
·� .. ller, Scott 

p 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge}���� Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief 
Administrative Patent Judge .. 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I 
Part 2. Progress Review " /'\ 
Executive's Signature: j(b)(6) I 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) 

Reviewing Official's Signature {Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
l(b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Appraisal Pd. 10/01/18 -
9/30/19 
Date: 1/z.e/ l  e 
Organization: PTAB 

CA D NC D LT /LE D 
Date: 1(ztftr 
Date: �/\ I I� 
Date: �1/ /'l 
Date: 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: �':!�.\.�).'-_!., .� "'."::'"'� '!J,� ch"ief . . . �., De Admm1strat1ve Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signaturel(b)(6) 

Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): � 
Higher Level Review (if applicable} 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 
Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 

Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I D Level 5 

I D Level 5 

I I 

I D Level 4 

I D Level 4 

Date: 
Date: 
Date: 

Date: 
Date: 

I D Level 3 
I 0 Level 3 

\ '  1(o I I g 
l J , ' )  lfi 

D Level 2 
Date: 

D Level 2 
Date: 

I D Level l 

I D Level l 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Critical Element Initial I Final 
(if changed) Weight Initial I (if c�i���ed) Summary Level Ranges 

1. Leading Change (b)(6) 10% b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 475-500 = Level 5 
3. Business Acumen 10% 400-474 = Level 4 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 300-399 = Level 3 
5. Results Driven 60% 200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and 10· Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Govemmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in·the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Leve1 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l :  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 
Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and 10: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change �b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by al l  employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversitY, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistleblowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People �b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with other business units. Interact with 
public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear and 
consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element S. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their qual ity indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality ind icators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
�_X_R_i?S_!ed fo� __ 

success. 
Performance 

�
R
�
e
�
q
�
u
�
ir
�
e-m-.

�-n�t�l�:�2�s�%�.�W:c-e�ig�h�t
---------�---- Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 9S% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal1, 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. Objective 4 

Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

··�� - - -��--------
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for SO% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven 
(b)(6) 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 4 
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Executive Name and ID:  Weidenfeller, Scott 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional} 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisa l Period: FY2019 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name. ___________ _ Rating Period ______ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 
Rating Level by) 
Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Points Score 

�------+-----+----4-----� 
Performance 
Requirement 2 

�------+-----+----4-----� 
Performance 
Requirement 3 

�------+-----+----4-----� Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Points 475-500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400-474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Score 

5 X 30 150 

��-----+-----+----+-----� 5 X 15 75 

Points 475- 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400-4 7 4 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating r-�-----r3----�-x-3-0

--+-
9
-
0
---� Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

s.J • 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: ; ;' -� .. ller, Scott 

Executive's Signature�l(b)(6) I 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge����� Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief 
Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: 

Part 2. Progress Review ..... 
Executive's Signature: Jb)(6) 

Jl 1)(6) 

Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) 

/"'\ 

Reviewing Official's Signature {Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
(b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

I 
I 
I 

Appraisal Pd. 10/01/18 -
9/30/19 
Date: 1/z.e/ l  e 
Organization: PTAB 

CA D NC D LT /LE D 

Date: 1(ztftr 
Date: �/\ I I� 
Date: �1/ /'l 
Date: 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: �':!�.\.�).lt.._!., .� "'.'::\""�'!J,� ch"ief . . . �., Admm1strat1ve Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signaturel(b)(6) I Date: 
Executive's Signature: l(b )(6) I Date: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): � Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable} 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 
Higher Level Review Completed D 

Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 

Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I D Level 5 

I D Level 5 

I D Level 4 

I D Level 4 

Date: 

I D Level 3 

I 0 Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Critical Element Initial I Final 
(if changed) Weight Initial I Final 

(if changed) 
1. Leading Change (b)(6) 10% l(b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 
3. Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
5. Results Driven 60% 

\ '  1(o I I g 
l J , ' )  lfi 

D Level 2 
Date: 
D Level 2 
Date: 

I D Level l 

I D Level l 

Summary Level Ranges 

475-500 = Level 5 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and 10· Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Govemmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in·the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Leve1 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l :  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 
Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and 10: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by al l  employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversitY, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistleblowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People l(b)(6) 

I 
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Executive Name and 10: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with other business units. Interact with 
public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear and 
consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element S. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their qual ity indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality ind icators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
�_X_R_i?S_!ed fo� __ 

success. 
Performance 

�
R
�
e
�
q
�
u
�
ir
�
e-m-.

�-n�t�l�:�2�s�%�.�W:c-e�ig�h�t
---------�---- Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 9S% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal1, 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. Objective 4 

Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

··�� - - -��--------
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight I Strategic Alignment: 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven _j(b)(6) 

Objective 4 
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Executive Name and ID: Weidenfeller, Scott 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional} 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FY2019 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name. ___________ _ Rating Period ______ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 
Rating Level by) 
Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Points Score 

�------+-----+----4-----� 
Performance 
Requirement 2 

�------+-----+----4-----� 
Performance 
Requirement 3 

�------+-----+----4-----� Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Points 475- 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Score 

5 X 30 150 

��-----+-----+----+-----� 5 X 15 75 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 4 7 4 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 

r-�-----r3
----�-

x
-

3
-

0
--+-

9
-
0
---� 

Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan ] 

. l  ) 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT Appraisal Pd. 10/01/17 -
9/30/18 

Executive's Signature: l(b )(6) I Date: 10 /�D/J i 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Jd&ge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. 

Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief cA D NeD LT/LE D 
Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: IC/(3 f/IJ' 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: A/3u/)R 
Rating Official's Signature: }b)(6) I Date: 'II)();, r - I 
Reviewing Official's Signature {Optional): -... Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name {Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: A 

�b)(6) I Date: 

Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 

Higher Level Review Completed D 

Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 

Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

Date: 

I D Level S _lg Level� D Level 3 

I D Level S I D Level 4 J D Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Critical Element Initial I Final 
(if changed) Weight Initial I Final 

(if changed) 
1. Leading Change ,b)(6) 10% l(b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 
3. Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
S. Results Driven 60% 

11/�(�18 
1 1  )"1 I Z.otl 

D Level 2 

Date: 

D Level 2 

Date: 

I D Level l 

I D Level l 

Summary Level Ranges 

47S-SOO = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% 
Any CE rated Level 1 = Level 1 



Executive Name and 10: SCOTT WEIDENFELLER Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level S: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement ofthe organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l :  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating leyel Points 
level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
level 3 = 3 points 
level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and 10:  SCOTT WEIDENFELLER Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People �b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: SCOTT WEIDENFELLER Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work ofthe organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Interact with public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice 
and procedures. Ensure clear and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10· SCOTT WEIDENFELLER Appraisa l Period· FY2018 
' 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) ! Weight 60% 
------� -------- ''"" ----- ,__, "' ·---------- -.-.. -This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number}. 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected ofthe executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, time!ines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

f-::--;------;:----c---c-----
-- - -- - ---- -- -- .... - -Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight ------- - -----c--c·-;-�--------1 Strategic Alignment: 

Ex Parte Inventory/ Pendency Reduction: 
USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction Objective 7 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 
progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

--�-�-�-����---------=-��--------! Performance- Requirement 3: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

PT AB Decision Consistency: 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% offinal AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: SCOTT WEIDENFELLER 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: F¥2018 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ____ C.V...::...._�t..""',--=J....""""""-'(e-=-("-'(-='---- Rating Period __ l_--rJ,__I_f __ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance 
Requirement 2 

Performance 
Requirement 3 

Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Rating Level 
Score 

Weight 
(multiply 
by) 

Performance 
Requirement 
Points Score 

Exam e of Results Driven Element B Rated Level 4 

Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200 - 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Score 

5 

5 

3 

X 30 150 

X 15 75 

X 30 90 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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MEMORANDUM 

FROM: Scott R. Boalick 

Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 

SUBJECT: Executive Performance Summary Nauative for Fiscal Year 2018,  
Scott Weidenfeller, Vice Chief Judge 

Summary Rating Narrative: 

b)(6) 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

. I ' 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: 

��----�------�--�-

Executive's Signature: 
b)(S) 

idenfeller, Scott 

Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent 
Patent and Trademark Office 

Appraisal Pd. 10/01/19 -

Organization: PTAB 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: Bonilla, Jacqueline, Deputy Chief 
CA D NC O LT/LE D 

Administrative Patent Jud;
g:.:e:-:-=-

=-=======-=======-....:::;-- _
_ 

_ 
Rating Official's Signature Date: 

Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: 

Rating Official's Signature: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
D level 5 

Initial Summary Rating Outstanding 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: 

Rating Official's Signature: 

Executive's Signature: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

D Level 4 
Exceeds Fully 
Successful 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 

Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 

Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

D Level 5 

lD Level s 

D level 3 
Fully Successful 

D level 4  

I D Level 4 

I 
Date 

Date: 

Date: 

D level 2 
Minimally 
Satisfactory 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Level l 
Unsatisfactory 

D level 3 D Level 2 D Level l 

Date: 

D Level 3 D Level 2 D Level l 

Date: 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 

Critical Element 1-----ng Change 1----
·--- ng People 

ness Acumen 
uilding Coalitions 

5. Results Driven 

Total 

Element Ra 
Final 

Score 
-----1 Final 

Initial (if changed) Summary Level Ranges 

475-500 = Level 5 
400-474 = level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = level 2 

Any CE rated Level l = level 1 



Executive Name and ID: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is  considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best eff011s or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectationsltimelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

-

Element Rating Level Points 
- -- 1 

Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l = 0 points 
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Executive Name and 10: Weidenfeller, Scott Appra isa l Period: 10/1/19�9/30/20 

Critical Element 1. leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) · Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transe!'l.ren�y; and maintains program focus, even under adve!_��ty-� _ 

__ _ _____ _ 

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Implement Presidential directives for enhancing operation of federal government agencies (e.g., Executive Orders). 
Implement Director's objectives for enhancing operations of USPTO and PTAB. Optimize PTAB operations by modifying 
the organizational staffing, policies, and procedures, as needed. lead PTAB through enhancements of rules of practice, 
precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders to ensure balance, reliability, transparency, and predictability. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change 

Critical Element 2. leading People 

I 0 L�vel 5
- J 0 level 4 I 0 level 3 - �  0 level 2 i 0 Level l 

- - - -- - --
(Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
worktorce. �iversity, workplace incl�sion, and equal employment poli�i��_and programs. ______ _ 

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead. develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
J;atheredfrom .w11rces ilidnding the U5JPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, f,cu� .'':')'OIIf'S 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistleh/owers by: re:,ponding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) l!lsection 2302{b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
/(Jstering an environment in which employees of the agencyji!el comfOrtable making discLosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge and assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief Judge with Business Unit Head functions, as 
appropriate. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on 
mission-critical tasks. Retain and leverage nationwide talent. 

--- -

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People 
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Executive Name and 10· Weidenfeller, Scott Appra isa l Period- 10/1/19-9/30/20 
I Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) i Weight 100/c 

�--- - - - ------ --·· - - ---Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages re�Ol!_!:�e� 

-
-

-

-
- ---�-� 

______ _ _

_ -- --�- ----- ---Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Support development of improved PTAB IT system and system integration. Manage allocation of budget resources to 
accommodate business unit needs. Develop and enhance tools to promote transparency and enable increased use of 
operational data. Identify and direct administrative initiatives to ensure PTAB's staffing is sufficient and appropriate to 
support the Board's size and workload. 

-- - ---

-
---- - -----

-
- - - -

--
-Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) - -- - ----j 

I 0 Level 4 I D Le��� 3 I D Level2 c�rLevel �---
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 

M3fldatory Performance-Requirement: Solicits and conside-rs feedback frOfi-1-
internal

·a-nd external stakeh-Oiders--or·----------

customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 

�e.rnal politics that affect the w�r_k of the organization. ____ 
-�- ---� 

_____ _ _ 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate and share information within PTAB and with other business units to implement strategies for achieving 
USPTO and/or PTAB objectives. Pursue formal or informal collaborations and education opportunities with examiners. 
Interact with public to educate about PTAB practice and procedure to promote understanding. Collect public feedback 
about PTAB proceedings to guide enhancements of policies and procedures to promote balance, reliability, 
transparency, and predictability. 

-

-
---- -

-
- -- - - ----- ---- -

---
-

-
- -- - - -Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating -· BuOding Coalitions I 0 Level 5 
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Executive Name and 10: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven _, 
_

_ (Minimum Weight 20 points) j Weight 60% 
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, time lines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in PartS. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/ Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
{e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 

-··----···-----·---------' 

Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight ·---r-st-ra-t-egi�-Aiignment: 

l FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Goal 1, Objective 4 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

i 1------·----··--- -·--------·- --·-···-··---- ···-- -··---- -- - ��---· --·--------------··--

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: ! 
Ex Parte Appeal Timeliness: I FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 

Goal 1, Objective 4 
Manage the average overall pendency for ex parte appeals, excluding 
appeals for reexam and reissue proceedings, to resolve ex parte appeals in a 
timely manner consistent with available resources, and implement programs 
to balance pendency across technologies. 

1 -----,.--------·-----------·---- ----····--··------···------·-t ----·---·-- -·- --
Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight j Strategic Alignment: 

PT AB Decision Consistency: 

Ensure that PTAB judges render high quality, well-reasoned, and consistent 
written orders and opinions in accordance with the authority granted under 
Title 35 of the United States Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, binding case law precedent, and written guidance applicable to 
PTAB proceedings issued by the Director or the Director's delegate. Ensure 
review of 25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions and r 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 
Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

decisions in cases on remand from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal ! 
Circuit, and 2% of ex parte appeals decisions. I 

.. ·------ --------------··-.1.-·--·--- -·-·--·�--·--·-·---·-----·-------·- ----- ·····--· 
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-- ··---.--·-·----.... -... _. ___ .. ____ ., __ ... -... --------·------·--··-· .. -----------·-r:: --··-·-···--- ------------·----- -----···------

Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight Shategic Alignment: 
I 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 

I Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 
Ensure clear, timely, and accurate communications concerning PTAB matters 
to PTAB judges and staff, other USPTO business units, and external 
stakeholders to decrease uncertainty and increase predictability, 
transparency, and reliability. 

------ _________ _._ ______________
___

_____ _ 
Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

�----------------------.---------.-------,--------.-----.-----------; 
Critical Element Rating - Results Driven j D Level 5 I D Level 4 D Level 3 l D Level 2 j D Level l 
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Executive Name and ID: Weidenfeller, Scott 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name Weidenfeller Scott --��==�==��=---------------------- Rating Period,_,F'-'Y-=2..:::.02::.:0"---------

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Rating Level by) 

25 

Points Score 

�-----------+----------�------+---------� 
Performance 
Requirement 2 

25 

�----------+----------�------+---------� 
Performance 
Requirement 3 

25 

�----------+----------�------+---------� 
Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

25 

le of Results Driven Element Be Rated Level 4 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400 - 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Performance 4 X 25 100 
Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 

Re uirement 1 Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating ��---------+----------+-------+---------� 
Performance 5 X 30 150 Score 

Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating ��---------+----------+-------+---------_, 
Score 

Re uirement 2 
Performance 5 X 15 75 
Re uirement 3 ��---------+----------+-------+---------� 
Performance 

Requirement 
Total Score 

3 X 30 90 

Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR ratedlevel l overall score 
must be =  Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4- to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

. J .. 
Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: Fink, William Appraisal Pd. 10/01/18 -
9/30/19 

Executive's Signature: fb)(6) Date: ?� ·jtr 
Title: Vice Chief Administrativi'Patent Judge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, u.s. Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief cA D Nc O LT/LE D 
Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: lb)(6) I Date: 1/ L//1( 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 6/t/;, 
Rating Official's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: r/J//1 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): n'i<�".;...r�-==� ��·Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 
Executive's Signature: Jb)(6) I Date: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 

Higher Level Review Completed D 

Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I 0 Level S 

I D Level S 

I 0 Level 4 

I D Level 4 

Date: 

I 0 Level 3 

I D Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Critical Element I Final 
Initial (if changed) Weight Initial 

1 Final 
(if changed) 

1. Leading Change b)(6) 10% (b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 
3. Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
S Results Driven 60% 

''/to /�o\9 
{\ /, /?.-ol� 

I I 

D Level 2 
Date: 
0 Level 2 
Date: 

I D Level l 

I D Level l 

Summ�QL Levei Ranges 

47S-SOO = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4  
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and ID: Fink, William Appraisal Period: FV2019 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governrnentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level 1: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce -or produces unacceptable -work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 
Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l = 0 points 
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Executive Name and ID: Fink, William Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistleblowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating- Leading People l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10:  Fink, William Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, materiat and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with other business units. Interact with 
public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear and 
consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: Fink, William Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality ind icators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
ex ected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject Objective 4 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2 :  25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory/ Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 
progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

Performance Requirement 3:  25% Weight 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 

Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by Objective 4 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven 
(b)(6) 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 
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Executive Name and ID: Fink, William 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FY2019 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ___________ _ Rating Period ______ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Performance 
Requirement 
Rating Level 
Score 

Weight 
{multiply 
by} 

Performance 
Requirement 
Points Score 

�------+-----+----+-----� Performance 
Requirement 2 

r-------+-----+----+------1 Performance 
Requirement 3 

r-------+-----+----+------1 Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Exam of Results Driven Element B Rated Level 4 

Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400-474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200 - 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement {multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by} Points Score 

r-�-���-+-----+----+-----� 5 X 30 150 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating r-�-----+-----+----+-----� Score 5 X 15 75 

r-�����-+---- -+----+-----� 

Requirement 
Total Score 

3 X 30 90 

Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

., , . 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: Tierney, Michael P. 

Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) ...., .... 

Appraisal Pd. 10/01/18 • 

9/30/19 
Date: / /&/J? 

Title: Vice Chief Admin ... •a••vo:: Patent Juage, Patent Tnal ana Appea Board, U.S. Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Mf}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief CA D NC D LT /LE D 
Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: /r/ Lr/tr ( 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: b)(6) I Date: Sll/1 '1 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: .r;l /11 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
(b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name {Last, First, Ml}: .. �·�::: !::::���-::=o;j;uty' Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) 
Executive's Signature: l(b )(6) 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review {if applicable) 

0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 

Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I 0 Level S 

I 0 Level S 
I 0 Level 4 

I 0 Level 4 

I Date: 
Date: 
Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

I 0 Level 3 
I D Level 3 

L I ( f.a / 1 �  
; I  I �  !1 1 

0 Level 2 
Date: 
0 Level 2 
Date: 

I 0 Level l 

I 0 Level l 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Critical Element Initial I Final 
(if changed) Weight Initial I Final 

(if changed) Summary Level Ranges 
1 Leading Change b)(6) 10% b)(6) 
2 Leading People 10% 475-SOO = Level S 
3 Business Acumen 10% 400-474 = Level 4 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 300-399 = Level 3 
5. Results Driven 60% 200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and 10: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, tirnelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through otl1ers, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating level Points 
Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period : FY2019 

Critical Element 1.  Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating- Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistle blowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: FV2019 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external Politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with other business units. Interact with 
public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear and 
consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10:  Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 

--- --- -----This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their qua lity indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, a pplicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning in itiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 9S% of all AlA trials not subject Objective 4 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

f-c--c-----c--------
Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory/ Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. Objective 4 

Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

------------------ -- - -----'--------
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven l(b)(6) 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 4 
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Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FY2019 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ___________ _ Rating Period ______ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Rating Level by) Points Score 

�----------+---------+-------�------� Performance 
Requirement 2 

�------+-----+----+-----� Performance 
Requirement 3 

�------+-----+----+-----� Performance 
Requirement 4 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 4 7 4 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

5 

5 

3 

X 30 150 

X 15 75 

X 30 90 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Leve l 4  

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 - to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

s.J • 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: ; i.' -� .. ller, Scott Appraisal Pd. 10/01/18 -
9/30/19 

Executive's Signature:l(b)(6) I Date: 1/z.e/ l  e 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge}���� Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief CA D NC D LT /LE D 
Administrative Patent Judge .. 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 1(ztftr 
Part 2. Progress Review 1\.. /"'\ 
Executive's Signature: Jb)(6) I Date: �/\ I I� 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: �1/ /'l 
Reviewing Official's Signature {Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
(b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (La5.. First, Ml): �':!�.\...').'-_!.. -� "'."::'"'� '!J,�_:-·�hief · · · ft De! Admm1strat1ve Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signatur�{b)(6) 

Date: 
Executive's Signature: �b)(6) Date: 
Reviewing Official's Sig� (Optional): "-.J Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable} 
D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 
Higher Level Review Completed D 

Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I D Level 5 

I D Level 5 

I D Level 4 

I D Level 4 

Date: 

I 0 Level 3 
I 0 Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Critical Element Initial I Final 
(if changed) Weight Initial I Final 

(if changed) 
1. Leading Change l(b)(6) 10% l(b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 
3. Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
5. Results Driven 60% 

\ '  1(o I I g 
l J , ' )  lfi 

D Level 2 
Date: 
D Level 2 
Date: 

I D Level l 

I D Level l 

Summary Level Ranges 

475-500 = Level 5 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and 10· Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Govemmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in·the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Leve1 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l :  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 
Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and 10: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by al l  employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversitY, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistleblowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with other business units. Interact with 
public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear and 
consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: FY2019 
Critical Element S. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their qual ity indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality ind icators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
�_X_R_i?S_!ed fo� __ success. 
Performance 

�
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�-n�t�l�:�2�s�%�.�W:c-e�ig�h�t
---------�---- Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in  12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 9S% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. Objective 4 

Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 4 

··�� - - -��--------
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for SO% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven l(b)(6) 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Draft USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 4 
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Executive Name and ID: Weidenfeller, Scott 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional} 

Part 8:  Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FY2019 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name. ___________ _ Rating Period ______ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 
Rating Level by) 
Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Points Score 

�------+-----+----4-----� 
Performance 
Requirement 2 

�------+-----+----4-----� 
Performance 
Requirement 3 

�------+-----+----4-----� Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Points 475-500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400-474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Score 

5 X 30 150 

��-----+-----+----+-----� 5 X 15 75 

Points 475- 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400-4 7 4 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating r-�-----r3----�-x-3-0

--+-
9
-
0
---� Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan ] 

' U ' 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml): Fink, William Appraisal Pd. 10/01/19 -
9/30/20 

Executive's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: 172--J /11 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. I I 

Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name {Last, First, Ml): Bonilla, Jacqueline, Deputy Chief CA D NC D LT /LE D Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: 

Rating Official's Signature: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
D Level S -, . D Level 4 

Initial Summary Rating Outstanding Exceeds Fully 

-'--· Successful --
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: 
Rating Official's Signature: 

-
Executive's Signature: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 

Higher Level Review Completed D 

Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 

Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

] D Level S 

I D Level S 

D Level 3 
Fully Successful 

Date: 9 1 �� f <=) 
Date: -
Date: 

Date: 

D Level 2 D Level l 
Minimally Unsatisfactory 
Satisfacwry -'- -

Date: - --
Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: -

I D Level 4 l D Level 3 D Level 2 I D Level l 
-

I D Level 4 l D Level � 

Date: 

D Level 2 

Date: 
I D Level l 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Final Final 
Critical Element Initial (if changed) Weight Initial (if changed) Summary Level Ranges 

1. Leading Change 10% 
2.  Leading People 10% 475-SOO = Level S 

Business Acumen 10% 400-474 = Level 4 

1_ Building Coalitions 10% 300-399 = Level 3 

S. Results Driven 60% 200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% 
Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and 10: Fink, William Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Stand ards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate Limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l:  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 1----Eiement Rating Level Points 

Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level 1 = 0 points 
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Executive Name and 10· Fink, William Appraisal Period· 10/1/19·9/30/20 

Critical Element 1. Leading Change {Minimum weight 5 points) l Weight 10% 

�ci3tOry Perf0rri13ni:e ReCiLiii-ement: Develops and inli)iements an organiii3ti0nal vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 

-�r�nsparency; and maintains program focu�,_ �ven under adversity. ____
_

_________ _ 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Implement Presidential directives for enhancing operation of federal government agencies (e.g., Executive Orders). 
Implement Director's objectives for enhancing operations of USPTO and PTAB. Optimize PTAB operations by modifying 
the organizational staffing, policies, and procedures, as needed. Lead PTAB through enhancements of rules of practice, 
precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders to ensure balance, reliability, transparency, and predictability. 

��--Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) ------

-

----· · ··-�
------�

� ----
Critical Element Rating - Leadin�-Ch�-n-g-.---,-;:t o=-l-ev_e_I

_
S_··-ro leve l4  I D level 3 \ o-l�vel 2  I D Level l 

Critical Element 2. leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 
-Mand3t0ry Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies ihcit maximize employee potential, conn€C-�

the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce d_htersity, workplace inclusion, and equal emp.lqyment policies and programces·,�------------
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, F'ederal Employee Viewpoint Survey, f(n·us groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistleblowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge and assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief Judge with Business Unit Head functions, as 
appropriate. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on 
mission-critical tasks. Retain and leverage nationwide talent. 

--�����----- -� - -----;�----�----Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) -- ---

-

--

-

-

-

Critical Element Rating - Leading People I D ���ei S  I D level �l ·D-�evel 3  I D level 2 -T D Lev�l l 
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Executive Name and 10· Fink William ' Appraisal Period· 10/1/19-9/30/20 
Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 

"-�"-�"··-·------
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 

- -
---

-
--Agency�Specific Performance Requirements 

Support development of improved PTAB IT system and system integration. Manage allocation of budget resources to 
accommodate business unit needs. Develop and enhance tools to promote transparency and enable increased use of 
operational data. Identify and direct administrative initiatives to ensure PTAB's staffing is sufficient and appropriate to 
support the Board's size and workload. 

-;; ·
-

-
-
-

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions 
--

----- ---

- �  D lev�l ; 
_ _  .__" 

-----�-D-���;��--Tb �����3-To Level 2 D Level l 

(Minimum weight 5 points) ; Weight 10% 
-

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. _ _ 

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements -
-

- ------
-- --

-----
-

-
-

- -
-

- -
- --

- -
-

--- ----

Collaborate and share information within PTAB and with other business units to implement strategies for achieving 
USPTO and/or PTAB objectives. Pursue formal or informal collaborations and education opportunities with examiners. 
Interact with public to educate about PTAB practice and procedure to promote understanding. Collect public feedback 
about PTAB proceedings to guide enhancements of policies and procedures to promote balance, reliability, 
transparency, and predictability. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

-

· 
-

---- ----
-

-
-

--
--- --

-
--- - - - -

-----
--- -

- - - --- -
-

Critical Element Rating- Building Coalitions 

--
-

-
--

I D Level S 

4 

-
-

-
-- --

- - --
-

---
--

--
-

-------
-

I D level 4 I D level 3 I D level 2 -----D Level l 
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Executive Name and 10: Fink, William Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) ! Weight 60% 
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/ Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. --------- ·--.-------------- ·-- - -- -i Strategic Alignment: Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
In cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject I 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in I 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 
Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

----------------------------·--------_, _________________ � 
Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 

Ex Parte Appeal Timeliness: 

Manage the average overall pendency for ex parte appeals, excluding 
appeals for reexam and reissue proceedings, to resolve ex parte appeals in a 
timely manner consistent with available resources, and implement programs 
to balance pendency across technologies. 

Strategic Alignment: 

! FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 
Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

I 1---------·-----·-------------·-·------------l--------------------t 
Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight ' Strategic Alignment: 

PT AB Decision Consistency: 

Ensure that PTAB judges render high quality, well-reasoned, and consistent 
written orders and opinions in accordance with the authority granted under 
Title 35 of the United States Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, binding case law precedent, and written guidance applicable to 
PTAB proceedings issued by the Director or the Director's delegate. Ensure 
review of 25% of final AlA decisions, excluding. rehearing decisions and 
decisions in cases on remand from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 
Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

Circuit, and 2% of ex parte appeals decisions. 
-·-·-------------'------------------·--
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Effective Communications: 

Strategic Alignment: 

FV 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Goall, Objective 4 

Ensure clear, timely, and accurate communications concerning PTAB matters 
to PTAB judges and staff, other USPTO business units, and external 
stakeholders to decrease uncertainty and increase predictability, 
transparency, and reliability. 

___________________________________________________________ _L ____ _ 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven I D Level S I D level 4 D Level 3 I D Levei 2 I D Level l 
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Executive Name and 10: Fink, William 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional) 

Part 8:  Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name __ ___,F-"in:..:..:kC!L....::W..:...:.:.:ill.:..::ia:.:.:m"'------
----- Rating Period __ _,_FY.:..:2::.:0::..:2:.::0'-----

-
Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Rating Level by) 

25 

Points Score 

�------+-----+----+------; 
Performance 
Requirement 2 

25 

�------+-----+----+------; 
Performance 
Requirement 3 

25 

�------+-----+----+------; 
Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

25 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Score 

��-----+-----+----+------; 
5 X 30 150 

��-----+-----+----+------4 
5 X 15 75 

Points 475- 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400 - 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200 - 299 = Level 2 Rating 

f------!..
-----+-3-----+-x-3-0

-
-+-90--

--
--1 Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4- to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Trial and 
Patent and Trademark Office Organization: PTAB 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): Bonilla, Jacqueline, Deputy Chief CA D NCO LT/LE D Administrative Patent 
Rating Official's Signature: 

Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: 
Rating Official's Signature: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
0 Level S 

Initial Summary Ratin�Outstanding 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): 
Rating Official's Signature: 
Executive's Signature: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

0 Level4 

I 
Exceeds Fully 
Successful 

0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 
Higher Level Review Completed 0 

Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

0 Level S 

0 Level S 

0 Level 3 
Fully Successful 

0 Level 4 

0 Level 4 

Date: 

Date: 
Date: 
Date: 

0 Level 2 
Minimally 
Satisfactory 

Date: 
Date: 
Date: 

Date: 
Date: 

0 Level l 
Unsatisfactory 

0 Level 3 0 Level 2 0 Level l 
Date: 

0 Level 3 0 Level 2 [ 0 Level l 
Date: 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 

Critical Element 
1. L�ading Change 
2. Leading People 
3. Business Acumen 
4. Building Coalitions 
S. Results Driven 

----

Total 

Element Rating 
Final 

Initial 1 (if changed) Weight 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% f 60% I 100% 

Score 
Final 

lnitia�if changed) Summary Level Ranges 

47S-SOO = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Any CE rated Level l = Level 1 



Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level S: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Govemmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement ofthe organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of perfmmance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the shmt term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established perfo1mance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level 1: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points I 
Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l = 0 points 
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Executive Name and 10· Tierney, Michael P Appraisal Period· 10/1/19-9/30/20 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in  direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
_t_@_r!_�P-�E� __ fl_�y� __ _<l_tl_� _�a in  ta i fl_�_p �<;�gram fo_�u�, _ eye_ll __ !:l_ n_cj_e�_a �v_e r�iW :_ 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Implement Presidential directives for enhancing operation of federal government agencies (e.g., Executive Orders). 
Implement Director's objectives for enhancing operations of USPTO and PTAB. Optimize PTAB operations by modifying 
the organizational staffing, policies, and procedures, as needed. lead PTAB through enhancements of rules of practice, 
precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders to ensure balance, reliability, transparency, and predictability. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

1------------�----�--�---� ---- --� I 0 Level 5 I D Level 4 I tJ Level 3 I D Level 2 I D Level l Critical Element Rating - Leading Change 

Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) ! Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in  meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for fu!! 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee fi!edback 
gatheredfrom sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey. fOcus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of"t'histleblowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) o.fsection 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
fostering an environment in which employees o.f the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervismy 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge and assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief Judge with Business Unit Head functions, as 
appropriate. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on 
mission-critical tasks. Retain and leverage nationwide talent. 

Rati n·
-
g-o"t"t'"ic

'"
ia"

'
l "

'
Nca

_
rr
_
actic-v-e :-(ccOc-pct,c-.o-n-ol") ----------- ---

Critical Element Rating - Leading People 

� � � -- � - - � - - - - � - - - -----�- - - -----1 
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Executive Name and 10: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% l-=-----cc-�-o------oc��---- - - · · ····· -··· - - - � - - -- - - - - ----- - -Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
AgencyHSpecific Performance Requirements 

Support development of improved PTAB IT system and system integration. Manage allocation of budget resources to 
accommodate business unit needs. Develop and enhance tools to promote transparency and enable increased use of 
operational data. Identify and direct administrative initiatives to ensure PTAB's staffing is sufficient and appropriate to 
support the Board's size and workload. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen I 0 level S I 0 lev�l 4  I 0 level 3 I 0 level 2 I 0 Level l -

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 
- - - - - ---------------------------------

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 

-��!�-r�_<! I_ po_l_i_t_i<:� _ _  th at �_ffe�t __ !_�-�---�-��� _ <?_f __ �_h_� _()n�i3 n i �a� ion. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate and share information within PTAB and with other business units to implement strategies for achieving 
USPTO and/or PTAB objectives. Pursue formal or informal collaborations and education opportunities with examiners. 
Interact with public to educate about PTAB practice and procedure to promote understanding. Collect public feedback 
about PTAB proceedings to guide enhancements of policies and procedures to promote balance, reliability, 
transparency, and predictability. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating- Building Coalitions I tJ l�vel 5 I 0 level 4 I 0 level 3 I 0 level 2 I 0 Level l 
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Executive Name and ID: Tierney, Michael P. Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) [ Weight 60% 

.-:-----�-,-----------:---�---�---------:--:-----------·· -·--
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/ Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 

__ _ r-· 
.. 

---------·---·-
--� 

Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 
Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

J------ ·------- -.. ---·-·-·---
··---·--·-�------------------------t 

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 

Ex Parte Appeal Timeliness: 

Strategic Alignment: 

FV 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 
Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

Manage the average overall pendency for ex parte appeals, excluding 
appeals for reexam and reissue proceedings, to resolve ex parte appeals in a i 
timely manner consistent with available resources, and implement programs 
to balance pendency across technologies. 

Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 

Ensure that PTAB judges render high quality, well-reasoned, and consistent 
written orders and opinions in accordance with the authority granted under 
Title 35 of the United States Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, binding case law precedent, and written guidance applicable to 
PTAB proceedings issued by the Director or the Director's delegate. Ensure 
review of 25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions and 
decisions in cases on remand from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 

_ Circ�!!!. and 2f6 of ex p�rte aepe��� dedsions. 
-···----·--.. --·-----·-

i Strategic Alignment: 

I 
� FY 2018·2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, I 
1 Goal 1, Objective 4 

i I 
L----·-·-·-·------
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----------------·------··-- -----·---· ··--·-...-------·----------

Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 1 Strategic Alignment: 

Effective Communications: 

Ensure clear, timely, and accurate communications concerning PTAB matters 
to PTAB judges and staff, other USPTO business units, and external 
stakeholders to decrease uncertainty and increase predictability, 
transparency, and reliability. 

FV 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
; Goal 1, Objective 4 

I 

I I 
-·---·------·-·-·---··-··-·--------- ,_ .. ____ ___ j _ __ _ ,_,_, ____ _ .. _ , ___ .. _, ____ .. ___ _ 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

·------...... ____ ---

Critical Element Rating- Results Driven 
___ ________ .... -------- --·-·---.. --------- ·-·--· 0 Level 5 0 Level4 0 Level 3 0 Level 2 0 Level 1 
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Executive Name and 10: Tierney, Michael P. 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 

7 Basic SES Performance Appraisal System, updated August 2016 



Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ___ T.:...:i.:.e:....:.rn.o.::e:..J.y.._, :....:.M:....:.ic::.:.h.:.::a:.:::ec.:....l '-P ''----------- Rating Period __ ...:...FY.:..:2=0=2=0 ____ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Rating Level by) 
Score 

25 

Points Score 

�------+-----+----+------1 
Performance 
Requirement 2 

25 

�-----�------+----+------1 
Performance 
Requirement 3 

25 

�------+-----+----+------1 
Performance 
Requirement 4 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

25 

Exam of Results Driven Element Bei Rated level 4 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Score 

5 

5 

X 30 150 

X 15 75 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 - to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

. I ' 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: idenfeller, Scott 

Executive's Signature: b)(6) 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: Bonilla, Jacqueline, Deputy Chief 
Administrative Patent Judge ·���==�========�Rating Official's Signature b)(6) 

Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: 
Rating Official's Signature: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
D level 5 

Initial Summary Rating Outstanding 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: 

Rating Official's Signature: 
Executive's Signature: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

D Level 4 
Exceeds Fully 
Successful 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 
Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

D Level 5 

lD Level s 

D level 3 
Fully Successful 

D level 4 

I D Level 4 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Score 

Appraisal Pd. 10/01/19 -

Organization: PTAB 

CA D NC O LT/LE D 
Date: 

I 
Date 
Date: 
Date: 

D level 2 
Minimally 
Satisfactory 

Date: 
Date: 
Date: 

Level l 
Unsatisfactory 

D level 3 D Level 2 D Level l 
Date: 

D Level 3 D Leve l2  D Level l 
Date: 

Element Ra 
Final -----1 

Critical Element 1-----ng Change 1---
·--- ng People 

ness Acumen 
uilding Coalitions 

5. Results Driven 
Total 

Final 
Initial (if changed) Summary Level Ranges 

475-500 = Level 5 
400-474 = level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = level 2 

Any CE rated Level l = level 1 



Executive Name and ID: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is  considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best eff011s or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectationsltimelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

-

Element Rating Level Points 
- -- 1 

Level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l = 0 points 
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Executive Name and 10: Weidenfeller, Scott Appra isa l Period: 10/1/19�9/30/20 

Critical Element 1. leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) · Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transe!'l.ren�y; and maintains program focus, even under adve!_��ty-� 

_ 
__ _ _____ _ 

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Implement Presidential directives for enhancing operation of federal government agencies (e.g., Executive Orders). 
Implement Director's objectives for enhancing operations of USPTO and PTAB. Optimize PTAB operations by modifying 
the organizational staffing, policies, and procedures, as needed. lead PTAB through enhancements of rules of practice, 
precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders to ensure balance, reliability, transparency, and predictability. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change 

Critical Element 2. leading People 

I 0 L�vel 5
- J 0 level 4 I 0 level 3 - �  0 level 2 i 0 Level l 

- - - -- - --
(Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
worktorce. �iversity, workplace incl�sion, and equal employment poli�i��_and programs. ______ _ 

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead. develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
J;atheredfrom .w11rces ilidnding the U5JPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, f,cu� .'':')'OIIf'S 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistleh/owers by: re:,ponding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) l!lsection 2302{b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 
/(Jstering an environment in which employees of the agencyji!el comfOrtable making discLosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge and assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief Judge with Business Unit Head functions, as 
appropriate. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on 
mission-critical tasks. Retain and leverage nationwide talent. 

--- -

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People 
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Executive Name and 10· Weidenfeller, Scott Appra isa l Period- 10/1/19-9/30/20 
I Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) i Weight 100/c 

�--- - - - ------ --·· - - ---Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages re�Ol!_!:�e� 

-
-

-

-
- ---�-� 

______ _ _

_ -- --�- ----- ---Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Support development of improved PTAB IT system and system integration. Manage allocation of budget resources to 
accommodate business unit needs. Develop and enhance tools to promote transparency and enable increased use of 
operational data. Identify and direct administrative initiatives to ensure PTAB's staffing is sufficient and appropriate to 
support the Board's size and workload. 

-- - ---

-
---- - -----

-
- - - -

--
-Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) - -- - ----j 

I 0 Level 4 I D Le��� 3 I D Level2 c�rLevel �---
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 

M3fldatory Performance-Requirement: Solicits and conside-rs feedback frOfi-1-
internal

·a-nd external stakeh-Oiders--or·----------

customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 

�e.rnal politics that affect the w�r_k of the organization. ____ 
-�- ---� 

_____ _ _ 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate and share information within PTAB and with other business units to implement strategies for achieving 
USPTO and/or PTAB objectives. Pursue formal or informal collaborations and education opportunities with examiners. 
Interact with public to educate about PTAB practice and procedure to promote understanding. Collect public feedback 
about PTAB proceedings to guide enhancements of policies and procedures to promote balance, reliability, 
transparency, and predictability. 

-

-
---- -

-
- -- - - ----- ---- -

---
-

-
- -- - - -Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating -· BuOding Coalitions I 0 Level 5 
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Executive Name and 10: Weidenfeller, Scott Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven _, _
_ 
(Minimum Weight 20 points) j Weight 60% 

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, time lines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in PartS. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/ Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
{e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 

-··----···-----·---------' 

Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight ·---r-st-ra-t-egi�-Aiignment: 

l FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Goal 1, Objective 4 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

i 1------·----··--- -·--------·- --·-···-··---- ···-- -··---- -- - ��---· --·--------------··--

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: ! 
Ex Parte Appeal Timeliness: I FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 

Goal 1, Objective 4 
Manage the average overall pendency for ex parte appeals, excluding 
appeals for reexam and reissue proceedings, to resolve ex parte appeals in a 
timely manner consistent with available resources, and implement programs 
to balance pendency across technologies. 

1 -----,.--------·-----------·---- ----····--··------···------·-t ----·---·-- -·- --
Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight j Strategic Alignment: 

PT AB Decision Consistency: 

Ensure that PTAB judges render high quality, well-reasoned, and consistent 
written orders and opinions in accordance with the authority granted under 
Title 35 of the United States Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, binding case law precedent, and written guidance applicable to 
PTAB proceedings issued by the Director or the Director's delegate. Ensure 
review of 25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions and r 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 
Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 

decisions in cases on remand from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal ! 
Circuit, and 2% of ex parte appeals decisions. I 

.. ·------ --------------··-.1.-·--·--- -·-·--·�--·--·-·---·-----·-------·- ----- ·····--· 
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-- ··---.--·-·----.... -... _. ___ .. ____ ., __ ... -... --------·------·--··-· .. -----------·-r:: --··-·-···--- ------------·----- -----···------

Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight Shategic Alignment: 
I 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic 

I Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4 
Ensure clear, timely, and accurate communications concerning PTAB matters 
to PTAB judges and staff, other USPTO business units, and external 
stakeholders to decrease uncertainty and increase predictability, 
transparency, and reliability. 

------ _________ _._ ______________
___

_____ _ 
Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

�----------------------.---------.-------,--------.-----.-----------; 
Critical Element Rating - Results Driven j D Level 5 I D Level 4 D Level 3 l D Level 2 j D Level l 
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Executive Name and ID: Weidenfeller, Scott 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: 10/1/19-9/30/20 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name Weidenfeller Scott --��==�==��=---------------------- Rating Period,_,F'-'Y-=2..:::.02::.:0"---------

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Rating Level by) 

25 

Points Score 

�-----------+----------�------+---------� 
Performance 
Requirement 2 

25 

�----------+----------�------+---------� 
Performance 
Requirement 3 

25 

�----------+----------�------+---------� 
Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

25 

le of Results Driven Element Be Rated Level 4 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400 - 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Performance 4 X 25 100 
Points 475- 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 

Re uirement 1 Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating ��---------+----------+-------+---------� 
Performance 5 X 30 150 Score 

Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating ��---------+----------+-------+---------_, 
Score 

Re uirement 2 
Performance 5 X 15 75 
Re uirement 3 ��---------+----------+-------+---------� 
Performance 

Requirement 
Total Score 

3 X 30 90 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR ratedlevel l overall score 
must be =  Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4- to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan ] 

. ' . 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

.Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BONILLA, JACQUELINE Appraisal Pd. 10/01/17 -
9/30/18 

Executive's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: \ C) l�l I\ I 
Title: Vice Chief Admi ... :o�•auve Patent Judge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief CA D NC O LT/LE D Administrative Patent Judge / 
Rating Official's Signature: - l(b)(6) I Date: '6(. -;r:;-

( 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: '--\ (�u/\� 
Rating Official's Signature: Kb)(6) I Date: 'I sc.);,r 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
l(b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 

Executive's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (bptional): Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable} 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 
Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I D Level S 

I D Level S 
I D Level 4 

I D Level 4 

Date: 

I D Level 3 

I D Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Critical Element I Final 
Initial (if changed) Weight Initial I Final 

(if changed) 
1. Leading Change (b)(6) 10% l(b)(6) 
2 Leading People 10% 
3 Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
5. Results Driven 60% 

< t/ r( z.o r � 
\\ /t. l �l 8 

D Level 2 
Date: 

D Level 2 
Date: 

I D Level l 

I D Level l 

Summary Level Ranges 

47S-SOO = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% 
Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and ID: BONILLA, JACQUELINE Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is  viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating level Points 
level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
level 2 = 2 points 
Level l = 0 points 
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Executive Name and ID: BONILLA, JACQUELINE Appraisal Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People 
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Executive Name and ID: BONILLA, JACQUELINE Appraisal Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen {Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions {Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Interact with public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice 
and procedures. Ensure clear and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions �b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: BONILLA, JACQUELINE Appraisa l Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) 1 Weight 60% --- ---- - --
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight 

' 
Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
; Objective 7 

l-c--o----=-----c--�--=c-=�-------------- - . -"- - -----;-:-;;------:-------1 
Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 
Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 
progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

�- -· ·· ·· ·· 
Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, ! Objective 7 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

- - -- ------

L"---------------------�------ --------- -
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven b)(6) 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 
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Executive Name and ID: BONILLA, JACQUELINE 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative {Mandatory) 

Part 7:  Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FY2018 

7 Basic SES Performance Appraisal System, updated August 2016 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name _____ t?_._.ll"-'11....:....:...' ..__{1'--�...::...._ __ _ Rating Period _ _;r:_�+-(__,1_..!.___ __ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 
{PR) 

Performance 
Requirement 
Rating Level 
Score 

Weight 
{multiply 
by) 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 2 

Performance 
Requirement 3 

Performance 
Requirement 4 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Points Score 

L) 

2 )  

�-s-

""?. (  

Exam of Results Driven Element Bei Rated level 4 

Points 475-500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400-474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement {multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Score 

5 

5 

X 30 150 

X 15 75 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan ] 

I _., 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml): Fink, William Appraisal Pd. 12/10/17 -
9/30/18 

Executive's Signature: l(b )(6) I Date: I I J-I;)_ (. I c>-) 
Title: Vice Chief Admin is\., d\.lvc Patent Judge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name {Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief CA D NC O LT/LE O Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) Date: 

I I t1 "1/ f 
Part 2. Progress Review 

/ ) 
Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) Date: f-j?o(JJ'-
Rating Official's Signature: fo)(6) Date: <t/.J�/!2 
Reviewing Official's Signature {Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
(b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 
Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 

Higher Level Review Completed 0 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I 0 Level S 

I 0 Level S 
I 0 Level 4 

I 0 Level 4 

Date: 

I 0 Level 3 

I 0 Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Ele111ent Rating. Score 

Critical Element I Final 
Initial (if changed) Weight I Final 

Initial (if changed) 
1. Leading Change (b)(6) 10% l(b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 
3. Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
5. Results Driven 60% 

It/ j/�( � 
,, / c I Q;t>/1-I 

0 Level 2 
Date: 
0 Level 2 
Date: 

I 0 Level l 

I 0 Level l 

Summary Level Ranges 

475-500 = Level 5 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level l = Level 1 



Executive Name and ID: William Fink Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Govemmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon tirnelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 
Level S =  5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and 10: William Fink Appraisal Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change fb)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People �b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: William Fink Appraisal Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Interact with public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice 
and procedures. Ensure clear and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions �b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID· William Fink Appraisal Period· FY2018 
Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement {there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, time lines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2:  25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 
progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

l-::--;----;:----c---c-;c--=�-;-;cc---------��-:--:---;c-·---:--------i Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight i Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

i USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

c_ ___________________ _ _____ -
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: William Fink 

Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: F¥2018 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 
-

Executive Name ____ ___,_!.___:_:• ""'""--"I(.__ ___ _ Rating Period_�+f-'......:f:...._ __ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance Weight 
Requirement (multiply 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 2 

Performance 
Requirement 3 

Performance 
Requirement 4 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Rating Level by) Points Score 

2. )  

z.....r 

""2-J 

'2- y-

Exam e of Results Driven Element Bei Rated Level 4 

Points 475 - 500 = Level S Rating 
Score 
Points 400 - 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200 - 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Score 

r-�-----+-----+----+-----� 5 X 30 150 

Points 475 - 500 = Level S Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 ;::: Level 3 Rating 

������-+-----+----+-----� Score 5 X 15 75 
Points 200 - 299 = Level 2 Rating 

r-�--------r
3
--------+-

x
-

3
_

0 
__ +-9

-
0
---� Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Leve l4  

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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MEMORANDUM 

FROIVl: Scott R. Boalick 
Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 

SUBJECT: Executive Performance Summary Narrative for Fiscal Year 2018,  
Tim Fink, Vice Chief Judge 

Summary Rating Narrative: 

(b)(6) 

i .. 



(b)(6) 

2 



(b)(6) 

' '·· 

� .... : 

3 



SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

. � . 
Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. 
;-'\ 

Executive's Signature: i(b)(6) I 
Appraisal Pd. 10/01/17 -
9/30/18 
Date: /a Is 1 /;-:;. 

Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Tri£11 and Appeal Board, U.S. Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief CA D NC D LT /LE D Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: �alJ �11-r 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: - l(b)(6) I Date: Y/3 o/lt 
Rating Official's Signature: l\b)(6) I Date: Y3t:-Jt Y 
Reviewing Official's Signature {Optional}: Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
>)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) 
Executive's Signature: lb)(6) 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 
Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I 0 Level S 

I 0 Level S 

I I 

I 0 Level 4 

I 0 Level 4 

Date: 
Date: 
Date: 

Date: 
Date: 

I 0 Level 3 

I 0 Level 3 

f l/r/�tJ 
j//S/ z_ v l ?  

0 Level 2 
Date: 

0 Level 2 
Date: 

I D Level l 

I 0 Level l 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Critical Element I Final 
Initial (if changed) Weight Initial J Final 

_(if changed) Summary Level Ranges 
1. Leading Change l(b)(6) 10% b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 47S-SOO = Level S 
3. Business Acumen 10% 400-474 = Level 4 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 300-399 = Level 3 
S. Results Driven 60% 200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level 1 = Level 1 



Executive Name and 10:  TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. Appraisal Period: FV2018 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established perfmmance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 
Level S = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and ID: TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintainsprogram focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change �b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse. workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lea� develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. Appra isa l Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) j Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Interact with public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice 
and procedures. Ensure clear and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10: TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. Appraisa l Period: FY2018 
Critical Element 5. Results Driven _ (�ln!_�ur_n_ Weight 20 pol_n�s) _j__�_e_�gh_��O� 
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expect�� __ fQf_"s':u,_c"ce.,s"s�- --:c:-c=c-cc-c-c-c--------------=--:----c--:-c---c---------l 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 
Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 
progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
· Objective 7 

-·--- ---------,-c��-;-;c:-�-=---- ------Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight : Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

i USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
i Objective 7 
I 

-
-----------------------------
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven l(b)(6) 

I Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 
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Executive Name and ID: TIERNEY, MICHAEL P. 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FV2018 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ___
_

_ 
fi

_
1-<-

_
f....:.�=-tZc__ 

__ 
_ 1 Rating Period __ 

F+(_r""'J 
__ 

_ 
Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance 
Requirement 2 

Performance 
Requirement 3 

Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Rating Level 
Score 

Weight 
(multiply 
by) 

L) 

Performance 
Requirement 
Points Score 

Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Score 

r-�-----+-----+----+-----� Performance 5 X 30 150 

Points 475 - 500 = Level S Rating 
Score 
Points 400 -474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 

Re uirement 2 Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating ������-+-----+----+-----� Performance 5 X 15 75 

r-�-�-�-+-----+----+-----� Re uirement 3 
Performance 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

3 X 30 90 

Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level l overall score 
must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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MEMORANDUM 

FROM: Scott R. Boalick 
Acting Chief Administrative Patent Judge 

SUBJECT: Executive Pcrfonnance Summary Narrative for Fiscal Year 2018, 
Michael Tierney, Vice Chief Judge 

Summary Rating Narrative: 

(b)(6) 

, . 
.. . 
�':. 
!"' •• 



(b)(6) 
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��··· 



(b)(6) 

3 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan ] 

. l  ) 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT Appraisal Pd. 10/01/17 -
9/30/18 

Executive's Signature: l(b )(6) I Date: 10 /�D/J i 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Jdage, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief cA D NeD LT/LE D 
Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: IC/(3 f/IJ' 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: l(b: (6) I Date: A/3u/)R 
Rating Official's Signature: [0)(6) I Date: 'II)();, r 

-........_ I 
Reviewing Officia l's Signature {Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
l(b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name {Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: 
Executive's Signature: -l(b)(6) I Date: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 
Higher Level Review Completed D 

Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

Date: 

I D Level S _lg Level� D Level 3 

I D Level S I D Level 4 J D Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Final I Final 
Critical Element Initial (if changed) Weight Initial (if changed) 

1. Leading Change b)(6) 10% l(b)(6) 
2. Leading People 10% 
3. Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
S. Results Driven 60% 

11/�(�18 
1 1  )"1 I Z.otl 

D Level 2 
Date: 
D Level 2 
Date: 

I D Level l 

I D Level l 

Summary Level Ranges 

47S-SOO = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% Any CE rated Level 1 = Level 1 



Executive Name and 10: SCOTT WEIDENFELLER Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level S: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement ofthe organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l :  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating leyel Points 
level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
level 3 = 3 points 
level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and 10:  SCOTT WEIDENFELLER Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change �b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; a llows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: SCOTT WEIDENFELLER Appraisal Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen 
b)(6) 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Interact with public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice 
and procedures. Ensure clear and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions 
(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10· SCOTT WEIDENFELLER Appra isal Period· FY2018 
' 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) ! Weight 60% 
------� -------- ''"" ----- ,__, "' ·---------- -.-.. -This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number}. 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected ofthe executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, time!ines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

f-::--;------;:----c---c-----
-- - -- - ---- -- -- .... - -

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight ------- - -----c--c·-;-�--------1 Strategic Alignment: 
Ex Parte Inventory/ Pendency Reduction: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction Objective 7 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 
progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

--�-�-�-����---------=-��--------! Performance- Requirement 3: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

PT AB Decision Consistency: 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% offinal AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: SCOTT WEIDENFELLER 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: F¥2018 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name ____ C.V...::...._�t..""',--=J....""""""-'(e-=-("-'(-='---- Rating Period __ l_--rJ,__I_f __ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance 
Requirement 2 

Performance 
Requirement 3 

Performance 
Requirement 4 

Requirement 
Total Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Rating Level 
Score 

Weight 
(multiply 
by) 

Performance 
Requirement 
Points Score 

Exam e of Results Driven Element B Rated Level 4 

Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Points 475-500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400-474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Score 

5 

5 

3 

X 30 150 

X 15 75 

X 30 90 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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MEMORANDUM 

FROM: Scott R. Boalick 

Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 

SUBJECT: Executive Performance Summary Nauative for Fiscal Year 2018,  
Scott Weidenfeller, Vice Chief Judge 

Summary Rating Narrative: 

b)(6) 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

, :·u J 
Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have berm consulted on its development. 

Executive's Signature: 

Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOALICK, SCOIT R., Deputy Chief 
Administrative Patent 
Rating Official's Signature: 

Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: 

Rating Official's Signature: 

(6) 

(6) 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional}: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Appraisal Pd. 10/01/16 • 

7 
!+· 

Organization: PTAB 

cA D Nc O LT/LE D 

Date: <-..) 

Date: 

Date: '1( J.. t 
-·--1-��-------1 

Date: 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOAUCK, SCOTr R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: Date: /� 

Executive's Signature: Date: / v / :J 1/r:f 
Reviewing Official's Date: 

Higher Level Review (if opplicab/e) 
---------------------------------------·-r----·····--·-·····---------------------; D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 

t----------------------------------------------------·lr---·--··-··-···--····--···-····-······-····-······ · 
Higher Level Review Completed 0 
Higher Level Reviewer 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Summ 

475-500 = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

s 

Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and ID· MICHAEL P. TIERNEY Appraisal Period· FV 2017 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 

Performance Standards fo1· Critical Elements (The performance standard for each criticaL element is specified 
below; examples for the top three pe1formance levels can be found in the system description) 

a Level S: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climale that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Govemmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive perfmmance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continuaLly contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at evety step along the way. 

11 Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
perfonnance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, time lines, or targets, as applicable. 

a Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level ofperfom1ance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high�quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, eff1ciency, -and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds chaHenging perfotmance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concem from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l: In repeated instances) the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 

Leve lS = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and 10· MICHAEL P. TIERNEY Appraisal Period: FV 2017 

Critical Element 1. leading Change (Minimum weight 5%) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates l<ey 

organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to mal<e organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuityj continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

lead PTAB through continuing development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, policies, and 
proceedings. Lead PTAB with further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and enhancement of rules of practice, 
precedential opinion process, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change �b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5%) ! Weight 10% 

�-�----------��----�-Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedbacl<, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seel<s and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion and eaua l employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other lnitiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions on the Executive Committee and Management Council of the Agency, and 
otherwise, as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties given to the PTAB under the 
America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical tasks. Ensure the most valuable 
PTAB employees are rewarded. 

1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------l Rating Official Narrative: {Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leoding People j{b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID MICHAEL P TIERNEY ApEJraisal Period FY 2017 
Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5%) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justificationsi 
and manages resources. -·----·---- ··-.. ----1 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to meet stakeholder needs and to support 
USPTO's mission. Encourage electronic filing and eliminate paper where possible. Manage allocation of budget 

resources to accommodate business unit needs. Ensure that user fees are used on only the most mission critical 

activities. Further develop capabilities of larger management team. 

····--·------··-·-··-·-·--------------------------------···--------- 1 
Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building C�alitl���------- (Minimum weight 5%) j Weight 10�---
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and n egotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. -···-------

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible, to implement strategies for reducing ex parte appeals Inventory 

within limits imposed by AlA trial inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with 
other business units. Interact with public to instruct on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear 

and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to stakeholders. Enhance stakeholder outreach, 
engagement and customer service -- including to small businesses and independent inventors. 

-----------··-··-"-·----··------------------------·---------·-..... __ _ 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating- Building Coa/it;ons �b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10: MICHAEL P. TIERNEY Appraisal Period: FY 2017 
Critical Element 5. Results Driven 

I 
(Minimum Weight 20%) ! Weight 60% -····· -·····-- .,......-------------········-·-- �---- -·· 

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be Included as appropriate. lt is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in PartS. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page n umbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted) bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 

�ected for success. --·------------I 
Performan ce Requirement 1: 35% Weight (b)(6) Strategic Alignment 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 
Maintain AlA trial completion in 12 months1 or in 18 months in cases with 
extensions for good cause. Maintain Issuance of AlA trial decisions on 
institution within statutory period of 3 months. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 

' Objective 7-A 

-P-�-a-n-cii;-q -ui_re_m_e_n_t_2_:_3-�-o-W�e-��h-t�r=b�)�(6�)�---���,�-��gk �ignment ---· ·-·-- ·---� 

I USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 
Achieve a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory and achieve substantial 
progress toward an appeal pendency of 12 months. 

Objective 7-B 

!---:--------------··-··�··===· =-=·:::::·····=-··=·····:::::.······::.:·· �------t---;:-::::::;:--;:-;;::·-·-····-· ·······--·----1 
Performance Requirement 3: 35% Weight l(b)(S) I Strategic Alignment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 
Facilitate and enhance regular extra-panel review affinal AlA decisions, 
excluding rehearing decisions1 and management review of ex parte appeals 
decisions. Ensure clear and consistent legal and procedural positions are 
taken on behalf of USPTO by PTAB judges and attorneys. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 11 
Objective 7-D 

1---------- ---------------···· -····- . .. ··-·---- ·········--············--�---�----�-! 
Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

----------·········-··-··--···-········ . .  ·-··-�r.:-::-;:::-:------------------����-=-·""""'· =I, �b)(6) Critical Element Rating - Results Driven 
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Executive Name and ID· MICHAEl P TIERNEY . Appraisal Period· FV 2017 

Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan '\J 

-; J '• 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have berm consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: �IERNEJ�IC��EL P. 
_,...., ..--... 

Executive's Signature: l(b )(6) 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Tri¢ and Appeal Board, u.s. 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOALICK, SCOIT R., Deputy Chief 
Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) 

Part 2. Progress Review I .11 
. . .  

.

. �b)(6) I Executive's Signature: 

. .  l(b)(6) r ···-· 

Rating Official's Signature: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional}: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 

Initial Summary Rating 
l(b)(6) 

Appraisal Pd. 10/01/16 • 

9/30/17 

Date: 2-/1� II+-
Organization: PTAB 

cA D Nc O LT/LE D 

Date: <-J /(I r:r 
Date: Y/?.�l!f-_.Jf =;. 
Date: '1( J..t/<.vt?· 
Date: 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOAUCK, SCOTr R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: Kb)(6) I Date: 1�/3()(1 1-
Executive's Signature: Jb)(6) I Date: /v/:JI/r:f 
Reviewing Official's Signature {Optional): I Date: 

Higher Level Review (if opplicab/e) - -D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 
·--·-·-····-······-····-······ . 

Higher Level Review Completed 0 Date: 

Higher Level Reviewer Si�ifU'?r: 
"' / 

Performance Review� .. nf.. J. ,,_ L'/ l(b)(6) 

PRB Chair Signature;{b)(6) I Date: 
Annual Summary Rotlng { '' I l(b)(6) 

Appointing Authority -$18�a���(b )(6) I J Date: 
Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 

Element Rating Score 

Critical Element 
l Final 

Initial (if changed) Weight Initial 
j Final 

(if changed) Summary Level Ranges 
1 Leading Change b)(6) 10% b)(6) 
2 Leading. People 10% 475·500 = Level S 

3. Business Acumen 10% 400-474 = Level 4 

_4_ Building Coalitions 10% 300-399 = Level 3 

5. Results Driven 60% 200-299 = Level 2 

. . ...

.
.. 

Total 100% 
Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and ID· MICHAEL P. TIERNEY Appraisal Period· FV 2017 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards fo1· Critical Elements (The performance standard for each criticaL element is specified 
below; examples for the top three pe1formance levels can be found in the system description) 

a Level S: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climale that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Govemmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive perfmmance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continuaLly contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at evety step along the way. 

11 Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
perfonnance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, time lines, or targets, as applicable. 

a Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level ofperfom1ance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high�quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, eff1ciency, -and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds chaHenging perfotmance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concem from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l: In repeated instances) the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 

Leve lS = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and 10· MICHAEL P. TIERNEY Appraisal Period: FV 2017 

Critical Element 1. leading Change (Minimum weight 5%) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates l<ey 

organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to mal<e organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuityj continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

lead PTAB through continuing development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, policies, and 
proceedings. Lead PTAB with further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and enhancement of rules of practice, 
precedential opinion process, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5%) ! Weight 10% 

�-�----------��----�-Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedbacl<, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seel<s and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion and eaua l employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other lnitiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions on the Executive Committee and Management Council of the Agency, and 
otherwise, as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties given to the PTAB under the 
America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical tasks. Ensure the most valuable 
PTAB employees are rewarded. 

1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------l Rating Official Narrative: {Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leoding People �b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID MICHAEL P TIERNEY ApEJraisal Period FY 2017 
Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5%) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justificationsi 
and manages resources. -·----·---- ··-.. ----1 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to meet stakeholder needs and to support 
USPTO's mission. Encourage electronic filing and eliminate paper where possible. Manage allocation of budget 

resources to accommodate business unit needs. Ensure that user fees are used on only the most mission critical 
activities. Further develop capabilities of larger management team. 

····--·------··-·-··-·-·--------------------------------···--------- 1 
Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building C�alitl���------- (Minimum weight 5%) j Weight 10�---
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and n egotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. -···-------

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible, to implement strategies for reducing ex parte appeals Inventory 

within limits imposed by AlA trial inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with 
other business units. Interact with public to instruct on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear 

and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to stakeholders. Enhance stakeholder outreach, 
engagement and customer service -- including to small businesses and independent inventors. 

-----------··-··-"-·----··------------------------·---------·-..... __ _ 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating- Building Coa/it;ons l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and 10: MICHAEL P. TIERNEY Appraisal Period: FY 2017 
Critical Element 5. Results Driven 

I 
(Minimum Weight 20%) ! Weight 60% -····· -·····-- .,......-------------········-·-- �---- -·· 

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be Included as appropriate. lt is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part S. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page n umbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted) bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 

�ected for success. --·------------I 
Performan ce Requirement 1: 35% Weight l(b)(6) I Strategic Alignment 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 
Maintain AlA trial completion in 12 months1 or in 18 months in cases with 
extensions for good cause. Maintain Issuance of AlA trial decisions on 
institution within statutory period of 3 months. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 

' Objective 7-A 

-p-�-a
-

n-cii;�
qu
�

i
�
re_m_e�n�t�2-:=3��o�W�e���h�t���=b=)(=6=)����,������gk �ignment ---· ·-·-- ·---� 

I USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 
Achieve a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory and achieve substantial 
progress toward an appeal pendency of 12 months. 

Objective 7-B 

Performance Requirement 3: 35% We�tit··r.�(�b)�(�6�) 
��·· ··-· 

........ ""' .... ...,l _______ ,_s=-t-ra-t-eg-:i-c-A:--Iignme.nt:
····· 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 
Facilitate and enhance regular extra-panel review affinal AlA decisions, 
excluding rehearing decisions1 and management review of ex parte appeals 
decisions. Ensure clear and consistent legal and procedural positions are 
taken on behalf of USPTO by PTAB judges and attorneys. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 11 
Objective 7-D 

1------��-- ---------------···· -····- . .. ··-·---- ·········--············-------------! 
Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

----------·········-··-··--···-········ . .  ·-··--r.:--:-:::-:-----------------����-=-·""""'· =1, l(b )(6) Critical Element Rating - Results Driven 
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Executive Name and ID· MICHAEl P TIERNEY . Appraisal Period· FV 2017 

Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan ] 

. ' . 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

.Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BONILLA, JACQUELINE Appraisal Pd. 10/01/17 -
9/30/18 

Executive's Signature: Kb)(6) I Date: \ C) l�l I\ I 
Title: Vice Chief Admi"''"�' auvc: t"cn.em. Juuge, ra�c:u� 1 mu emu "'ppeal Board, U.S. Organization: PTAB Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief CA D NC O LT/LE D Administrative Patent Judge / 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: '6(. -;r:;-

( 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: '--\ (�u/\� 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) r Date: 'I sc.);,r 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
l(b)(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I Date: 

Executive's Signature: �b)(6) I Date: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (bptional): Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable} 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: Date: 
Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I D Level S 

I D Level S 

I D Level 4 

I D Level 4 

Date: 

I D Level 3 

I D Level 3 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Critical Element 
l Final 

Initial (if changed) Weight Initial I Final 
(if changed) 

1. Leading Change [b)(6) 10% b)(6) 
2 Leading People 10% 
3 Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
5.  Results Driven 60% 

< t/ r( z.o r � 
\\ /t. l �l 8 

D Level 2 
Date: 
D Level 2 
Date: 

I D Level l 

I D Level l 

Summary Level Ranges 

47S-SOO = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Total 100% 
Any CE rated Level l = Level l 



Executive Name and ID: BONILLA, JACQUELINE Appraisal Period: FY2018 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

• Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, department or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is  viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating level Points 
level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
level 2 = 2 points 
Level l = 0 points 
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Executive Name and ID: BONILLA, JACQUELINE Appraisal Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead PTAB through continuing appropriate development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, 
policies, and proceedings. Make further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and appropriate enhancement of rules of 
practice, precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties 
given to the PTAB under the America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical 
tasks. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People 
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Executive Name and ID: BONILLA, JACQUELINE Appraisal Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen {Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to support PTAB's mission. Manage 
allocation of budget resources to accommodate business unit needs. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen l(b)(6) 
Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions {Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible and appropriate, to implement strategies for achieving USPTO 
objectives or PTAB objectives such as reducing ex parte appeals inventory I pendency within limits imposed by AlA trial 
inventory and deadlines. Interact with public to collect feedback and to inform on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice 
and procedures. Ensure clear and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to the public. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: BONILLA, JACQUELINE Appraisal Period: FY2018 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) 1 Weight 60% --- ---- - --
This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. 
Performance Requirement 1:  25% Weight 

' 
Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 

Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
; Objective 7 

l-c--o----=-----c--�--=c-=�-------------- - . -"- - -----;-:-;;------:-------1 
Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 
Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 

Achieve progress toward a reduction in the average time from jurisdiction 
passing to the Board to decision on regular ex parte appeals, or achieve 
progress toward a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory by issuing decisions 
in accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

�- -· ·· ·· ·· 
Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 

In accordance with the authority granted under Title 35 of the United States 
Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations, binding case law 
precedent, and written guidance applicable to PTAB proceedings issued by 
the Director or the Director's delegate, ensure that PTAB judges render clear 
and consistent decisions for proceedings before the PTAB. Ensure review of 
25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions, and 2% of regular 
ex parte appeals decisions. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, ! Objective 7 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 

- - -- ------

L"---------------------�------ --------- -
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Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Federal Circuit Remand Decision Timeliness: 

Ensure completion of decisions on remand in compliance with applicable 
legal requirements from the Federal Circuit in 12 months from issuance of 
the Federal Circuit's mandate for 50% of all such remands. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven l(b)(6) 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7 
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Executive Name and ID: BONILLA, JACQUELINE 
Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative {Mandatory) 

Part 7:  Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: FY2018 

7 Basic SES Performance Appraisal System, updated August 2016 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name _____ t?_._.ll"-'11....:....:...' ..__{1'--�...::...._ __ _ Rating Period _ _;r:_�+-(__,1_..!.___ __ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 
(PR) 

Performance 
Requirement 
Rating Level 
Score 

Weight 
(multiply 
by) 

Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Requirement 

Performance 
Requirement 2 

Performance 
Requirement 3 

Performance 
Requirement 4 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Points Score 

L) 

2 )  

�-s-

""?. (  

Exam of Results Driven Element Bei Rated level 4 

Points 475- 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400- 474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300 - 399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
m ust be = Level 1 Rating Score 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

Score 

5 

5 

X 30 150 

X 15 75 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 -to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

Part 1. Consultation. f have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT 
j Appraisal Pd. 10/01/16 -f 9/30/17 

... Jt . ' 
·. ! :, 

Exec-�ti��:� .. si;�;��-· (b)(6) 
! Date: ?1$ 1 /.Z.o 1 7  :-----------+1 -------··--··-···················-·-···-·--Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. 

Organization: PTAB 
Patent and Trademark Office ·-------------------1-----------------Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOAliCI<, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief 

Administrative Patent Judge 
CA D NC O LT/LE D 

Rating Official's Signature: (b)(6) Date: 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: Date: 
Rating Official's Signature: b)(6) Date: 

Reviewing Official's Signature {Optional): Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 

(b)(6) 
Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOALICK, SCOIT R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 

Rating Official's Signature: (b )(6) Date: Jo/ 3.? / )y;fr 
Executive's Signature: (b)(6) Date: \o/ -;.D/ � l (  __ _ 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Higher Level Review {if applicable) 
---------,---- _ .......... _ ................................. _ ... 

_
. __ 0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 

D 

(b)(6) 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 

Element Ratin&_ 
.... Fina l  

Critical Element Initial (if changed} Initial Weight 

�1_0_%_-f, b )(6) 1_1=..:.·-=.le:;.:a-=.di;;..;.ng�Ch.:..:a�ng�e;.___-ll'b )(6) 
2. leading People 
3. Business Acumen 

-�: Building Co.alitions 

5. Results Driven ----·-····-----·-:..:...._ __ 
Total 

>�-:--=- -
-

; 
' '• 

• ,. 
' '-'::Yv. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . � ' - . / 

10% 
10% 

10% 

60% 

100% 

Final 

(if changed) 

Date: 
Date: 

! Date: 
; Date; . 

Summary level Ranges 

475-500 = level S 

400·4 7 4 = level 4 

300-399 = Level 3 

200·299 = Level 2 
Any CE rated Level 1 "' Level 1 



Executive Name and 10· SCOITWEIDENFELLER Appraisal Period· FY 2017 

Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 
-;--��-;-�-;--;--�-----Performance Standm·ds for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical clement is specified 

below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

.. Level S: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, depal'tmcnt or Govcrnmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organi7.ation ·� mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule al every step along the way. 

• Lcvcl 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
perfonnance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Leve1 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningfbl results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high�quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The exec1.1tive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

11 Levcl 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concem from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts effectively to addres� problem� characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/tm·gets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating Level Points 

Level s = 5 points 
level 4 = 4 points 
level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and 10: SCOTT WEIDENFELLER Appraisal Period: FY 2017 

Critical Element 1. Lead ing Change (Minimum weightS%) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 

organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to mal<e organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continua lly strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and ma intains program focus, even under adversity. 

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

lead PTAB through continuing development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, policies, and 
proceedings. lead PTAB with further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. Lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and enhancement of rules of practice, 
precedentlal opinion process, and guidance to stakeholders. 

}-------------------------------------- .. ---------1 Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change �b)(6) 
Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5%) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organ ization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high qua l ity, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation1 with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and pro�rams. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gathered from sources including !he USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAS. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions on the Executive Committee and Management Council of the Agency, and 
otherwise, as appropriate. Lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties given to the PTAB under the 
America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission�critical tasks. Ensure the most valuable 
PTAB employees are rewarded. 

----·--·------------------------------------------------1 
Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading People l(b)(6) 
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Executive Name and ID: SCOTI WEIDENFELLER Appraisal Period: FY 2017 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5%) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, a

·
cquires, and administers human, financ._ia""""'l-, m-at'-e-r-ia..,..l,-a-n...,.d---l 

information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of Improved PTAB IT systems and system integration to meet stakeholder needs and to support 
USPTO's mission. Encourage electronic filing and eliminate paper where possible. Manage allocation of budget 
resources to accommodate business unit needs. Ensure that user fees are used on only the most mission critical 
activities. Further develop capabilities of larger management team, 

1--:----::-:--:-:---�--:-----:-:-------------------------------·--
Rating Official Na rrative : (Optional) 

-·- -------·------------ --- - -17.'"�=-:-----------------------------'1 lb)(6) CrWcaf Element Rating - Business Acumen 

Critical Element 4. Buil��ng
. 
Co�l!t�o�_

s
_____ 

(Minimum weight 5%J I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchtJnge of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics J��t_�jfect the work qf the org�_nizatLO.�:------·-----------------------; 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible, to implement strategies for reducing e.M parte appeals inventory 
within limits imposed by AlA trial inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with 
other business units. Interact with public to instruct on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear 
and consistent messaging is coordinated internally and communicated to stakeholders. Enhance stakeholder outreach, 
engagement and customer service ·- including to small businesses and independent inventors. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions l(b)(6) 
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· · · ··--------·--·------

Executive Name and 10: SCOTI WEIDENFELLER Appraisal Period: FY 2017 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20%) i Weight 60% 1 -,.----------------·-····-··-----·····-··-·-····---------··- ·-·-··" . ___ , .. __ _ 

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, time lines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5.  

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) In the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
{e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. - -;-:-�-;r=======;-------T7.---:---:---:-;:------;----·-- ....... ·-· 
Performance Requirement 1: 35% Weight 

Ll(b_)_(6_) 
__ _,jl Strategic A lignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 
Maintain AlA trial completion in 12 months, or in 18 months in cases with 
extensions for good cause. Maintain issuance of AlA trial decisions on 
institution within statutory period of 3 months. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 
Objective 7-A 

Performance Requirement 2·�:-=3·0:-:-%:-W-:-e-:-ig-=-h-t -,�(b�)�(6-=-)-:--r,---·-.. -------------+ Strategic Alig�me-nt� -·- --·--------· 

Ex Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 
Achieve a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory and achieve substantial 
progress toward an appeal pendency of 12 months. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 7-8 

-Perfor-mance Requirement 3: 35% Weight·�-........ ---·------+-St-r-at-eg-ic
_

A
_

Iig�;��-n-t: 
_______ _ 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 
Facilitate and enhance regular extra-panel review of final AlA decisions, 
excluding rehearing decisions, and management review of ex parte appeals 
decisions. Ensure clear and consistent legal and procedural positions are 
taken on behalf of USPTO by PTAB judges and attorneys. 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal l, 
Objective 7-D 

1--------- --------·-----.. -----------·······"'""-·---.. ·-----'----·-----""'"----... . 
. ·----

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

· ·-•-•"'"""'•"""'"•••· .. ----------.�:::-:----==========-·=oo· ·====••=l--l(b)(6) Critical Element Rating - Results Driven 
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Executive Name and !D· SCOTT WEIDENFELLER 

Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative {Optional) 

Part S: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period· FY 2017 
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FC'lMC0 -516 U.S. OFPARTMFNT OF COMMFRCF 0 NEW . (1·94) LF . 
OAU ZQ�-4JO 0 l/A 

CLASSIFICATION AND MR#: .. ···---·----PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT RECORD IP#: 

• Performance Plan • Performance Appraisal • Performance Recognition • Progress Review • Position Description 

Employee's Name: 
WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. 

Position Title: Senior Counsel for Patent Law and Litigation 

Pay Plan. Series, Grade/Step: 
SL-1222 

Organization: 1 .  OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 

2. OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR 

3. 
Rating Period: OCTOBER 1 ,  2015 - SEPTEMBER 30, 2016 

Covered By: c Senior Executive Service � Other 

c.; Genera l Workforce 

SL 

Social Security No 
.l<b)(6) 

4. 
5. 

6. ----............................... 

....... 

-

········ ··········-·--PART A-POSITION DESCRIPTION 

I 

POSITION CERTIFICATION-I certify that this is an accurate statement of the major duties and responsibilities of the position and 
its organization relationships and that the position is necessary to carry out Government functions for which I arn responsible. This 
certifiGation Is made with the knowl€dge that this information is to be used for statutory purposes relati119 to appointment and 
payment of public funds and that false or misleading statements may constitute violation of such statute or their implementing 
regulations. 
SUPERV SOR'S SIGNATURE 

-a-• 

CLASSIFICATION 

...... ···-·-- -·-····-··· Of"I"'ICIAL nTLE: ·······-
DATE SECONO LEVEL SUPERVISOR DATE 

··················-··· -··-·· 
CERTIFICATION PI-': I SERIES: I FUNC: I GRADE: -1:--�·,;:··- 0 YES 0 NO 

I certify that this position has been classif1ed as rt:Jquired by Title 5, US Code, in conformance with standards published by the OPM 
or. if no published standard applies directly, consistently with tho most applicable published standards . 

............... 
NAME AND TITLE OF CLASSIFIER SIGNATURE:. 

_, . .............. -...... 
PART 8-PERFORMANCE PLAN 

-------·-·····-···· . ······· ·····------This plan i� an accurate statement of the wo11< that will be the basis of the employee's performance appraisal. 

NAME ANO TITLE OF =IRST LINE SUPERVISORJRATir.;G OFFICIAL 
. . 

THOMAS W. KRAUSE, ACTING DEPUTY GENERAL (b)(6) 
COUNSEL FOR IP LAW AND SOLICITOR 

APPROVAL-I agree with the certification of the position description and approve the performanC'eplan. 
NM1E AND TillE l)� 111-'PKOVING 01-f-ICIAL OR SJ::S IIPPO:NTING AUTHORITY $l WATIIRI" / (b)(6) 
SARAH T. HARRIS, GENERAL COUNSEL 

EMPLOYEE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT My signature acknowled-
gcs discussion or the position description and receipt or the (b)(6) 
plan. and does not necessarily signify agreement. 

DATE 

OATE 

-- - -.......... --

DATE 

··········- -· tJI\I'E 

lO) Z-1/1? 
·-----·-··-· 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT-Disclosure of your social security nurnber on this form is voluntary. The number is !inked with your 
name in the official personnel records system to ensure unique identification of your records. The social security number will be 
u�ed solely to ensure accurate entry of your performance rating into the automated record system. 



"ORM CD·S168 
:REV_ 1-941 L' 
:JAO 20<'-43(] APPENDIX A 

Ll S. DEPARTME�'T OF CO._MERC� 

GENERIC PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
INSTRUCTIONS 

The genenc oerformance standards (GPS) are 
the primary basis for assigning element ratings in 
the Clepartrrent of Commerce. The GPS are to be 
app-e<: to each critical {and ron-crit·ca·) etemert 
1n the performance plan. {Sum,-,ary rat ngs are as
sogned by usmg a point scale after each el.;'11ent 

has been roted.) 
When evaluating an element, the •ater should. 

1_ Read careiJIIy each performance standard level 
beg1nning Wllh the fully sucoossful one_ (It 1s 
ccns•derad the base level standard_) 

2. Dc:crrnim' wloich level best describes the em
ployee's performance on the elemen: (E<!ch 
and every critenon in tile standards does not 
h�vu to be mel by the employee in absolute 
terms for tre rater :o assogn a oarticvar rat1ng 
level. The sum of the employee's pertnnn,lnce 
of :he ele'lwnt r-oust. in the r�-.e�s judgment ,  
meet the assigned evel's cr:eri<l.) 

3. Provide in wr1ting, O'l the appr�is31 ;orm, spe
dflc examples of accom�l ishments which sup
port the ass1g1'ed rat'og level 
Eleme�t rat1�gs of fu'.y successful do not ra

quore fu wr;tten dccu..,entat'on u� ess tre em
�loyee requests it. To assign a tully successful a a
ment rating, :he rating official nae::l onty docu· 
ments in writing that (1) :he fully wccasslul stan
dards were met, and (2) that :he rating was dis
cussed in detail with t�e employee. 

Occasionally, when rat1t'IB some elerrents. a 
rating official may determine that an emp•oyee's 
oer'ormance on an element was not consistent 
For example, the empoyee may ��ve pertormed 3! 
:he oommendable I eve on sever�! 'l1ajor 3ctiv Ires 

within a cn:ical element and �t the marg1nnl leV<Jt 
on sevw31 others_ In s�cn " cn�c :�oc rulins uf'1ci�l 
mus: consider tre ovcr�ll ctfud uf \loc crropluycc'� 
work "" l•m dcrownl mod r'lake a JUdgement as to 
:t1u a�rmpnuw ruling levol 1e/she will assign Toe 
ratiun�lc fur tlw docision mu�t be dccumer.ted on 
:he rating form, citing speGific acccmplis1r-oe1ts 
w�1ch �c·pport the dec-s•on_ 

Any additional standards that are ,nc uded in 
:he perfom1ance pia� must also be wnsidered ty 
;he rating official. Su:h s:anctards are or:cl�:led in 
perforrrance plans :o SL.'pplement the GPS, nc: 
supplant +.hem. Rat'1rg officoal� shoJid consooer 
such standar:ls w1:h1, the context of tre GPS a�d 
rate eiemen:s acccrdlngty. 

OUTSTANDING 
SES 

This is a level of rare, hig1-qua :y performance_ 
The employee has performed "" well :hat orga�
lza:iona goalo have tJean achieverl that would no: 
hove been otherwiee. The em�loyee's mastooy o' 
technical sk: Is ana thornugO unders:,1nd•ng of l'HJ 
m1ssion have lmon f·,ordnrr.ulll�l :o the cunp el1on 
ol program oiJtudivu�. 

The �'n�loyee has exerted a maJor positive il
fluer�-e on management practk:es ope·ating pro" 
cede-res, and pre gram ir-op ementat on. whic1 has 
contributed suosta1t·ally to organlzalkl1al growth 
ar-d recognition. Preparing for t1e unexpe:ted, the 
empoyee has planned aod used allemote ways ol 
reac1irg goals. DI�Cul: assignme1ts have been 

handled in:el:igen:ly and effectively Toe emr oyee 
has �roduced ,.., exce�tior.al q·oant1:y of ·.wo1<, or. 
ten areao of estab ished scheCules a1d w1th l•ttte 
supe'�islo-. 

'n wriMg an :I spea�•ng, :ha employee presents 
complex 1deas clearly in a w1de 'ange of d1ftoc�lt 
commu�•ca:1o1s s1\uators. Desired results are P.t
ta•'led. 

GENERAL WORK FORCE 

This 1s a level of rare, 111gh-qual1�y petformancc. 

The �Ja.ity ard quantity of the em�toyee's wor� 

substsnl1atly cxc;eO<J fully ���-,.c��fu' �turdmd" and 
rarely lo�v!} room for n11provcrnen: T>m impact of 

the employuo's .vo'k :� of �cd, �ignif1canco that or
gun1&ticna objedives were accomplished that 
c:hcrwiso wou'd not have been_ The ace� racy and 
thoroughness of the employee's wort 01 this ele

ment are exceptionaffy re;iable. Application of te<:h· 

nical knowledge and skills goes beyond that ex

�e<;;ed for the position. The emp oyee significantly 
improves �he work processes and procuc\s for 

which he or she is respcnsi�e. Thoughtful adhere
nce to procedJres and forma�s. as well as sug
ges�lons fer lrr�rovement 1n these areas, oncrease 
the emp:oyee's usefulness 

This person r:"ans so that WO(< follows the most 
tcgk:al and prac:oa sequence; onefficient back
tracking is avoded. He or sre deve·ops cant1n· 
gency plans to handle »>lent'al problems ano 
adapts q�ickly to new pncrit1es and changes or 
procedures and pro�rarrs w::hol.\ losing so�ht of 

the longer-term pc.Jrposes of the work. These 

st-engths in p:anning anc adaptability result 1n ear

ly or time y comoletion of work urder all but the 
most extraordinary Circumstances. Exceptions oc" 

cur only when deiays could no: h:ove been ant'ci· 

paled. The eMployee's planning skills result in 
cost-savings to the governMent. 

In meeting element obectives, lhe employee 
handles interoorsonal relalionshi�s w'th e�cept1onal 
sk'''. anticipating and avoid ng polent1al ca�ses of 
con4icl ard ac:ive y promo:ing cooperation w1:h cli

ents, co-wo·kers, and his or her supwv1sor. 
The employee seeks additional work or speci31 

assignments rela:ed to th.s element at increasing 

levels c' di:'lic�lly the quality ot such vmr� is toigl• 

and is done on time wrltwut d•snophng togulm 
wook_ 1\ppoprw:u pto�lcrT'� "'" brought to the su
petvoso�s atte11lio11, rroo�l �roblarn� mo dealt w:h 
rootlnoly �nd with cx�urtiorml o�itl_ 

Ttw employee's oral and written expression are 
cxceplloratly clear and effec:1ve They improve co
operation among participants in the wail and pre

vent misunderstandings_ Complicated or contro

vers'1al subjec:s are presented cr explaired effec

tively :o a var'ety of aud erces so tha� desi·ed ou�
comes are achieved. 

SUPERVISORY' 

The em�loyee is a stron� leader who worts well 
witn c:hers anj handles d•ff1cutt situations w1�h 

dlgr itY ard effectiveness The employee encoJr
ages indepe�dence and risk-tak ng <J'I1ong subordi
nates, yet takes responsibil :y for their act ons. 

Open to the Vi9WS of o:hers, t,e employee pro

motes cooperation amo1� peers end oJbord1nates, 

wh1le gu1ding. motiva:ing, and stirrJI�ting positive 
responses_ The employee's work performance dem
onstrates a siren� comm·:ment to '"''' tre�·mert, 
eqo.al op�rt.on1ty J'l<i tho J'lirrrul1vc udooro obJ�I.
liVCS Of �I() Of\JWIILdliOfl. 

COMMENDABLE 
SES 

T�is IS a evel of unusually good perfoml<Jnce. 
11 has exceeded expectations in crit'ca area5 and 
sMows sustained SJppor. of orgamzat10nal go<J s. 
The emplcyee has s�own a comprehensive under
stand•�1 �� the o�ject:ves of tre job an� the pro
cedures 'or meat1n� the't1 

The effect ve p ann1ng of the employee has 

1moro'JeC :he qual :y of management prac:tices. op-

er�ling procedures, task ass1gnrT'ents, or program 
aclf-1•1195. The employee has developed or im
plemented workable and cost-eftec:ive �pproa��c� 
to meeting organiza:ional gmls_ 

The employee �as demunstrate<l Jro Bbility to 
get :he job done well i� more than oooo w�y. while 
h"ndling d<fticull �nd urwrud•cted problems The 
emplcy,;e produces a h1glo quantity of wo·k. often 
Jhcad of u�lclbh"lood �chedules with less than no'· 
mnl supurv1�1on. 

Tim ""'P oyee writes and speaks clearly on dlf· 
lieu II subjects to a wide range cf aJdiences. 

GENERAL WORK FORCE 

This is a level of unusually good performance. 

The quantity ano qua ity of work under th;s ele
ment are consislen�y above average. Work pro
ducts rarely require even minor revision. Thor
oughness and accuracy of work are reloable. The 
know,edge and skill the employee a�plies to this 
element are clear.y above average,demonstrat1ng 
pro:>lem,solving skill and 1nsig�t into work met1ods 
ano te<:hn·ques. The employee follows requireC 
procedures and su�ertisory gu·dance so as lo !Qke 
full advantage of ex-stirg systerrs for acco'11p
lishing the organ•zation's obJec�ves. 

T�e employee plans the wcrl< under this ele
ment so as to proceed in an efficient, orderly se
quence that rarely requ·res backtracking and ccn
sis�ently ieads to coP1p et1o� af the wort Oy es:ab
llshed deadlines. He or s�e uses contingercy plan
nin� :o ankopate and prevent problems and de· 
lays. Exceptoons occur when delays have C<Juses 
outs'de :he e'11ployee's central Cost savings <Jre 
cons idere� .n the employees's work planning_ 

Tie enpoyee works effectively on th is e:ement 

with co-workers, clients. <JS appropri�te, and 11•� or 
her su�ervisor, crea:ing a 0 gi' y sucoo.>Sful wur
era:ive effort He or she seeks cut addit1onJI wurk 
or speoial asgignments that onhwwu �ccomp
lishrrent of this element and Pl:lou.;� ll1orn to suc
cess!JI ococlus•o� w1tr-out 'IIS'U�t.•og mgulm wort 
Prot erns whico swfa�u �re deB\ with: supervisory 
1ntervent1on to cnrr<:>ct f"ublu'n� occurs rarely_ 

Tllo ur�l ""d wriflun expression applied to !'lis 
etor11unt llro routuworthy for ICeir c arity anc ef
tectivcro•J%, lc�dnog to •mrroved understand'ng of 
tl,u wor< t)' ether emplo)'ees and clien�s of t1e or

f!lln-Lal or Work products are generally given sym
�athel c consideration because they are well· 
�resented_ 

SUPERVISORY• 

The employee IS a good leader, eslab ishes 

so·Jnd worting re1a�101shop� and shows good jll::lg· 
't1ent ir dea ·1g will' subordinates, cons daring 

:heir v1ews toe.ishe provides op�or:unities for staff 
;o have " mean.ngful rete ,n �ccompl•sh11g orfan
zaticnal objectives and makes spec1al efforts to 
't1prove each subordinate's uerformance 

FULLY SUCCESSFUL 
SES 

Tlu� '" trw iavcl of good, sound perforr-o�1ce. 
The employee has co1trib�ted posi�1ve y \c or�an
iza:lonal goals A!l ccitical elemelll activities :hal 

coulc be completed a·e- The em�loyee effectiYely 
applies tecw,�a' skills and organization kno.vledge 
to get the job dane. 

The e't1ployee successfully cames out regular 
dL.ties W1ile also handl1rg any dl''flcult special as
signments T1e employee plans <!nd performs 'A'ork 
according to organ1zationa �riorities and sc�e
du'es 



The employee a so works well as a le'm' men• 

bw, support•ng t�e (;ro\l�'s uffor:� und s�•ow1ng an 
ab:11:y to handle a vanuly of 1nlurpursor"'l sltuu

tions_ 
fhe emoi<Jy<Jc COinrnuriG<Jt<!� dearly and effec

tively_ 

1\11 ornploy<!cs at this level and above 1ave fol

lowed a '>tunugmnent system by which work is 

plmonud, tasks are assi�ned, and dead lnes are 

r'IUl. 

GENERAL WORK FORCE 

This is the level of good, sound perfonnance. 

The quality and quantity of the empl<lyee's work 
under ;his e1ement are :hose of a fu 'Y compe:ent 

employee. The performance repreSe'ltS a teve' of 
accomplishment expecled of the great majority of 

employees. The emp'oyee's work products fully 

meet the requorements of the element MaJor revi
Sions are rarely necessary; most work requires only 

minor �ev.sion. Tasks are completed 1n an accurate, 
thorough. and tl,-.,ey way. The employee's tech· 

nlcal skills and knowlecge are applied effectively to 

specdic job tasks. In completing work assi�nmenls, 
he or she adheres to procedures and format re

qUirements and follows necessary instructions from 
superv1sors. 

The em� oyee's work ;>lann•r,g is rea IStlc and 
results '" completion of work by established dead· 
lines_ Priori:oes a·e duly considered in pla�1ing ard 

parforrnirg assigned responsibilities. Work rs�scts 
a consooeralion of costs to the government, when 
possible. 

In accomplis�ing element olljectlves, the em
ployee's inte�personal b-ehaviOr toward supervrsors, 
co-workers, and users promotes attainment of work 
objeCtives and poses no s:gnifica'lt problems_ 

The employee completes special ussi!Jn·ncflb 
so their form and content are acceptable wo<J r��;
u:ar dutJ<Js am no: d1"rup:utf. Hou cm�lcyee per

forms Rdd1tron�l work u� hi�llll>r workloBd �ermits 
Routrne p1ot•lorns u��oc1alu<:l w1lh completin� as
SI!J''rnen:� me resolved w·th a rr-inimur'l of su�er

VI�ic•n. 

The em�loyee s�eaks and wri;es clearly and ef

fedively 

SUPERVISORY• 

The en1ployee is a capable leader who works 

successfu ly wi:h �tners and listens to sugges:oo�s. 
The employee rewarcs good performarce and 

cor,ects poor per'onnance through sound Jse of 
�erforma,ce appratsal systems. performance-based 
once1tivas and, when nee�ed, adverse act1ons; and 
selects and ass1�ns er'lp'oyees ·n ways that Jse 
the1· S�11fs effectively. 

The er'lployee"s work performance shows a 
comm;:ment tc fair treatment, equal opporl�oity. 
and the <.ffirmat ve act1o� obJectives of the organ

ization 

MARGINAL 
SES 

T1ic l<:'vul of perforrmmoo, while demorslra:ing 

sornu po,r:1vc oontdbul1ons to the organizat'o�. 
shows notable deficiencies It is below the leve ex
pec:eC for :he pcsition, and requires cor-ective ac
tion. The quality, qL-antity or lirretiness of the em
ployee's work IS less lha� Fu ly Successful, _jeop
ardizing attairrrent of the elemenfs cbjective. The 
employee's work under th1s element is at a level 

Wh1ch may result - �  removal 'rom the posit·oo . 

There is much in the e,...ployee"s per'ormance 
that is useful. Howe•;er, problems Wit� quality, 

quantity or 11me 1ness E'e too frequent or too ser�
�us to .grora. PerforMance 1s rnconsis!ent c.nd 

prcble"t"IS caused by cafr::iendes co�nter!>�lance 
acceutat•-. work_ These d<Jficienc1es c�1�n"t IJc 

overlooked >ince they C"IeatP. advE>JSf\ c�-"�"q"""

ces fm t�t nrg�nl?.ltlan oc crco:" burden" 'or c:her 

�urwrrncl. When needed as input in:o another 

week proooss, lhe work may �ot be finished with 

�uch cuality quantity qnd timeliness that other 

work ca� proceed as �lanned. 
Al:hough the work products are generally of 

Jsea�le qo�al.:y. too often they require <Jdditionat 
work by other p<;rsonnel. The worn products do not 

cansiste�tly and/or fully meet the organization's 
'leeds. A!though mistakes may be withcut ,.,.,_ 
'tled:ale serious consequences. over time they are 

detr·mental to the organization. 
A fair amount of work os accomplished, but the 

quantity does not represent what is expected of 

Fully Successful employees. Output is not sus
:a•ned consistentty ardJor higher leve s of output 

usuaPy result 1n a decrease in quality. The work 
generally is finished within aKpected timeframes 

bl.·t s-gnif<eant deadlines too often are not met. 
Tha employee's wrillan and oral communi

catiOnS ·Jsually co�sioar the nature and corrplexity 
of the s·Jbjecl and the intended aJdier>ee_ They 
convey the central poin:s of '�formation mportant 
:o accomplishing the work. However, too at:en the 
communications are not focused, contain too much 
or too litlle informa:ion, and/or a'e conveyed in a 

tone that hinder achievement of the purpcse ot the 
commumcations. T�e listener or reader must que

slkln the employee at times to secure romplete •n· 

format;on or avoid m;sunderstandin�s-

GENERAL WORK FORCE 

This lave\ of perfor,-.,ance, whti<J de'f1onstrat1ng 

some pos�111e contnbutions to th.; uruar�uullcn, 

show� notable detJclencres. t: IS below lite luvel ex

pected fer the pos1t1on. and reqiNOC curr<J��ve ac

tion. Th•• Q\WI1:y, q·Junl1\y or t�rr�elinc�� of the em
ployee's wurk i� lu�" •.h�n Fu�ly s�cccssful. jeop
�rtliLifl� a:lB:omeCJt of the element's cbjective_ 

n--ere is much in the em�loyee's performance 

that is useful However, problems with q•Jality, 

quantity oc timeliness are too frequen! or too seri

ous :o ignore. Performance 1s .nconsis:ent and 

prob ems caused by defrc1encies counterba ance 

acceptaole work. These def1cienc1es cannot De 

overlooked smce :hey create adverse conse
querces for the organ1zation or craate burdens lor 

other personnel. Wher needed as mpJt 1nto an

other work process. :he work rr.ay not be fin 'shed 
witr such cua:ity, quantity ;ond timeliness :hat oth

er wo·k can proceed as plan�ed. 
Although the work products are generally c� 

useatole qual•ly, :oo often they require add1:icnal 

work by ether persor r<al . Tha wmk products do no: 
consiStently andlor fully mee: the mganization's 
neeos AltnoJ�h mistakes may be without irrme
dia:e serious consequences, over lime they a·e 
de:n,-.,entat to the organization_ 

A lair a11ount of work is accampl1shed, but lhe 
quan:•tv doos not rc�r<:'ouo t wlwl i" ux�ucled of 

Ft.l!y Suc�os�ful ur·opoyuu�. O.•l:>ul �� not sus

t�lt'Cd currs &lent y und/or loiglrer .evels �f output 

usc·atly result in a decrease in quality The work 

genera y rs finished w th � expected timef•ames 
but signifi<::<�t deadlines too ofte1 are 10t met. 

Th" e-nployee's wri�en commurlc;;,tion usually 
corstder; t1e nature and compleXIty c' the >l.bject 

and :he Intended aud1ence. !l convey3 the cenlr<J 

points of informatiOn important to accomptishin� 

the work. However, too often the cc.,.,mur:cailon is 
n�t focused, contains 1oo I"I'JCh or too lillie infor

M�:ion, �ndlor is conveyed in a tone that hinders 

acl",eveme�t of tre purpose of the commJ�icati<Jn 

In com11un1cat'on to coworkers. the I stener must 
c;uestion the employee at t·mes :o .secure compl<•t<' 
�rfo·mation or avoid misunders:�nc lllG" 

SUPERVISORY• 

lnud�qcacies surface in performtng su:>e--visoC)' 
OJIIe� Defidenc1es in areas of sJpervis1cn over an 

extended �er"oC of :ime affect adversely et"'l� oyee 

produ�tivity or morale �r organ1zat·onal effective
ness. The marginal employee does net provide 

strong leadership or lake the appropriate initiative 

to lmprcve organizational effect"veness. For exam
pte, heishe too of:en !a11s lo make decisions or ful
fill supervisory respons:tod1l1es in a timely manner, 
to provide sufficoent direction to subordinates on 
hew to carry out programs, to � ive clear assign

ments and/or perfor'l1ance requireMents, and,lor to 
show an understanding ot the goals of the organi
zai'On or subord1nates' roles in meeting those 
goals. 

UNSATISFACTORY 
SES 

This 's the "evel ot urW�'CCpl�b e performance_ 
Work prcducts do not muct lhu •ro�nimum require
ments ot the crit c,,l clen1unl. 

Most ot the fo 1-Jw�r�g dcfidences are :ypically. 

blJ: not � ways, do"mderislic of the employee's 
work. 

- Lrttle or no cont�bJl10n to organizational 
goals; 
FUI"Ure to rtluut work obJectives: 
lnattenticn to organizational pnonties and ad
mirlslrative requorecnents; 
Poor work l.llbits resul:ing in missed dead
lines, incomplete work products: 
Stm1nea work relationships, 
F�1 uru to ru�po�d to client r.eeds; and/or 
Lack af response t<; supervi�or's corrective el· 
torts. 

GENERAL WORK FORCE 

The qJan:ity and qu�l1ty ot �he Cln�loyoe's 
work under this eleme�l mu t'·ol udcqua:e for the 
position The emp oyee·s work �rudu�-�s fall short of 

requ rements of the eln•r�unl. They �rrive late or of

ten req·.11W mu1cr ruvr�ocn becac·se they are incom
plete cr "'"C�Jruk '" oonlert T1e employee fails 

lo up�ly adequate technical k1o·.vledge :o complete 
l!m work of this elemeet Either �he knowledge ap
plied cannot proc"Jce tw needed produc:s, or ot 

produces techn"cally -nadequa:e products or re
sults. Lack of adherence to required procedwres. 
instruction� . and formats CC1tribJtes to �nadequate 

work products. 

BecaJse the employee's work p;ann ing ac�s lo
gic or realism, critical wo·k reMains incomplete or 

is unaccep:a�ty tate. Lack of a:tention to prio�t•es 
cause; delays or inadequacies in essant1al work; 
the employee has concertrated en ��Cidental mai

lers. 
The employee's bet.MIOt otstr Jets the sue

cessio comp et1or. of the work by lack of cooper

ation with clien:s, suoerv1sor. andlor co-workers, or 
by lo ss of cred i>ilily due :o irrespcns11>1e specclo or 
V/Ork �Cti'Jity. 

In dealing w1tt specie projer1s. the cnoplcycu 

either sacrifices es,<Jnt �I rG!Jlllur wurk or fails to 

complete the pccecls_ Th•J e!'lpoycc f�ils to aCapt 
to chHngos Ell �no11lie�. �rocec"ures, or pror;;ram d'
rec:ion und tl�erefcre. c8rnot operate ade<;;uately 
tr ocllilic·o to cl·llnging requireme11o 

The oral and writte1 e�pre%ron the employee 

uses in accom�lishing tf'e wcrk of thts element 
lacks the ne::essar1 c anty for successful comple
tion of reouire:l tasks. corrmJr i:ation f�ilures in
terfere with comp·et:on of work 

SUPERVISORY' 

Most of the fo i�Wing defc1e�cies a·e typically, 
but not always. CO"t"lmon. charac:eristics of the e1l

ployoo's wori<; 
hmdaq�ate gu.d�nce to subcrdinates: 
lnatent1oro to work vcgress: and 
Failure to s:lrrul;lte �<-IJurd�rmle� t� meet 
goals_ 

• Sup�rvi�ory stand�rds must be applied to 
SES and Gener�l Work Force supervisors. 



SECTION I-PERFORMANCE PLAN, PROGRESS REVIEW AND APPRAISAL RECORD 

Name I Date , Sheet 
1 2 WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. ! No_ of 

------ ' 
Item 1 .  Performance Element and Objective (Identity as Cn'tical or Non-critical, and if if is being tracked at the Depart-

ment level.) 

[{] Critical 0 Non-critical 
Element: COURT REPRESENTATION 

Objective: Effective Court Representation 

Weighting Factor (Weights reflect the amount of time devoted to accomplishing the element and/or its � importance. Weight for performance plans must tota/ 100. Enter weight for this element in the adjacent 
block.) --------
Item 2. Major Activities (Identify activities or results that need to be accomplished in support of the performance element.) 

( 1 )  Representing the Director of the USPTO in Federal court litigation, including the Court of Appeals for the Federal 
Circuit, by (a) timely, thoroughly, clearly, and accurately drafting, submitting for approval, and/or filing briefs or 
pleadings which are sound in substance and/or (b) preparing and presenting oral arguments which are sound in 
substance and dignified, thorough, clear, and accurate; 

(2) Representing the Director of the USPTO in United States District court litigation by (a) timely, thoroughly, clearly, 
and accurately drafting, subm itting for approval, and/or filing pleadings andfor other papers, which are sound in 
substance and/or (b) handling pretrial activities, conducting trials or presenting oral argument on motions, and 
handling post-trial activities on a basis which is sound in substance and timely, dignified. thorough, clear. and 
accurate; 

(3) Representing the United States in Supreme Court litigation by assisting the Solicitor General, the Department of 
Justice, or the Department of Commerce in analyzing intellectual property cases before the Court, and assisting the 
Solicitor General in drafting pleadings and preparing for arguments; and 

---------
Item 3. Criteria for Evaluation (Use the generic performance standards printed in Appendix A Supplemental performance 

standards may also be specified below.) 

See Continuation Page-- Element 1 ,  Page 2.  

Qptional ln!t!_�Biock 
Employee Date Supervisor Date 

r � - C -5 6 1 ' ' 0 !'.' 0 1 A ,REV. 1 94) LF A--.0 20-43) 



Name 

WEIDENFELLER SCOTT C , 

Element 
COURT REPRESENTATION 

Sheet 
No 1 of 

ltem 4. Progress Reviews {Indicate progress toward accomplishing this element. the need for any adjustments to the 
plan, or areas where performance needs to be improved_) 

Employee's Date Employee's Date 
Initials Initials 

Supervisor's Date Supervisor's Date 
Initials Initials 

- -

2 

-----

Item 5. Element Rating & Justification (Support rating in space below.) [] 5-0utstanding 4-Commendable 3-Fully 2-Marginal/ 1-Unacceptable/ Enter Rating 
Successful Minimally Unsatisfactory 1-5 in 

Satisfactory (SES) (SES) adjacent block 

Item 5.a. Approving Official/Appointing Authority Comments and Signature (Required only if approving officJallappointing 
authority changes ratmg official's element rating in Item 5.) 

----

Approving Official/Appointing Authority Signature 

FORM CD-516A (REV 1-f:<C,j LF OAO 202 0:30 

- - --- -------

Date 



Performance Management Record 
Continuation Page - Element 1 

Employee Name: WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. 
Performance Element: COURT REPRESENTATION 
Please identify item(s) continued: 

Page l of� 

(i.e, Item 2. Major Activities, Item 3. Criteria for E'"·aluation lt!!m, 4. Progress Rel-·iews, 
Item 5. Element Rating & Justification) 

(4) Representing the Director of the Office of Enrollment and Discipline in disciplinary proceedings by timely, thoroughly, clearly, 
and accurately drafting complaints, filing motions, and presenting cases, which are sound in substance, during hearings. 



Performance Management Record 
Continuation Page - Element 1 

Employee Name: WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. 
Performance Element: COURT REPRESENTATION 
Please identify item(s) continued: 

Page l of� 

(i.e, Item 2. Major Activities, Item 3. Criteria for Evaluation Item, 4. Progress Reviews, 
Item 5. Uement Rating & Justification) 

Supplemental Performance Standards: 

Outstanding 
Demonstrates a rare degree of independent legal judgment and expertise that 
greatly exceeds the performance of a fully successful attorney. Independently assesses litigation cases, and recognizes unique 
situations where a case has significant impact on the operations or reputation of the Agency. Independently formulates and 
articulates sound legal strategies for cases that readily meet associated deadlines and addresses unusual obstacles, and judges 
as to when involvement or notification of the Solicitor becomes necessary. Independently implements proposed strategy or 
advice without substantial assistance of the Solicitor or the General Counsel. Work product is of the highest quality, irrespective 
of legal complexity or uniquely complicated nature of facts. Consistently handles multiple pending litigation matters and serves 
as lead counsel on significant cases. Written work is always of the highest quality and rarely requires substantive editing by the 
Solicitor or the General Counsel. This attorney is often called upon to handle the most complex cases and to assist attorneys 
with their cases. 

Commelldable 
Demonstrates an unusual degree of legal judgment and expertise that is 
consistently above average. Assesses litigation cases, and recognizes situations were a case has impact on the operations or 
activities of the Agency. Formulates sound legal strategies for cases that meet associated deadlines and addresses obstacles 
that may impair the conduct of a case. Involves the Solicitor where the potential for Agency�wide impact arises. Written work 
product is of consistently above-average quality and requires only occasional substantive editing. Works effectively in 
cooperative efforts with others to resolve cases involving complex legal issues or complicated nature of facts. 

Fully Successful 
Consistently meets all deadlines associated with conduct of litigation cases. 
Cases are always well-planned and properly strategized and rarely require the intervention of the Solicitor. Briefs, Answers, and 
Motions, are of acceptable quality and normally do not require significant substantive editing by the Solicitor or the General 
Counsel. Fosters a good working relationship with internal and external customers and independently helps resolve conflicts. 

Marginal 
Experiences some difficulty in meeting significant deadlines associated with the 
conduct of litigation cases. Case planning requires periodic intervention of the Solicitor. Work product needs significant editing 
by the Solicitor. Rarely fosters a good working relationship with internal and external customers. 

Unsatisfactory 
Experiences great difficulty in consistently meeting deadlines associated with the 
conduct of litigation cases. or missed one or more significant deadlines. Case planning is often hasty or non-existent and relies 
heavily on strategies formulated by the Solicitor. Has poor working relationship with internal and external customers. 



SECTION I-PERFORMANCE PLAN, PROGRESS REVIEW AND APPRAISAL RECORD 

Name 
WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. 

Item 1 Performance Element and Objective (lderi/Jfy as cnticaf 
ment level_) 

[{] Critical 0 Non-critical 
Element: SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS 

Objective: Effective Handling of Special Assignments 

_ 

_I_ �ate Sheet 
1 No. 

, and if it;, , J attha 

of 

Weighting Factor (Weights reflect the amount of time devoted to accomplishing the element and/or its I 2�
--1 I block.> Weight for performance plans must tota/ 100. Enter weight for this element in the adjacent 

Item 2. Major _ i ' that nead to be ! in rot,  

Employee independently handles special assignments, assigned by areas of expertise, in sound fashion as to 

2 

substance and in a timely, thorough, clear, and accurate manner. Employee takes steps to ensure the Solicitor's 
Office meets these service level commitments: 

(1) review, preparation, comment, and/or advice on USPTO rule packages within 10 business days; 

(2) review, preparation. comment. and/or advice on notices for the Official Gazette and/or the Federal Register within 
1 0  business days; 

(3) timely drafting and/or vetting questions for the registration and certification examinations, as welt as the 
re-certification program; 

(4) reviewing training materials for examiners within 10 business days; 

(5) assisting the Pateflt ar1d Trademark Commissior1ers ifl quality iflitiatives; 

l item J i > toe I i : (u:e 
standards may also be 

· J below.) 

See Cofltinuation Page -- Element 2, Page 2 .  

s printed in 

�oitiai E� 

< A  I 

i 1 ue<e 



Name Element WEIDENFELLER SCOTT C SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS 
Sheet 
No of 2 

Item 4. Progress Reviews (Indicate progress toward accomplishing this element, the need for any adjustments to the 
plan, or areas where performance needs to be improved.) 

Employee's Date 
ln1tials 

Supervisor's Date 
Initials 

Item s_ Element Rating & Justification (Support rating m space below.) 
5-0utstanding 4-Commendable 3-Fully 2-Marginal/ 1-Unacceptable/ 

Successful Minimally Unsatisfactory 
Satisfactory {SES) (SES) 

-----

Employee's Date 
Initials 

Supervisor's Date 
Initials 

[] Enter Rating 
1-5 in 
adjacent block 

- ---- ----

Item S a_ Approving OffiCial/Appointing Authonty Comments and Signature (Required only if approving offrcia/Jappomting 
authority changes rating officiafs element rating in Item 5.) 

----- -

Approving Official/Appointing Authority Signature Date 

>-QRM GD-�11iA (R�V 1-9�) LF DAO 202-430 



Performance Management Record 
Continuation Page - Element 2 

Emplo)'ee Name: WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. 
Performance Element: SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS 
Please identify item(s) continued: 

Page 1 of� 

(i.e, Item 2. Major Activities, Hem 3. Criteria for Evaluation Item, 4. Progress Reviews, 
Item 5. Element Rating & Justification) 

{6) disposing of written correspondence; 

{7) answering oral inquiries; 

(8) handling depositions of patent and/or trademark examiners and/or other USPTO employees in litigation not involving the 
Director within 1 0  business days; 

(9) reviewing legislative matters within 5 business days; 

(10) review, prepare, comment, and/or advice on petition decisions within 1 0  business 
days; 

( 1 1 )  reviewing speeches within 5 business days; 

(12) organizing projects involving others in the Solicitor's Office, e.g., drafting OED exam questions and MPEP clearance; 

(13) coordinating detail and intern program; 

(14) assisting with recommending and purchasing equipment for the Solicitor; and 

(15) review MPEP and TMEP revisions within 4 weeks. 



Performance Management Record 
Continuation Page - Element 2 

Employee Name: WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. 
Performance Element: SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS 
Please identify item(s) continued: 

Page 2 of 2 

(i.e, Item 2. "\1ajor Acti�·ities, Item 3. Criteria for Evaluation Item, 4. Progress Reviews, 
Item 5. Element Rating & Justification) 

Supplemental Performance Standards: 

Outstanding 
Demonstrates a rare degree of independent legal judgment and expertise that greatly exceeds the performance of a ful ly 
successful attorney. Independently formulates and articulates sound legal arguments and strategies in handl ing special 
assignments. Work product is timely and of the highest quality, irrespective of legal complex ity or uniquely complicated nature of 
facts and rarely requires substantive legal editing by the Solicitor or the General Counsel. Exhibits a high degree of working 
knowledge of OED and legislative matters. Stays informed of the latest developments in the assigned field and timely apprises 
the entire Office. 

Commendable 
Demonstrates an unusual degree of legal judgment and expertise that is consistently above average. Work product is timely and 
of high qual ity and occas ionally requires editing by the Solicitor or General Counsel. Works effectively in cooperative efforts with 
others on special assignments involving complex legal issues or complicated nature of facts. 

Fully Successful 
Consistently meets all rulemaking, OED and other special assignment deadlines. Work product normally does not require 
significant editing by the Solicitor or the General CounseL 

Marginal 
Experiences some difficulty in meeting deadlines. Work product often requires substantive legal ed iting by the Solicitor or the 
General Counsel. 

Unsatisfactory 
Experiences great d'lfficulty ·In consistently meeting most deadlines. Work product consistently needs substantial legal editing by 
the Solicitor or the General Counsel. 



SECTION I-PERFORMANCE PLAN, PROGRESS REVIEW AND APPRAISAL RECORD 

-Name I Date 
WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C_ 

1 Sheet j No 1 of 

Item 1 .  Performance Element and Objective (Identify as Critical or Non-cn'licaf, and if it is being tracked at the Depart-
ment level.) 

0 Critical D Non-critical 
Element: GIVING LEGAL ADVICE 
Objective: Giving Effective Legal Advice to the USPTO Director and Other USPTO Employees 

Weighting Factor (Weights reflect the amount oftime devoted to accomplishing the element and/or its 
importance_ 
block.) 

Weight for performance plans must tota/ 100. Enter weight for this element in the adjacent 

-------- ---- -- - - - - - - - - --
0 

2 

Item 2. Major Activities (Identify activities or results that need to be accomplished in support of the performance element.) 

Employee renders, or assists the General Counsel or Deputy General Counsel for Intellectual Property Law and 
Solicitor (Solicitor) to render timely and sound legal advice to the Director, other USPTO employee, or the 
Department of Commerce as may be appropriate by: 

( 1)  thoroughly analyzing options and likely consequences of those options; 

(2) clearly presenting the options and consequences for review; 

(3) accurately preparing written opinions or accurately presenting oral opinions; and 

(4) utiliLing his or her special ized areas of expertise. 

Item 3. Criteria for Evaluation (Use the genenc performance standards printed m Appendix A. Supplemental performance 
standards may a/so be specified below.) 

See Continuation Page -- Element 3, Page 1 

Op!ioral lni:1al Block 
Employee I Dote Supervisor Date 

FORM CD 516A .:REV 1 '?4) lF DA8 202 430 



Name Element Sheet 
N WEIDENFELLER SCOTT C 1 f 2 ' GIVING LEGAL ADVICE 0. 0 

Item 4. Progress Reviews (fndicate progress toward accomplishing this element, the need for any adjustments to the 
plan, or areas where performance needs to be improved.} 

----------

Employee's Date Employee's Date 
Initials Initials 

Supervisor's Date Supervisor's Date 
Initials lnit�als 

Item 5. Element Rating & Justification (Support rating in space below.) [] 5-0utstanding 4-Commendable 3-Fully 2-Marginal/ 1-Unacceptable/ Enter Rating 
Successful Minimally Unsatisfactory 1-5 in 

Satisfactory (SES) (SES) adjacent block 

-----

Item S.a. Approving Officiai/Appo1nting Authority Comments and Signature (Required only if approving officia//appomting 
authority changes rating official's element rating in Item 5.} 

--------

Approving Official/Appointing Authonty Signature Date 

c " ' OR\>ICO S16A(REV 1 9  ) _F O  0 202430 



Performance Management Record 
Continuation Page - Element 3 

Employee :\lame: WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. 
Performance Element: GIVING LEGAL ADVICE 
Please identify item(s) continued: 

Page 1 of_1_ 

(i.e, Item 2. Major Acti�·ities, Item 3. Criteria for E�·:1luation Item, 4. Progress Reviews, 
Item 5. Element Rating & Ju.stification) 

Supplemental Performance Standards: 

Outstanding 
Demonstrates a rare degree of independent legal judgment and expertise that greatly exceeds the performance of a fully 
successful attorney. Independently assesses policy questions. and recognizes unique situations where a policy result has 
Significant impact on the operations or reputation of the Agency. Identifies obscure, highly-technical legal issues that are 
observable only by the most skilled and technically astute attorneys_ Independently formulates and articulates sound legal policy 
advice that readily meet associated deadlines and addresses unusual obstacles, and judges as to when involvement or 
notification of the Solicitor becomes necessary. Independently implements proposed strategy or advice without substantial 
assistance of the Solicitor or General Counsel. Legal advice is provided with complete independence and is relied upon or used 
to set Agency policies, procedures, or strategic planning. Written legal advice rarely requires substantial editing. Acts as the 
Solicitor's representative in providing legal advice to internal and external customers. Legal advice is of the highest quality, 
irrespective of legal complexity or uniquely complicated nature of facts. 

Commendable 
Demonstrates an unusual degree of legal judgment and expertise that is consistently above average. Assesses policy 
questions, and recognizes situations were a policy result has impact on the operations or activities of the Agency. Formulates 
sound legal policy advice that meet associated deadlines and addresses obstacles that may impair an Agency-wide outcome. 
Acts as the Solicitor's representative in providing legal advice to Agency staff. Involves the Solicitor where the potential for 
Agency-wide impact arises. Written legal advice is of consistently above-average quality and requires only occasional 
substantive editing. Works effectively in cooperative efforts with others to resolve policy questions involving complex legal 
issues or complicated nature of facts. 

Fully Successful 
Applies independent legal judgment. Consistently provides correct and thorough legal advice to customers. Recognizes unique 
situations where a policy issue has significant impact on the operations or reputation of the Agency, and duly notifies the 
Solicitor_ Executes sound legal policy advice that readily meet associated deadlines and addresses unusual obstacles. and 
judges as to when involvement or notification of the Solicitor becomes necessary_ Work product is of high quality, irrespective of 
legal complexity or uniquely complicated nature of facts. Written legal advice normally does not require significant editing. 
Fosters a good relationship with internal and external customers and independently resolves conflicts. 

Marginal 
Inconsistently demonstrates an ability to provide correct and thorough legal advice to customers. Written legal advice needs 
significant editing by the Solicitor. Frequently requires assistance in developing pol icy issues to meet customer needs within 
confines of legal requirements. Rarely fosters a good working relationship with internal and external customers 

Unsatisfactory 
Attorney is unreliable i n  the independent provision of competent legal advice. The Solicitor frequently reassigns a matter to a 
more competent attorney. Attorney has a poor working relationship with internal and external customers_ 



SECTION I-PERFORMANCE PLAN, PROGRESS REVIEW AND APPRAISAL RECORD 

-----
Name . I  Date I Sheet WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. No. 1 of 2 

Item 1 .  Performance Element and Objective (Identify as Critical or Non-criticul, and if it is being tracked at the Depart-
ment level.) 

0 Critical D Non-critical 
Element: WORKING IN TEAM ENVIRONMENT 

Objective: Ability to Work as Part of a Collective Team in Representing the USPTO Director 

Weighting Factor (Weights reflect the amount of time devoted to accomplishing the element and/or its G importance. Weight for petformance plans must total 100. Enter weight for this element in the adjacent 
block.) 
Item 2. Major Activities (Identify activittes or results that need to be accotTijjfiSh-edin support of the perfomlance element.) 

Employee , uti lizing his or her specialized areas of expertise, works constructively in the conduct of litigation, 
provision of legal advice, or performance of special assignments as a member of a larger team that may include 
other members of the Solicitor's Off1ce, and/or members of the Office of General Counsel, other USPTO offices , the 
Department of Justice, or other federal agencies. 

Employee's contribution to such teams helps create a more effective government position and resolve disputes 
amicably, even where opinions may differ between team members. 

Employee treat opposing counsel and representatives of other parts of the USPTO or other agencies professionally 
and respectfully. 

Item 3 Criteria for Evaluation (Use the generic perfonnance standards pnnted in Appendix A. Supplemental pertonnance 
standards may also be specified below.) 

See Continuation Page -- Element 4, Page 1 .  

Optional lnit1al Block 
Employee Date Supervisor tJ<�le 

FORIJ C:D·S1M I�EV 1 94) LF DAO 202 43J 



Name Element 
WEIDEN FELLER SCOTT C WORKING IN TEAM ENVIRONMENT 

Sheet 
N 0. 0 2 

Item 4. Progress Reviews (Indicate progress toward accomplisfJing this element, the need for any adjustments to the 
plan, or areas where performance needs to be improved_) 

Employee's Date Employee's Date 
Initials Initials 

Supervisor's Date Supervisor's Date 
Initials Initials 

------Item 5_ Element Rating & Justification (Support rating in space below.) D 5-0utstanding 4-Commendable 3-Fully 2-Marginal/ 1-Unacceptable/ Enter Ratmg 
Successful Minimally Unsatisfactory 1-5 1n 

Satisfactory (SES) (SES) adjacent block 

-------
Item 5 a. Approving Official/Appointing Authority Comments and Signature (Required only if approving officiallappointmg 

authority changes rating official's element ratmg in Item 5.) 
------

Approving Official/Appointing Authority Signature Date 

" RM - ' =V 1- 4' F A  - "-4' 



Performance Management Record 
Contlnuatlon Page - Element 4 

Employee N�me: WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. 
Performance Element: WORKING IN TEAM ENVIRONMENT 
Please identify item(s) continued: 

Page 1 of_1_ 

(i.e, Ilem 2. !\-bjor Activitie.s, Item 3. Criteria for EYalulltion Item, 4. Progress ReYiews, 
Item 5. Element Rating & Ju5tification) 

Supplemental Performance Standards: 

Outstanding 
Greatly exceeds expectations of team work. Always works well with SOL, USPTO, and DOJ staff, as well as opposing counsel. 
Fosters an outstanding relationship with other organizations and resolves any conflicts that arise in a professional manner. 
Significantly mentors new attorneys to produce exceptional work product and legal advisory results. Takes initiative with 
customers to develop processes, procedures or policies and proposes remedial measures that have an Agency-wide effect. 

Commendable 
Exceeds expectations of team work. Rarely does not work well with SOL, USPTO, and DOJ staff, as well as opposing counsel. 
Fosters a good relationship with other organizations and usually resolves any conflicts that arise in a professional manner. 
Reliably mentors new attorneys to produce an above average work product and legal advisory results. Facilitates coordination 
with customers and successfully advances Agency processes. 

Fully Successful 
Contributes to team efforts in developing an effective government position. Avoids conflict with SOL, USPTO, and DOJ staff, as 
well as opposing counsel. Works effectively in cooperative efforts with others to resolve matters. Provides mentorship for 
attorneys with less experience. 

Marginal 
Contributions to team efforts are inconsistent. Has some difficulty in fostering a working relationship with internal and external 
customers and difficulty resolving conflicts. 

Unsatisfactory 
Experiences great difficulty working in a team environment and resolving disputes. Has poor working relationship with internal 
and external customers. 



SECTION I-PERFORMANCE PLAN, PROGRESS REVIEW AND APPRAISAL RECORD 

·- I �  , _  
WEIDENFE��ER, S�OTT C. __ j ___ N�_: 1 of 

Item 1 .  Performance Element and Objective (Identify as Critical or Non*crilical, and if it is being tracked at the Dep<>rt-
ment level.) 

llJ Critical 0 Non-critical 

Element: MANAGEMENT 

Objective: Abi lity to Assist the Solictlor wtlh management, employee performance and organizational issues 

Weighting Factor (Weights rofloct tt1e amount of time devoted to accomplishing the element and/or its G impo�ance. Weight tor petfonnance plans must total 100. Enter weight for this element in the adjacent 
block. 

2 

Item 2. Major Activities (Identify activities or results that need to be accomplished m support of the pertonnance element.) 

(1 )  establishes organizational goals that are consistent with priorities established by the Secretary and Deputy 
Secretary of Commerce, government-wide initiatives established by the Administration, and strategic goals of DOC; 
and ensures that they are appropriately reflected in performance plans throughout the organization with meaningful 
measures and clear priorities; 
{2) exhibits vision and strategic thinking to address concerns that cross organizational boundaries and to meet the 
long-term interests of the Department; (3) uses creativity and innovation, and encourages new ideas and 
unconventional approaches in response to evolving conditions; and 
(3) assists the Deputy General Counsel for IP law and Solicitor in meeting mission requirements, employee 
performance, and management functions. 

Item 3. Criteria for Evaluation (Use the generic performance standards printed in Appendix A. Supplementaf performance 
standards may also be specified below.) 

See Continuation Page-- Element 5, Page 1 .  

Optional Initial Block 
Employee Date Supervisor Date 

FORM CD-51611. (RFV Hl4 LF DAO 202-�30 



Name Element 
WEIDENFELLER SCOTT C , MANAGEMENT 

Sheet 
N o, 0 f 2 

Item 4. Progress Reviews (fndicate progress toward accomplishing this element, the need for any adjustments to the 
plan, or areas w/Jere performance needs to be improved.) 

Employee's Date Employee's Date 
Initials Initials 

Supervisor's Date Supervisor's Date 
Initials Initials 

Item 5. Element Rating & Justification (Support rating in space below.) D 5-0utstanding 4-Commendable 3-Fully 2-Marginall 1-Unacceptable/ Enter Rating 
Successful Minimally Unsatisfactory 1-5 in 

Satisfactory (SES) (SES) adjacent block 

.. - ·--··· ·-··--··--· ·- ·--· 

Item S.a. Approving Official/Appointing Authority Comments and Signature (Required only if approving offi
Cia-i7

appointiriQ
-

authority changes rating official's e/emeflf ra{iflg in Item 5.) 

-··--· · - -·-·- -----·· 

Approving Official/Appointing Authority Signature 

, CD·� G ,, f"O M 1 A{FCV 1 94_1LF JA0212 JU 

-··· - -

Date 



Performance Management Record 
Continuation Page - Element 5 

Employee �a me: WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. 
Performance Element: MANAGEMENT 

Please identify item(s) continued: Item 3. Criteria for Evaluation Item 

Supplemental Performance Standards: 

Outstanding 

Page 1 or_1_ 

Greatly exceeds expectations of management contributions. Frequently takes initiative to design organizational performance 
measures and goals and monitor their progress. Takes on project lead of critical Solicitor projects. Aligns BU goals with Agency 
goals and updates as needed. Provides consistent back-up support to the Solicitor in dealing with organizational, employee, and 
mission-related issues to their successful conclusion with minimal guidance. 

Commendable 
Mostly exceeds expectations of management contributions. Exercises moderate initiative to assist with the design organizational 
performance measures and goals and monitor their progress. Assists with Solicitor projects. Aligns BU goals with Agency goals 
and seeks assistance to update as needed. Provides back-up support to the Solicitor in dealing with organizational, employee, 
and mission-related and maks recommendations to the Solicitor. 

Fully Successful 
Meets expectations of management contributions. Takes some initiative to assist with the design organizational performance 
measures and goals and monitor their progress. Aligns BU goals with Agency goals and seeks assistance to update as needed. 
Provides back-up support to the Solicitor in dealing with organizational, employee, and mission-related and makes 
recommendations to the Solicitor. 

Marginal 
Contributions to management are inconsistent. Has some difficulty in assisting with organizational, employee and 
mission-related issues and needs moderate guidance. 

Unsatisfactory 
Experiences great difficulty working management leve.1 initiatives. Does not contribute to resolving organizational, employee 
and mission related issues. 



Rating : I  '"'""(b-'-)(;.._6 )'"----' 

Scott C. Weidenfeller 
FY 2016 Year-End Review 

Court Representation b )(6) 
Special Assignments 
Giving Legal Advice 
Working in Team Enviromncnt 
Management 

Court Representation 

(b)(6) 



b)(6) 

Special Assignments 

(b)(6) 

Giving Legal Advice 

(b)(6) 

2 



b)(6) 

Working in Team Environment 

(b)(6) 

Management 

3 



(b)(6) 

4 



SECTION II-PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND RATING 
Name WEIDENFELLER, SCOTT C. 

ITEM 1. INSTRUCTIONS: 
1 .  List each element i n  the performance plan; indicate whether it is critical/non-critical and what weight has been 

assigned to it. 
2. Assign a rating level for each element: (5) Outstanding (4) Commendable (3) Fully Successful (2) Marginal/Minimally 

Satisfactory (SES) (1) Unacceptable/Unsatisfactory (SES) 
3. Score each element by multiplying the weight by the rating level. 
4 .  After each element has been scored, compute total score b y  summing all individual scores. Total score can range 

from 100 to 500. 
Critial or Individual Weights Element 

Performance Element Non-critical (Sum must Rating Score 
(C or NC) total 100) (1-5) 

COURT REPRESENTATION c 30 (b)(6) 
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS c 20 
GIVING LEGAL ADVICE c 15 
WORKING I N  TEAM ENVIRONMENT c 20 
MANAGEMENT c 15 

TOTAl SCORE: (b)(6) 

For SES turn to reverse side and continue with Item 3. 
ITEM 2. PERFORMANCE RATING: 

(b)(6) 

Rating Official's 
b)(6) 

Approving 
· ;j{b)(6) 

Employee s �b )(6) 

, 

(Based on total score except that if any critical element is Jess than fully 
successful the rating can be no higher than the lowest critical element rating.)-

I 
I 
r -

Title 

Thomas W. Krause, Deputy Solicitor 

Title 

Nathan K. Kelley, Solicitor 

Employee comments attached? 

0 YES �0 

Date 

I ..:>/  Jr'( ( t. 
Date 1;h.shh 
Date 1 6)�/Jb  

SECTION I l l-PERFORMANCE RECOGNITION (General Workforce Only) 
D Performance Award $ ( _ %) For performance awards: Has employee been promoted 

during the appraisal cycle? D YES D NO D QSI (Outstanding Rating Required) Appropriation No. 

Rating Official's Signature Title Date 

Approving Official's Signature Title Date 

Final Approving Authority's Signature Date 

Payment Authorized By Personnel Office Date 

FORM 



SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Agreement ] 

' l  ' 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 
Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTI R. 

Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) I 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, U.S. Patent and Tr.ademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml} : KELLEY, NATHAN K., Chief Administrative 
Patent Judge (Acting) J 1 // / 
Rating Official's Signature: �b)(6) I 
Part 2. Progress Review u 
Executive's Signature: 
Rating Official's Signature: 
Reviewing Official's Si.gnature (Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating (b )(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Appraisal Pd. 10/1/15 -
9/30/16 
Date: ]/ 3( llPf / 
Organization: PTAB 

CA D NC D) LT/LE D 
Date: 3/f/J. v/? 

Date: 
Date: 
Date: 

Rating Official's Name (Last, Firs,J;flll): """·' .� r..:; ..... "\ .C�ief Administrative Patent Judge·� etiAg-) 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) 

Executive's Signature: j{b)(6) 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 
Higher Level Review Completed 0 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I D Level S 

I 0 Level S 

I 
I Date: AJtv 

Date: /-- ... 't. 'z ;./ 

I 0 Level 4 

Date: 

Date: 
Date: 

I 0 Level 3 
I D Level 4 I 0 Level 3 

, 

0 Level 2 
Date: 
0 Level 2 
Date: 

I 0 Level l 

I 0 Level l 
Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 

Element Rating Score 
Final I Final 

Critical Element Weight Initial (if changed) Initial (if changed) 
·-1 --'-�-�.ad_irl�g c_hla�ng€!_-+---I-----+-'-1LI0�% _ 1I(b)(6) 
. 2 Leading People 10% 
3 Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
5 Results Driven 60% 
Total 100% 

FORM PTO 516E -05/2013 

l(b)(6) 

Summary Level Ranges 

475-500 = Level 5 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Any CE rated Level l =  Level l 



SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Agreement 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 
····-·-········· •• • -- ···---- • • .... n . .  • 

I Appraisal Pd.-ioTi/is n -Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOALICK, SCOlT R. 

Executive's Signature: b)(6) 
: 9/30/16 

I Date: l'f 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, U.S. Patent and Tr:�rl��>n,:�rk Office 

.. ... .. ] ()���nizat!on: PT AB 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): KELLEY, NATHAN K., Chief Administrative 
Patent 

CAD NC O LT/LE D 
Date: 16 

Part 2. Progress Review 

Executive's Signature: Date: 

Rating Officia l':; Signature: Date: 
Reviewing Official's Signature Date: 
Part 3. Summary Rating 

·, f '• 

Level 5 
Initial Summary Rating Outstancjing 

Level4 
. Commendable 

Leve\ 3 
Fully Successfu! 

Level l 
Unsatisfactory 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First Ml): KEttEY, NATHAN K., Chief Administrative Patent Judge (Acting) 

Rating Official's Signature: Date: . 

Executive's Signature: Date: 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 
0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: . Date: 
Higher Level Review Completed 0 

Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 0 Level 5 . 0 Level 4 

-

rr;;;:;;
· -

0 Level l 
-··-···--------------------·-'---··· . ·-···-- . . .  ·-·-·-. 

PRB Chair Signature: Date: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 
- � 0 Level 5 _ .. 

q Level4 0 Level 3 0 Level 2 0 Level l 
Date: 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 

Final i Final 
Initial il (if changed) 1--------------f--'----=---'--+---=--+---··· l ..... . 

FORM PTO 516E -05/2013 

. Su_m��ry L ___ e __ v __ e i_R_a _ __,_ __ -1 
475-500 = Level S 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Leve l3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Any CE rated Level l =  Level l 



SES Performance M anagement System 

Executive Performance Agreement 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 

] 
. t '• 

Executive's Name (Last, First Ml): Boalick, Scott R. Appraisal Pd. 10/1/19 - 9/30/20 
Executive's Signature: �....l(b 

__ 
)_(6_)_'_--,-___ __, 

Date: 1 /.JI/ �··-=-'------ I 
Title: Chief Administrative Patent Judge Organization: PTAB 
----------------------------------------------------

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Mf): Peter, Laura A. CA � NC 0 LT/LE D 
Rating Official's Signature: (6) 
Part 2. Progress Review 
Executive's Signature: 
Rating Official's Signature: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating 
0 Level S 

Initial Summary Rating Outstanding 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Mf): 

Rating Official's Signature: 
Executive's Signature: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

0 Level 4 
Commendable 

0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 
Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 

PRB Chair Signature: 
Annual Summary Rating 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

I D Level S 

j_D Level S 

0 Leve l 3  
Fully Successful 

I D Level 4 

I 0 Level 4 

Date: 

I Date: 
Date: 
Date: 

0 Level 2 
Minimally 
Satisfactory 

Date: 
Date: 
Date: 

Date: 
Date: 

D Level l 
Unsatisfactory 

D Level 3 0 Level 2 1 0 Level l 

I 0 Leve l 3  
Date: 
0 Level 2 
Date: 

0 Level l 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating 

Final 
Ini tial (if changed) ��------��--

Score 
Final 

Initial (if changed) Summary Level Ranges 

47S-500 = Level 5 

400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Any CE rated Level 1 = Level 1 



Executive Name and ID: Boalick, Scott R. Appraisal Period: 10/1/19 - 9/30/20 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 

Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The performance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three perfounance levels can be found in the system description) 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, depattment or Governmentwide. Tbis 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency effo1is that address or accomplish important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

LeveJ 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of perfmmance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

Level 2:  The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable i n  the shmi term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievemerr.t of its goals and objectives. While the executive 
generally meets established perfonnance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best effmis or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level l:  In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates perfmmance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established performance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating level Points 

level 5 = 5 points 
Level 4 = 4 points 
Level 3 = 3 points 
Level 2 = 2 points 
Level l = 0 points 
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Executive Name and ID· Boalick, Scott R Appraisal Period· 10/1/19 - 9/30/20 

Critical Element 1. leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizationa l vision that integrates key 
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate . Balances change and continuity; continua lly strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
tra��r_ar��9; �-� maintai ns progr'!_f!l

_
fo.�u�ceven under adv���iY:. _____ ···-------Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Implement Presidential directives for enhancing operation of federal government agencies (e.g., Executive Orders). 
Implement Director's objectives for enhancing operations of USPTO and PTAB. Optimize PTAB operations by modifying 
the organizational staffing, policies, and procedures, as needed. lead PTAB through enhancements of rules of practice, 
precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders to ensure balance, reliability, transparency, and predictability. 

���,= �- - -Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

------ - - -Critical Element Rating - Leading Change 

Critical Element 2. leading People 

_I 0 level S 

---- --- - --

T -:---- -I 0 Level l 
(Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizonta lly and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the o rganization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides a n  inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of confl icts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for a ppropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high qual ity, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce d iversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 

Agency-Specific Perf�r�
_

a
_

n
_
c

_
e--:cRe

_
q
_

u
_

i�r
_
e
_
m
_
e

_
n

c
ts --------- -

.. . -- ---c---

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your urea based un employee .feedback 
gathered fi·om sources including the USPTO PeopLe .)'urvey, Federal Hmployee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection ufwhis!LebLowers by: responding constructively when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) o_fsection 2302(b)(8); taking responsible actions to resolve disclosures; and 

fostering an environment in which employees of!lw agency feel con1fortab/e making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Chief Judge and perform Business Unit Head functions, as appropriate. Provide policy direction and 
guidance to the PTAB. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical tasks. Retain and leverage 
nationwide talent. 

· -:_--cc----;-;-----� Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) -- ----
--

c--,-,,-,c�-a-1 E-.1-em_e_n_t_R_a�/�·g ·
-- Le;d/��-Peopl_e ________ l .. tJ Level 5 
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Executive Name and 10· Boa lick, Scott R Appraisal Period· 10/1/19 - 9/30/20 
Critical Element 3. Business Acumen (Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% ------------------- ------------------------- --- - - ------ ----- -- -------- ----------Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financia l, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization 's mission. Uses techno logy 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 

__ _
_

___
_ __ _ _ _______________ __ _ ________ ___

___
_____ _ 

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Support development of improved PTAB IT system and system integration. Manage allocation of budget resources to 
accommodate business unit needs. Develop and enhance tools to promote transparency and enable increased use of 
operational data. Identify and direct administrative initiatives to ensure PTAB's staffing is sufficient and appropriate 
to support the Board's size and workload. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

I-
C-ri-ti-ca_I_E_Ie-m-en_t_R_a_t_in-g

-
- Busi����--Acumen ----------r 0 L�vei

_

S __ j 0 -L����--4-- ---� D level 3 I D Level l -� - - ---0 Level l 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions {Minimum weight 5 points) Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and externa l stakeholders or  
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and exlernal support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 

_ _  e_�!ernal  politics that affect the work of the organ_i�.�tion._ ______
_

____
_

__ _ _ _ _ ___ _ 

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate and share information within PTAB and with other business units to implement strategies for achieving 
USPTO and/or PTAB objectives. Pursue formal or informal collaborations and education opportunities with examiners. 
I nteract with public to educate about PTAB practice and procedure to promote understanding. Collect public feedback 
about PTAB proceedings to guide enhancements of policies and procedures to promote balance, reliability, 
transparency, and predictability. 

1-;;-;;--;;=c-o=·--- ---- -- · c----------- · - - - -·------

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 
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Executive Name and ID: Boalick, Scott R .  Appraisal Period: 10/1/19 - 9/30/20 

Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20 points) Weight 60% 
--- - ------

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing o n  measurable rest� Its from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. ln addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2 .  Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the t·espective performance standard contained in  Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignmenl to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. _ _

_
__ _ ___ ____ _____ __________ _ _____ _ 

Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 
Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution 
i n  cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of all AlA trials not subject 
to Joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of all AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 

Ex Parte Appeal Timeliness: 
Manage the average avera II pendency for ex parte appea Is, excludine: 
appeals for reexam and reissue proceedings, to resolve ex parte appeals in a 
timely manner consistent with available resources, and implement programs 
to balance pendency across technol�_g��--
Performance Requirement 3 :  25% Weight 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 
Ensure that PTAB judges render high quality, well-reasoned, and consistent 
written orders and opinions in accordance with the authority granted under 
Title 35 of the United States Code and Title 37 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, binding case law precedent, and written guidance applicable to 
PTAB proceedings issued by the Director or the Director's delegate. Ensure 
review of 25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions and 
decisions in cases on remand from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Go al l - Optimize Patent Quality and 
Timeliness, 

Objective 4 - Enhance Operations of the 
Patent Trial And Appeal Board 

Strategic Alignment: 
FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Goal l - Optimize Patent Quality and 
Timeliness, 

Objective 4 - Enhance Operations of the 
___ __E�tent Trial And App�al B_?_�--��

---


Strategic Alignment: 
FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Goal 1 - Optimize Patent Quality and 
Timeliness, 

Objective 4 - Enhance Operations of the 
Patent Trial And Appeal Board 

Circu_i_t! and �� of ex parte appeals decisions. _ _ _ _ _ ___ ----cc
-

Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight Strategic Alignment: 

Effective Communications: 
Ensure clear, timely, and accurate communications concerning PTAB matters 
to PTAB judges and staff, other USPTO business units!__an9 _ext._,e"'rr,.la.,l __ 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Goal 1 - Optimize Patent Quality and 
Timeliness, 

--- - ---- - --- ------
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------- - - - - - ---

stakeholders to decrease uncertainty and increase predictability, Objective II - Enhance Operations of the 
transparency, and reliability. 

------ - ----

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Efement Rating - Results Driven 

Patent Trial And Appeal Board 

- - ----·--0 Level 5 i D Level 4 D Level 3 D Level 2  0 Level l 
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Executive Name and ID: Boalick, Scott R. 

Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period: 10/1/19 - 9/30/20 
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Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name _
_

___
___

___ _ Rating Period _
___

__ _ 

Results Driven 
Performance 
Requirements 

Performance 
Requirement 1 

Performance 
Requirement 
Rating Level 

Weight 
{multiply 
by) 

Performance 
Requirement 
Points Score 

�-------+------+----�-----� 
Performance 
Requirement 2 

r--------+-----+-----1------� 
Performance 
Requirement 3 

�-------+------+----�-----� 
Pe rformance 
Requirement 4 

Performance 
Requirement 
Total Score 

le of Results Driven Element Bei Rated Level 4 

Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 
Score 
Points 400-474 = Level 4 Rating 
Score 
Points 300 -399 = Level 3 Rating 
Score 
Points 200 - 299 = Level 2 Rating 
Score 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 
must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 
Performance Requirement {multiply Requirement 
Requirements Rating Level by} Points Score 

Requirement 
Total Score 

5 X 30 150 

415= Level4 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

Results Driven 
Initial Element 
Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 - to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Plan 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have .been consulted on. its development. 
Appraisal Pd. 10/01/16 • 

7 Executive's Name (Last, First, MJ): BONILLA, JACQUELINE 

Executive's Signatu 
Title: Vice Chief Patent Judge, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, U.S. 

Organization: PTAB 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Lost, First, Ml): BOALICK, SCOTT R., Deputy Chief 
Administrative Patent 

cA D Ne D LT/LE D 
Rating Official's Signature: (6) Date : 

Part 2. Progress Review 
. ------··· ------r:-:-77.:::-:-----------�---,r------""""!'"""-----------l 

Executive's Signature: Date: 

Rating Official's Signature: Date: 

Reviewing Official's Signature Date: 

Part 3. Summary Rating 

(6) 
Initial Summary Rating 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOALICK, SCOTI R., Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 

Rating Official's Signature: (6) 

Executive's Signature: 
Reviewing Official's Signature 

Higher Level Review {if applicable) 
0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 

Higher Level Review Completed D 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 

-·-----------1 
Date: tt'/ 
Date: 
Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

475-500 = Level S 
400·474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200·299 = Level l Any CE rated Level 1 = Level l 



Executive Name and 10· JACQUELINE BONILLA Appraisal Period· FY 2017 
Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 

Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The perfonnance standard for each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three performance levels can be found in the system description) 

" Level 5: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organization, agency, depmtment or Governmentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extl'aordinary impact on the 
achievement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplish impmtant agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of quality possible, and consistently handles challenges, exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

11 Level 4: The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyond that required for successful 
perfOm1ance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established performance expectations, timelines, or targets, as applicable. 

.. Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of per±Ormm1ce expected a11d the executive's actions 
and leadership contribute positively toward the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, efficiency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelines. The exeL\utive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging performance expectations established for the position. 

11 Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the shmi tenn but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. V-lhile the executive 
generally meets established performance expectations, timelines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. While showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited abi!Lty to inspire subordinates to give their 
best effmis or to marshal those efforts effectively to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

" Level l: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established perfonnance 
expectations/timelines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable-work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

--- -�---�----�----c-------------,------------1 
Element Rating Level Points 

Level S ""  5 points 

Level 4 ""  4 points 

Level 3 = 3 points 

Level 2 = 2 points 

Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and ID: JACQUELINE BONILlA Appra isa l Period: FY 2017 

Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5%} J Weight 10% -·· . 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key 

organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 
transparency; and maintains proRram focus, even under adversity. 

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

lead PTAB through continuing development, enhancement, and optimization of organizational structure, policies1 and 
proceedings. lead PTAB with further appropriate adjustments in number of judges and other personnel. lead PTAB 
through further phases of issuing America Invents Act Trial final decisions and enhancement of rules of practice, 
precedential opinion process, and guidance to stakeholders. 

1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------
Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Leading Change IKb)(6) 
Critical Elem�nt 2. Leading People (�inimum weight 5%) ! Weight 1��-
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organ ization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organi2ation's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potentia l; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are rea listically appra ised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and eQual employment policies and programs. 
Agency�Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee engagement in your area based on employee feedback 
gatheredfi·om sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge. Provide policy direction and guidance to the PTAB. Assist the Deputy Chief Judge and Chief 
Judge with Business Unit Head functions on the Executive Committee and Management Council of the Agency, and 
otherwise, as appropriate. lead continuing activities directed at PTAB execution of duties given to the PTAB under the 
America Invents Act. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical tasks. Ensure the most valuable 
PTAB employees are rewarded. 

Rating Official Narrative: {Optional) 
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-------------····---·--- - - ·  - - · -

Executive Name and ID· JACQUELINE BONILLA 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen 

Appraisal Period: FY 2017 

(Minimum weight 5%) I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and manages resources. 

_____________________ _, Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Advance development of improved PTAB IT systems and system integ·ration to meet stakeholder needs and to support 
USPTO's mission. Encourage electronic filing and eliminate paper where possible. Manage allocation of budget 
resources to accommodate business unit needs. Ensure that user fees are used on only the most mission critical 
activities. Further develop capabilities of larger management team. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

1------------·--- . _j(b)(6) Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5%} I Weight 10% 
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opin ion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and extern a I support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate . Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external politics that affect the work of the organization. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Collaborate with other business units, where possible, to implement strategies for reducing ex parte appeals inventory 
within limits imposed by AlA trial inventory and deadlines. Coordinate and share information within PTAB and with 
other business units. Interact with public to instruct on PTAB AlA trial and appeal practice and procedures. Ensure clear 
and consistent messaging Is coordinated internally and communicated to stakeholders. Enhance stakeholder outreach, 
engagement and customer service -- including to small businesses and independent inventors. 

------�----------�-----------------------------------------------------------------------· Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions I D Level S j 11J  Leve l4  I D Level 3 I D level 2 I 0 Level 1 
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Executive Name and 10: JACQUELINE BONILLA Appraisal Period: FY 2017 
Critical Element 5. Results Driven (Minimum Weight 20%) J

.
_yvei?�! 60% 

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement {there is no maximum number of req uirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maximum number). 

This critical element includes specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measurable outputs and outcomes clearly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for levels 5 and 2. Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined} so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 
expected for success. ��������---------------;��----�---------------�--- ---------------------1 
Performance Requirement 1: 35% Weight lb)(6) I Strategic Alignment 

....__ ___ _. 
America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: 
Maintain AlA trial completion in 12 months, or in 18 months in cases with 
extensions for good cause. Maintain Issuance of AlA trial decisions on 
institution within statutory period of 3 months. 

Performance Requirement 2 :  30% Weight l(b)(6) 
E,< Parte Inventory I Pendency Reduction: 
Achieve a reduction of ex parte appeal inventory and achieve substantial 
progress toward an appeal pendency of 12 months. 

Performance Requirement 3:  35% Weight rb)(6) I 
PTAB Decision Consistency: 
Facilitate and enhance regular extra-panel review of final AlA decisions, 
excluding rehearing decisions, and management review of ex parte appeals 
decisions. Ensure clear and consistent legal and procedural positions are 
tal<en on behalf of USPTO by PTA6 judges and attorneys. 

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven ll(b)(6) 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 

Objective 7-A 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 1, 

Objective 7-B 

Strategic Alignment: 

USPTO Strategic Plan, Goal 11 
Objective 7-D 
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Executive Name and JD· JACQUELINE BONILLA 

Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7: Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional) 

Part 8: Agency Use 

Appraisal Period· FY 2017 
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SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Agreement ] 

. l  . 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 
Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml}: BOALICK, SCOTI R. 

Executive's Signature: l(b)(6) I 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, U.S. Patent and Tr.ademark Office 
Rating Official's Name (Last First, Ml} : KELLEY, NATHAN K., Chief Administrative 
Patent Judge (Acting) / 1 l/ / 
Rating Official's Signature: l(b)(6) I 
Part 2. Progress Review L/' 
Executive's Signature: 

Rating Official's Signature: 

Reviewing Official's Si.gnature (Optional): 

Part 3. Summary Rating (b )(6) 

Initial Summary Rating 

Appraisal Pd. 10/1/15 -
9/30/16 
Date: ]/ 3( !lPI / 
Organization: PTAB 

CA D NC D) LT/LE D 
Date: 3/f/J. v/? 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Rating Official's Name (Last, Firs,J;flll): "'"'' .� r..:; ..... "\ .C�ief Administrative Patent Judge·� etiAg-) 
Rating Official's Signature: 1)(6) 

Executive's Signature: Kb )(6) 

Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional) 

Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: 

Higher Level Review Completed 0 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Date: AJtv 
Date: /-- ... 't. 'z ;/ , 
Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation I D Level S I 0 Level 4 I 0 Level 3 0 Level 2 I 0 Level l 

PRB Chair Signature: Date: 

Annual Summary Rating I 0 Level S I D Level 4 I 0 Level 3 0 Level 2 I 0 Level l 

Appointing Authority Signature: 

Part 4. Derivation Formula and Calculation of Annual Summary Rating 
Element Rating Score 

Final I Final 
Critical Element Weight Initial (if changed) Initial (if changed) 

·-1 --'-�-�.ad_irl�g C_hla�ngE!_-+---f------I---'-1L10�% ---I'b )(6) 
. 2 Leading People 10% 
3 Business Acumen 10% 
4. Building Coalitions 10% 
5 Results Driven 60% 

Total 100% 

FORM PTO 516E -05/2013 
l(b)(6) I 

Date: 

Summary Level Ranges 

475-500 = Level 5 
400-474 = Level 4 
300-399 = Level 3 
200-299 = Level 2 

Any CE rated Level l =  Level l 



SES Performance Management System 
Executive Performance Agreement 

Part 1. Consultation. I have reviewed this plan and have been consulted on its development. 
····-·-········· ·· · -- ···---- · 

I Appraisal Pd.-ioTi/is .. -Executive's Name (Last, First, Ml): BOALICK, SCOlT R. 

Executive's Signature: (6) 
: 9/30/16 

I Date: l'f 
Title: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge, U.S. Patent and Tr:�rl��>n,:�rk Office 

.. ... .. ] ()���nizat!on: PT AB 
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): KELLEY, NATHAN K., Chief Administrative 
Patent 

CAD NC O LT/LE D 
Date: 16 

Part 2. Progress Review 

Executive's Signature: Date: 

Rating Officia l':; Signature: Date: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional)� Date: 
Part 3. Summary Rating 

·, f '• 

Level 5 
Initial Summary Rating Outstancjing 

Level 4 
. Commendable 

Leve\ 3 
Fully Successfu! 

Level l 
Unsatisfactory 

Rating Official's Name (Last, First Ml): KEtlEY, NATHAN K., Chief Administrative Patent Judge (Acting) 

Rating Official's Signature: Date: . 

Executive's Signature: Date: 
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 
Higher Level Review (if applicable) 

0 I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: . Date: 
Higher Level Review Completed 0 
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-
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· -
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Date: 
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Title: Chief Administrative Patent Judge Organization: PTAB 1-----·····-----·----·-·--·----------------··---
Rating Official's Name (Last, First, MJ): Peter, Laura A . ............................ r;:--:-(-:-=:6-:--) ......o��.._ _______ , .............. --.-·-·---····----1---·-··· ...... -.............. � ... . 

Date: 

.......... : .................... ........... _ .. _, ___ . ........ ....... _._ ... : .............................................................................. , .... ..................... -..................... . 

Executive's Signature: Date: 

.. . .. .... �.. . .: ...... 

, ................ --............... -___ . __ _._ ------·--·••" ................................ --.......... _ . ........................... --.. ··-···---.............. ...... . .  .. ······-· . . . . . . . ............................... ,_,. ____ , __ ···---··--· 
Rating Official's Signature: Date: -

------------------- -
Reviewing Officia l's Signature (Optional}: Date: 

. • .. . . . . • : · · · . . .. ; . . .. .  .: _: . . · . .  

Rating Official's Name (Last, First, Ml): ... . .. .. .. . .. . . . - - . -... -. ·-........................... ---·-·--. -- . --- . __ ..... , ................ .--··------,------·-·----·····--------................................... ________ , _____ , __ , __ , 
Rating Official's Signature: Date: 
Executive's Signature: Date: ---· .... ___ ________ _ ------------
Reviewing Official's Signature (Optional): Date: 

Higher Level Review (if applicoble) 

D I request a higher level review. Executive's Initials: · Date: 
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Higher Level Review Completed D 
Higher Level Reviewer Signature: 

Performance Review Board Recommendation 1-·----------------·-···· . 0 level S 

Date: 

D level 4 0 level 3 ' D Level 2 0 Level l 
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Annual Summary Rating

. 

. 
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3. Business Acumen 
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Executive Name and ID· Boa lick, Scott R Appraisal Period· 10/1/19 - 9/30/20 

Part 5. Performance Standards and Critical Elements 

--�-;-;cc;---;--��--;c-------�c-
Performance Standards for Critical Elements (The perfom1ance standard iOr each critical element is specified 
below; examples for the top three perfonnance levels can be found in the system descriPtion) 

• Level S: The executive demonstrates exceptional performance, fostering a climate that sustains excellence 
and optimizes results in the executive's organi...:ation, agency, department or Govenunentwide. This 
represents the highest level of executive performance, as evidenced by the extraordinary impact on the 
ac.hlevement of the organization's mission. The executive is an inspirational leader and is considered a 
role model by agency leadership, peers, and employees. The executive continually contributes materially 
to or spearheads agency efforts that address or accomplit>h important agency goals, consistently achieves 
expectations at the highest level of qLtality possible, and consistently handles challenges. exceeds targets, 
and completes assignments ahead of schedule at every step along the way. 

• Level 4 :  The executive demonstrates a very high level of performance beyofid that required for successful 
performance in the executive's position and scope of responsibilities. The executive is a proven, highly 
effective leader who builds trust and instills confidence in agency leadership, peers, and employees. The 
executive consistently exceeds established periOrrnancc expectations, time lines, or targets, as applicable. 

• Level 3: The executive demonstrates the high level of performance expected and the executive's actions 
and leadership c01itribute positively towaTd the achievement of strategic goals and meaningful results. The 
executive is an effective, solid, and dependable leader who delivers high-quality results based on measures 
of quality, quantity, eilidency, and/or effectiveness within agreed upon timelincs. The executive meets and 
sometimes exceeds challenging perfonnance expectations established for the position. 

• Level 2: The executive's contributions to the organization are acceptable in the short term but do not 
appreciably advance the organization towards achievement of its goals and objectives. V/hile the executive 
genemlly meets established perfonnance expedations, timclines and targets, there are occasional lapses 
that impair operations and/or cause concern from management. \Vhile showing basic ability to accomplish 
work through others, the executive may demonstrate limited ability to inspire subordinates to give their 
best efforts or to marshal those efforts eilectivcly to address problems characteristic of the organization 
and its work. 

• Level 1: In repeated instances, the executive demonstrates performance deficiencies that detract from 
mission goals and objectives. The executive generally is viewed as ineffectual by agency leadership, peers, 
or employees. The executive routinely does not meet established perfOrmance 
expectations/timclines/targets and fails to produce - or produces unacceptable - work products, services, or 
outcomes. 

Element Rating level Points 

level 5 = 5 points 
level 4 = 4 points 
level 3 = 3 points 
level 2 = 2 points 
Level l =  0 points 
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Executive Name and ID· Boalick Scott R ' Appraisal Period· 10/1/19 · 9/30/20 

Critical Element 1. Leading Change (Minimum weight 5 points) [ Weight 10% 

- - --�--- ---------------·. --�-- - ------· -- -----· - -----------�-· - · - - ---·---···· ·""""'''''''' ___
___ 

---- -- -- -Mandatory Performance ReCilili-ement: Develops and
·rm·p-le-m·ents- an organizational vision that integrates key 

organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations, 
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to 
major shifts i n  direction or a pproach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve 
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and 

____!!'_�nsp_�r�ncy; and maintains program focus, even under adversity. 
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Implement Presidential directives for enhancing operation of federal government agencies (e.g., Executive Orders). 
Implement Director's objectives for enhancing operations of USPTO and PTAB. Optimize PTAB operations by modifying 
the organizational staffing, policies, and procedures, as needed. Lead PTAB through enhancements of rules of practice, 
precedential opinions, and guidance to stakeholders to ensure balance, reliability, transparency, and predictability. 

��� Rating Official Narrative: (Optional) 

-

� ---- � � � �� � -Critical Element Rating - Leading Change I 0 Level 5 0 Level 4 I 0 Level 3 I 0 Level 2 I 0 Level l 

Critical Element 2. Leading People (Minimum weight 5 points} J Weight 10% 
-�--�� ---�- � � . � �- - -� � -�-- ·�-�-- �· � �- - � � � - - - · · · · �-�- � � � �-�- --Mandatory Performance Requirement: Designs and implements strategies that maximize employee potential, connects 
the organization horizontally and vertically, and fosters high ethical standards in meeting the organization's vision, mission, 
and goals. Provides an inclusive workplace that fosters the development of others to their full potential; allows for full 
participation by all employees; facilitates collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, and supports constructive resolution 
of conflicts. Ensures employee performance plans are aligned with the organization's mission and goals, that employees 
receive constructive feedback, and that employees are realistically appraised against clearly defined and communicated 
performance standards. Holds employees accountable for appropriate levels of performance and conduct. Seeks and 
considers employee input. Recruits, retains, and develops the talent needed to achieve-a high quality, diverse workforce 
that reflects the nation, with the skills needed to accomplish organizational performance objectives while supporting 
workforce diversity, workplace inclusion, and equal employment policies and programs. 

----Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Lead, develop, and implement actions to improve employee en�agement in your area based un employee feedback 
gathered from sources including the USPTO People Survey, Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, focus groups 
and other initiatives. 

Promotes the protection of whistleblowers by: responding constructivefy when an employee makes disclosures 
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 2302(b)(8); takinf!, responsible actions to resolve disclosures,· and 
fostering an environment in which employees of the agency feel comfortable making disclosures to supervisory 
employees or other appropriate authorities. 

Serve as Chief Judge and perform Business Unit Head functions, as appropriate. Provide policy direction and 
guidance to the PTAB. Ensure PTAB employees are efficiently working on mission-critical tasks. Retain and leverage 
nationwide talent. 

- -----Rating Official Narr<Jtive: (Optional) 

----Critical Element Rating - Leading People 
···-[ 0 Lcv�l 5  [J leve1 4 I D Level 3 I 0 Level 2 I 0 Level l 

-
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Executive Name an d  10· Boa lick Scott R ' Appraisal Period· 10/1/19 - 9/30/20 

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen 
. 

{Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and 
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technoloey 
to enhance processes and decision making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications; 
and rnanages __ resou!ces. -

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements 

Support development of improved PTAB IT system and system integration. Manage allocation of budget resources to 
accommodate business unit needs. Develop and enhance tools to promote transparency and enable increased use of 
operational data. Identify and direct administrative initiatives to ensure PTAB's staffing is sufficient and appropriate 
to support the Board's size and workload. 

- ·-

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional} 

c--- . .  - ---

Critical Element Rating - Business Acumen D Level S I D L���l � I 0 level 3 I D Level 2 
--� D Level l 

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions (Minimum weight 5 points) I Weight 10% 
. -- - --- ----

Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external st<lkeholders or 
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to 
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains, 
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and 
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and 
external pol(tics t_hat affect the work of the orga�ization. -

Agency-Specific Performance Requirements ' 

Collaborate and share information within PTAB and with other business units to implement strategies for achieving 
USPTO and/or PTAB objectives. Pursue formal or informal collaborations and education opportunities with examiners. 
Interact with public to educate about PTAB practice and procedure to promote understanding. Collect public feedback 
about PTAB proceedings to guide enhancements of policies and procedures to promote balance, reliability, 
transparency, and predictability. ' 

Rating Official Narrative; (Optional} 

Critical Element Rating - Building Coalitions J 0 ��vei S I D Leve l 4  i 0 Level 3 
--j 0 Level 2 I D Level l 

- - ---
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Executive Name and 10· Boalick, Scott R Appraisal Period· 10/1/19 - 9/30/20 
Critical Element 5. Results Driven {Minimum Weight 20 points) I Weight 60% �- - - ·- -

.
..  --

This critical element must have at least 1 performance requirement (there is no maximum number of requirements, agency 
should specify if it sets a maxim urn number). 

This critical element includes· specific performance requirements expected of the executive during the appraisal period, 
focusing on measurable results from the strategic plan or other measuroble outputs and outcomes clearly oligned to 
organizational goals and objectives. At a minimum, the performance requirements must contain measurable results and 
their quality indicators describing the range of performance at Level 3 for each result specified. In addition to the quality 
indicators, applicable measures of quantity, timelines, and/or cost-effectiveness may be included as appropriate. It is 
recommended to also establish the threshold quality indicators and measures for Levels 5 and 2.  Indicators must reflect 
the same level of performance as the respective performance standard contained in Part 5. 

Strategic Alignment-identify clear, transparent alignment to agency strategic planning initiatives (e.g., relevant agency or 
organizational goals/objectives with cited page numbers from the Strategic Plan, Congressional Budget Justification/Annual 
Performance Plan, or other organizational planning document) in the designated section for each performance 
requirement. 

Note: Performance requirements must contain results and quality indicators that are clearly and differentially identified 
(e.g., highlighted, bold, underlined) so that it is readily evident on what the senior executive will be rated and what is 

-��pe�_!ed for success. 
_ _  ,--·-----1 

Performance Requirement 1: 25% Weight I Strategic Alignment: 

America Invents Act Trial Timeliness: .1 FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Achieve AlA trial completion in compliance with applicable legal Goa1 1 - Optimize Patent Quality and 
requirements in 12 months from institution, or in 18 months from institution Timeliness, 
in cases with extensions for good cause, for 95% of al l AlA trials not subject 
to joinder. Achieve issuance of AlA petition decisions on institution in 
compliance with applicable legal requirements within statutory period of 3 
months for 95% of a l l  AlA petitions. 

Performance Requirement 2: 25% Weight 

Ex Parte Appeal Timeliness: 
Manage the average overall pendency for ex parte appeals, excluding 

Objective 4 ·· Enhance Operations of the 
Patent Trial And Appeal Board 

Strategic Alignment: 
-------1 

FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Goa1 1 � Optimize Patent Quality and 
Timeliness, 

appeals for reexam and reissue proceedings, to resolve ex parte appeals in a 1 

timely manner consistent with available resources, and implement programs I Objective 4 - Enhance Operations of the 
' . to balance penden.cy:_across technologies. 

� __ -------+!�P�a�t_.ent Tnal And Appeal Board 
Performance Requirement 3: 25% Weight I strategic 'Ali-gnment: 

PTAB Decision Consistency: 
Ensure that PTAB judges render high quality, well-reasoned, and consistent 
written orders and opinions in accordance with the authority granted under 
Title 35 of the United States Code and Title 37 oft he Code of Federal 
Regulations, binding case law precedent, and written guidance applicable to 
PTAB proceedings issued by the Director or the Director's delegate. Ensure 
review of 25% of final AlA decisions, excluding rehearing decisions and 
decisions in cases on remand from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 
Circuit, and 2% of ex parte appeals��e�c�is�io�r�Js�. ______ _ 

Performance Requirement 4: 25% Weight 

Effective Communications: 
Ensure clear, timely, and accurate communications concerning PTAB matters 
to PTAB judges and staff, other �SPT() business units, and external 

I FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Goal l - Optimize Patent Quality and 
Timeliness, 

Objective 4 - Enhance Operations of the 
Patent Trial And Appeal Board 

I Strategic Alignment: .. I FY 2018-2022 USPTO Strategic Plan, 
Go a l l - Optimize Patent Quality and 
Timeliness, 

5 Bas1c SES Performance Appraisal Systc::n, updated Aug�.:.st 2016 



stakeholders to decrease uncertainty and increase predictability, 
transparency, and reliability. 

-

Rating Official Na rrative: (Optional) 

Critical Element Rating - Results Driven 0 Level 5 

----I Objective 4 - Enhance Operations of the 

Patent Trial And Appeal Board ' -

/ D Level 4 ) 0 Level 3 j 0 Level 2 ) D Level l 

Busic SES Perfommnce Appraisa: System, updakJ. Augu.s-: 2016 



Executive Name and 10·  Boa lick Scott R Appraisal Period· 10/1/19 9/30/20 ' . 

Part 6: Summary Rating Narrative (Mandatory) 

Part 7 :  Executive's Accomplishment Narrative (Optional} 

Part 8: Agency Use 

1 Basic SES Performance Apprais<il Sy�tem, updatedi\c1gust 2016 



Deriving the Results Driven Rating Worksheet 

Executive Name'--------�-- Ratine- Period ______ _ 

Results Driven 

Performance 

Requirements 

PerfF�o�r�m�a�n�c�e�'M;;;(h!-!Pe;!'Q;;;;;a�;]IPP�
oint Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Performance 

Requirement 1 

Requirement 

Rating Level 

(multiply 

by) 

Requirement 

Puints Score 

475 - 500 = 

Score 

I 5 Rating 

Performance 

Requirement 2 

Points 400 - 474 = Level 4 Rating 

Score ----j Points 300- 399 = Level 3 Rating 

Score 

Performance 

Requirement 3 

----f----f-------1 Points 200- 299 "' Level 2 Rating 

Score 

Performance 

Requirement 4 

-+----1 
Any PR rated Level 1 overall score 

must be = Level 1 Rating Score 

= Level 

of Results Driven Element Rated Level 4 ���-,��--����0 Results Driven Performance Weight Performance Point Ranges to Rating Level Score 

Performance Requirement (multiply Requirement 

Requirements Rating Level by) Points Score 

1 
5 

Performance 5 
i 

Performance 3 
ReqrJirernent 4 

Performance 

Requirement 

Total Score 

X 30 150 

X 15 75 

X 30 90 

Points 475 - 500 = Level 5 Rating 

Score 

Points 400 -474 = Leve1 4 Rating 1 Score 

1 300- 399"' Leve l 3  Rating 

Score 

Points 200- 299 = Level 2 Rating 

Score 

Any PR rated Level l overall score 

must be = Level l Rating Score 

415= Level 4 

Results Driven 

Initial Element 

Score 

Results Driven 

Initial Element 

Score 

4* 

*Results Driven Rating is 4 - to be transferred to Initial Element Score beside Results Driven Critical Element on the 
bottom of page 1. 
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U.S. PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE 

SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE (SES) PERFORMANCE PLAN/RATING 

Name: JAMES THO,cMA'""'"'S�M�O=O_.RE=���--'A=pp"'r,_,a,is,a"-1 P=er'-'-io"'d"':--'F'-Y'--"20:::1:::3�������-

Title/Lnit: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge (VCJ) /Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) 

Performance Definitions (see Instructions page for detailed definitions) 
Outstanding (0) - Performance targets consistently met and exceeded, and level of performance consistently exemplary. 
Commendable (C)- Performance expectations and goals met and often exceeded. 
fully Successful (FS) - Performance expectations and goals met 
Minimally Satisfactory (MS)- Performance level marginally acceptable, needs improvement. 
Unsatisfactory (U) - Performance level undeniably unacceptable . 

. :\'Jandatorv Critical F.lement I :  Leadership/Management (25%) 

The executive exhibits the sound judgment and decisiveness, personal accountability, integrity and ethical standards, and 
resilience integral to serving the American public and to functioning in a leadership role in the Department of Commerce. 
In demonstrating leadership, the executive: 
o establishes organizational goals that are consistent with priorities established by the Secretary and Deputy Secretary 

of Commerce, government-wide initiatives established by the Administration, and strategic. goals of the Department; 
and ensures that they are appropriately reflected in pcrfom1anee plans throughout the organization with meaningful 
measures and clear priorities; 

o works eollaboratively to foster economic growth and opportunity, to meet the needs of businesses and entrepreneurs, 
and to create jobs to benefit the American people; 

a exhibits vision and strategic thinking to address concerns that cross organizational boundaries and to meet the long
term interests of the Department; and 

o uses creativity and innovation, and encourages new ideas and unconventional approaches in response to evolving 
conditions. 

The executive demonstrates sound management of human, financial and technological resources in order to achieve 
established priorities, goals, and objectives. In doing so, the executive: 
o manages program performance throughout the year to maximize operatLonal efficiency and effectiveness within 

established budgetary resources; 
o builds and manages an appropriately skilled and diverse workforce based on organizational goals, budget 

considerations, and staffing needs; oversees the recruitment, selection, and appraisal and recognition of employees 
based on performance; provides training and developmental opportunities, coaching and counseling to employees to 
strengthen performance or address concerns; encourages team commitment and trust; and engages in succession 
planning as needed for long-term organizational effectiveness; 

0 makes effective use of available information technology un to achieve organizational goals; works eollaboratively 
with lT professionals at the operating unit and Department levels, as appropriate, to safeguard IT equipment, software 
and data; and ensures appropriate training of employees to avoid cyber-security threats; 

o fosters a work environment that is safe, secure and conducive to lhe retention of a sktllcd and effective workforce. 
which includes continuity of operations planning and emergency preparedness, addressing unsafe working conditions 
or environmental concerns, and facilitating employee awareness of the procedures to follow in the event of an 
emergency; and 

o adheres to applicable administrative and programmatic Jaws, regulations, policies and procedures that provide the 
internal controls needed to safeguard resources, achieve organizati.onal objectives, and protect the confidentiality of 
information provided to the agency, and respect individual privacy. 

o builds and manages an appropriately skilled workforce while embracing equal opportunity principles; fosters an 
inclusive environment characteri?.cd by cultural sensitivity and respect for divergent employee backgrounds; promptly 
and appropriately addresses allegations of harassment or discrimination; oversees the recruitment, selection, appraisal, 
and recognition of employees based on individual perfomJance; supports Agency efforts that promote diversity (e.g., 
Conununity Day, Affmity Groups, etc.)� and supports Agency efforts to train employees on equal opportunity 
principles." 

Form PT0-5 16£ (rev. 11/20 1 1) 1 



Hiring Reform: 
Improve the recruitment and hiring process to acquire highly qualified employees, reduce hiring time, and support 
new hires successful transition into the Federal Service by: 
• Assessing current and future staifmg needs at on a regular basis 
• Implementing Business C nit's HC Strategic Plans that include recruitment strategies that support organizational 

objectjves and hiring reform initiatives by the end ofFY 2013 
• Engaging actively in the recruitment process by working collaboratively with OHR to identify skills required for 

vacant positions; participating in panel and interview processes, and by making timely selections that will support 
OPM's 80-day timeframes for hiring. 

Employee Survey: 
Support employee overall job satisfaction by: 

• Using results of the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey to improve designated areas of opportunity for your 
Business Unit (Bl) and improve scores in those areac;; 

I ,ist designated areas of opportunity for your BU: 

AIA Implementation: 
Ensures success of the America [nvents Act. (Ali\) by actively supporting timely implementation, devoting sufficient 
resources, increasing awareness of new initiatives, and collaborating with all necessary parties to ensure an innovative, 
effective, and efficient reformed patent system. 

For USPTO Business Unit Heads and Deputies: 

Assure that each business unit participates in the fonnulation of.clear, concise, and effective communication strategies, 
including providing appropriate infonnation and documentation to the Office of the Chief Communication Officer. 

Sub-Elements for Critical Element 1: Leadership/Management 

Description and Strategic Goal 1/0bjective Alignment 5 

Sub-Element: Leadership ofthe PTAB 

Serve as Vice Chief Judge, Division 1 ,  and Acting Vice Chief Judge, Division 2. Work in conjunction with the 
Chief Judge on reducing the backlog of ex-parte appeals, maintaining the current reexamination workflow, 
maintaining the residual interference program, and achieving timely completion of the new trial proceedings 
under the America rnvents Act. Act as Chief Judge's deputy or for Chief Judge as need arises. 

Continue to drive implementation of AlA legislation by managing the hiring of personnel, development of rules 
for new proceedings, acquisition of space (including for new offices) and IT systems, and conducting specialized 
training for presiding over new proceedings and the preparation of materials for use in training. 

Fonn PT0-516E (rev. 1 1/201 1) 2 



Mandatory Critical Element 2: Customer/Client Service Responsiveness (15%1 

The executive demonstrates a high degree of responsiveness to the full range of clients, including end users of goods and 
services for which the executive is responsible, Departmental and operating unit leadership, members of Congress and 
their staffs, and the public in general. In order to appropriately address client needs, the executive: 

o develops strategic alliances both within and across organizational lines to achieve common goals, meets evolving 
requirements, and shares knowledge, skills and experience needed for personal development and professional 
performance; 

o builds consensus of opinion among stakeholders; and 
o seeks to identify client needs and expectations, responds to identifted concerns promptly, professionally and fairly, 

and improves business and management processes based on customer and employee feedback. 
o solicits employee feedback on direction received, opportunities provided, and recognition given, as inputs for 

improving how employees are led and motivated. 

The execUtive develops and/or participates in formal cross-organizational boundary collaboration activities whenever 
appropriate to enhance· service delivery and comprehensive mission coordination v.ithin the Department, among 
organizations with complimentary missions, and within the USPTO. 

For USPTO Business Unit IJeads: 

To promote inter- and intra-agency collaboration, Business Unit heads are expected to accomplish the followillg during 
the rating period: 

• Establish at least one taskforcc with another hmine�s unit, focusing on specific matter of significance to both 
business units (e.g., 2012 budget plan, patents!fmance, hiring planning). 

• Speak at a meeting held by another business unit, at least once a quarter. 
• Arrange for a detail opportunity to or from another business unit, for at least one person each quarter. 
• Promote intra-agency cooperation by ensuring that all_SES within their organizati.ons incorporate specific 

measurable teaming/collaboration tasks in the development of their individual results sub-clements 

Sub-F:lements for Critical F;lement 2: Customer/Client Service Responsiveness 

Sub-Element: Backlog Reduction/AlA Implementation 

Description and Strategic Goai 1/0bjective Alignment 1 ,  4, 5 

Collaborate with business units, where possible, to implement strategies for reducing backlog of ex parte 
appeals at the PTAB. 

Collaborate with the public in receiving feedback to implement the AlA, including receiving input on strategies 
f-or expanding the PTAB in the new USPTO cities, and obtaining input on further development of the AlA case 
management system. 
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Critical Element 3; Results (60%) 

Individual and organizational performance requirements eAl'ected to support ofUSPTO strategic iniliatives. The 
executive is accountable for up to three sub-clements aligned/linked to the USPTO's mission, strategic goals; 
program/policy objectives and/or annual performance plan, which contribute to the success of the agency effectively 
achieving goals in conformance with the Government Performance and Results Act. Performance meets or exceeds 
quality standards, is effective and efficient and produces significant benefits. Results reflect balanced consideration of 
public's and other stakeholders' concerns. Within his/her program area the executive provides leadership to ensure 
program objectives are met for quality, timelin:ess, efficiency, or other factors. The executive communicates USPTO 
objectives to employees; sets clear standards for their achievement and provide appropriate support for their achievement. 
Sub-elements may he weighed individually for a total of 60 percent and no sub-element should be weighted lower than 1 0 
percent Include specific measurable teaming/collaboration tasks designed to ensure collaboration and teamwork across 
business unit organization boundaries. Over the cowse of the appraisal cycle, it is acknowledKed that certain 
performance commitments may be overtaken by events outside of the executive 's control such as funding, additional 
initiatives, or changes in USPTO priorities.] 

Sub-Elements for Critical Element 3: Re..<ilults 

Sub-element A:. Appeal Timeliness I 25 percent 

Sub-element Description and Strategic Goai 1/0bjective Alignment 5 (the underscore is a placeholder for 
number(s)): 

' 

Achieve patent appeal timeliness of decided appeals of 26 or fewer months. � 
Achieve patent appeal Board inventory of 45 or fewer months. 

Suh�Eiements for Critical Element 3: Results 

Sub-element B: AlA Trial Timeliness I 25 percent 

Sub-element Description and Strategic Goa1 1/0bjective Alignment 5 (the underscore is a placeholder for 
number(s)): 

Reach AlA trial completion in 12 or fewer months or in 18 months where extensions are granted. 
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Sub-Elements for Critical Element 3: Results 

Sub-element C: PTAB Expansion I 10 percent 

Sub-element Description and Strategic Goai _/Objectlve Alignment_ (the underscore is a placeholder for 
number(s)): 

Facilitate Judge appointments; submit for consideration by the Secretary of Commerce names of 35 
Administrative Patent Judge Candidates by March 3 1 ,  2013. 

SES Perfonnance Documentation 

The executive may attach a separate sheet describing individual and organizational achievements and results 
related to the critical elements of your performance plan. The attached narrative may be no longer than 6 pages. 

The supervisor will attach a separate sheet swnmarizing your assessment of the executive's perfonnance. 
Describe individual and organizational achievements and results related to the critical elements of the 
performance plan. The attached narrative may he no longer than 3 pages. 
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Signature$/])aJes of Performance ManQRement Activities 

3. Initr.a J , 

:.. p 

4. P RR Recommended Summary Rating 

5. Final Annual Summary Rating 

Chair, Perfonnance Review Board/Date 

Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Propetty & 
Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 

Form PT0·5 1 6E (rev. 1 1/20 1 1 )  

Date* 

Date* 

Options: Written Response Yes 
Higher Level Review Yes 

l(b)(6) 

rb)(
6) 

Ko ** 

No 

"' Acknowledges consultation & �eceipt 
'!<* Not applicable for direct reports to the Under Secretary 
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U.S. PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE 
SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE (SES) PERFORMANCE PLAN/RATING 

SES Performance Plan/Rating Instructions 
Performance Plan 
All elements of the performance plan arc critical. Established requirements are written at the Fully Successful 
level in support of Agency objectives. ALl executives will be rated on the Leadership/Management, 
Customer/Client Service Responsiveness, and Results elements. 

In addition, the supervisor, in consultation with the executive, will develop and establish specific priorities in 
support of agency strategic initiatives, Commissioner level priorities and corporate work plans to be included as 
critical elements for individualized Objectives. 

The performance plan will be signed and dated by the supervisor and the executive* in Item 1 (Signature/Dates 
of Performance Management Activities). Written perfonnance plans will be provided to the executive at the 
beginning of the appraisal period and a copy of the plan will be forwarded to the Office of Human Resources, 
Executive Resources Division (OHR/ExRD). 

Progress Review 
Supervisors will conduct at least one progress review. Supervisors must provide written documentation if 
performance on any element is Jess than the fully successful level. The supervisor and the executive must sign 
and date in Item 2 (Signature/Dates of Performance Management Activities) after a progress review is 
conducted. A copy of the signed progress review will be forurardedto the OHR/ExRD. 

Performance Definitions 
Outstanding (0): Performance targets consistently met and exceeded, and level ofperfonnance consistently 
exemplary, despite constantly changing priorities and/or externally driven deadlines or insufficient or 
unanticipat.cd resource shortages. Consistently demonstrated exceptional integrity and performance in 
promoting the annual business plan and the USPTO strategic goals and objectives. His/her contributions had 
impact beyond his/her purview. 

Commendable (C): Performance expectations and goals are met and often exceeded. In addition to placing 
appropriate emphasis on all stated responsibilities, actions taken were admirable in promoting accomplishment 
of the strategic goals and am1ual business plan. Overcame significant organizational challenges such as 
coordination with external stakeholders or insufficient resources. Effectiveness and contributions impact areas 
beyond his/her purview. 

Fully Successful (FS): Performance expectations and goals are met. Places appropriate emphasis on each area 
of responsibility with dependable performance. Appropriate actions were taken to support accomplishment of 
the strategic goals and annual business plan and demonstrated ability to meet the requirements of the job. 

Minimally Satisfactory (MS): Performance level marginally acceptable, needs improvement Placed 
insufficient emphasis on one or more sets of responsibilities. Actions taken were inappropriate or ineffective in 
meeting strategic goals or annual business plan accomplishments. Repeated observations ofperfonnance 
indicated negative consequences in key outcomes. Immediate improvement is essential. 

Unsatisfactory (U): Performance undeniably unacceptable. 
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SES Performance Plan/Rating Instructions ( cont' d) 

Performance Assessment 
Performance is assessed at the Outstanding (0) level, Commendable (C) level, Fully Successful (PS) level, 
Minimally Satisfactory (."MS) level, or Unsatisfactory (Cl) level by a process described below: 

At the end of the appraisal period, the executive may document accomplishments related to the critical 
eLements. Documentation will not exceed six pages, will speak to results and as appropriate customer 
satisfaction and employee perspectives, and refrain from usc of superlatives. 

The supervisor will prepare a summarized assessment of the executives' perfonnance. Documentation will not 
exceed 3 pages. The supervisor will also assign a rating for each element, and an Initial Summary rating for the 
plan. The supervisor and executive will sign and date in Item 3 (Signature/Dates of Performance }vfanagement 
Activities). A copy will be provided to the executive and the original "forwarded to the OHR/ExRD. [For your 
convenience, a summary rating and score computation worksheet is attached. The Initial Summary Rating must 
be tra�ferred/annotated to page 6, Item 3, where the supervisor and executive will sign and datel-

Executives may (1) request a higher-level review** of their Initial Summary rating and/or (2) may provide a 
written response prior to the Perfonnance Review Board (PRB) review. 

Tf a higher-level review i�  requested, the reviewing official must make a separate written conunentl 
reconunendation to the PRB. The reviewing official (nonnally the y.d line supervisor) may not change the 
Initial Summary rating. A copy of the reviewing official's input must be given to the executive and the 
supervisor and forwarded to the OHR!ExRD. The executive will be given the opportunity to provide additional 
comments to the PRB. 

All performance documentation will be forwarded to the OHR!ExRD. cl'he OHR/ExRD will provide the Initial 
Summary rating, and additional docwnentation and any higher-level review to the PRB for their review. 

The PRR will consider the Initial Summary rating, any executive's response and other pertinent input. The 
PRB Chair will recommend a rating and sign Item 4 (Signature/Dates of Performance Management Activitiesj. 

Final Rating 
The L"nder Secretary will assign the Annual Sununary ratings after considering recommendations ofi.hc PRB 
and other appropriate input. 

The Annual summary rating will be provided to executives. 

' Acknowledges consultation and receipt. 
**  Not applicable for direct reports 
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U.S. PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE 
SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE (SES) PERFORMANCE PLAN/RATING 

Summary Rating and Score Computation Worksheet 

Name: James Thomas Mo.o:::;r:...:e:...._ ________ __,. _ __:A.=�P�P:..:.r.::.aJ=·s=al:...:P:...:c:=..n:.:· o;.:d::..: F\:�'..:2:.::;0.=.:13::.._ ___________ _ 

Title/Unit: Vice Chief Administrative Patent Judge (VCJ)/ Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) 

Instruc tions: 
I .  Each critical clement in the performance plan and its assigned weight has been listed below. 
2. Assign a rating level for each element: (5) Outstanding, (4) Commendable, (3) Fully Successful, (2) Minimally Satisfactory, and 
(1) Unsatisfactory 
3. Score each clement by multiplying the weight by the rating level. 
4. After each element has been scored, compute the total score by summing all individual scores. 
5. 1 be performance rating is based on the total score except that if any critical element is less than fully successful, the rating can be 
no higher than the lowest critical element rating. 

Performance F.lement 

I. 

A. Leadership of the PTAB 

II. Cus 

A. Backlog Reduction/ AlA Implementation 

A. Appeal Timeliness 

B. AlA Trial Timeliness 

C. PTAB Expansion 

the supervisor and executive will sign and date. 
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Score 

25% 

15% 

25% 

25% 

on page 6, Item 3, of the Performance Plan, where 
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To: File 

From: James Donald Smith, 
Chief Administrative 

Subject: Executive Performance Narrative for Fiscal Year 2013, 
James T. Moore, Deputy Chief Administrative Patent Judge 

Date: October 25, 2013 

Critical Element I: Leadership/Management 25% 
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Sub Element: Backlog Reduction/AlA implementation 

Mandatory Critical Element 3 

Sub Element A- Appeal Timeliness 

Sub Element B · ·  AlA Trial Timeliness 



Sub Element C: PTAB Expansion 
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